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General introduction 
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Enschede, the Netherlands 

 

 

1. Background 

The rapid development of genomics and proteomics during the last two decades has led to 

the discovery of many new proteins that have great therapeutic potential because of their 

powerful and selective activity in important physiological processes [1]. Several peptide 

and protein agents such as vaccines, hormones, growth factors and enzymes have the 

opportunity to be used as highly specific and effective therapeutics to treat a range of 

chronic diseases, cancers, autoimmune diseases and metabolic disorders [1-6]. The 

advances in biotechnology now permit the production of numerous proteins on a 

commercially viable scale. However, whereas production is no longer a major obstacle, the 

effective delivery of therapeutic proteins to the targeted site of action remains a 

tremendous challenge. Indeed, the delivery of protein therapeutics is associated with a 

great number of hurdles that have to be overcome before the protein can exert its 

therapeutic activity. The bioavailability of many protein drugs is low because of their 

physical and chemical instability, and as for oral administration these therapeutics suffer 

from their fast enzymatic degradation and metabolization in the gastrointestinal tract. In 

addition, negatively-charged cell membranes and mucosa prevent proteins and other 

drugs with anionic character from entering cells by charge repulsion, and the large size 

and hydrophilicity of proteins causes their transport through compartmental cellular 

barriers slow and ineffective [7, 8]. Moreover, once internalized, proteins can also be 

subject to lysosomal degradation.  

Chapter 1 
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Several strategies to overcome these difficulties have been investigated, and the 

utilization of polymer-based nanocarriers has emerged as a promising and versatile 

approach because of their facile transformation and possibilities to tune properties 

including subcellular size, biodegradability, and biocompatibility [9, 10]. Recently, 

nanosized polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs) resulting from the self-assembly of proteins 

with natural and synthetic polymers have drawn increasing attention for application in 

therapeutic protein delivery [11-14]. In this non-covalent method, PECs are formed by 

simply mixing oppositely charged drug and polymer that will interact by 

electrostatic-attraction. The PEC formation should then result in optically homogeneous 

and stable dispersions of nanoparticles possessing cationic charges able to bind to and 

internalize with cell surface [11].  

As cationic carriers, poly(amidoamine)s (PAAs) have high potential in biomedical 

applications [15, 16]. These polymers are water-soluble, biodegradable and 

biocompatible, with lower cytotoxicity profiles than other usual polycationic vectors 

[17-20]. In our group we have previously developed a series of novel linear PAAs 

containing repetitive disulfide linkages in their backbone (SS-PAAs). These polymers are 

relatively stable in the extracellular medium but are prone to fast degradation in the 

reductive intracellular environment due to the cleavage of the disulfide linkages in the 

polymer chain [21-25], which makes the SS-PAAs very efficient vectors for intracellular 

gene delivery [26-29]. In general, this property can be favorably exploited in delivery 

systems that should be stable outside the cell but have to disintegrate into fragments of 

low molecular weight after uptake into target cells in order to release their therapeutic 

cargo and to minimize cytotoxic effects. 

 

2. Aim of this study 

The main aim of the study described in this thesis is the design of carriers for safe and 

efficient protein delivery, based on functionalized biodegradable PAAs, notably 

bioreducible SS-PAAs having repetitive disulfide bonds in their main chain that are 

degradable by intracellular reduction. These polymer systems are expected to be non-toxic 

and capable to induce efficient intracellular protein delivery via the parenteral route, but 

are also of interest to be studied as delivery systems via oral and nasal administration, as 

well as for transport of proteins across the blood-brain barrier.  
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3. Outline of the thesis 

In this thesis, bioreducible PAAs are designed as virtually non-toxic carriers for protein 

delivery. The structural influences of these polymers on their protein delivery properties, 

profection capability and cytotoxicity in vitro are discussed in detail. The results on in vivo 

protein delivery to diabetic rats with the bioreducible PAAs are also described.  

In Chapter 2, a literature overview is presented focusing on the strategies that have been 

followed to design polymers as non-toxic carriers for intracellular protein delivery. This 

review aims to contribute to the understanding of the current status on polymeric protein 

carriers and the challenging work that can be achieved in the near future. 

In Chapter 3, functionalized linear PAAs are designed and evaluated as efficient vectors for 

intracellular protein delivery in vitro towards COS-7 cells, using β-galactosidase as a model 

protein.  

In Chapter 4, protein nanocarriers from bioreducible PAAs containing repetitive disulfide 

linkages in the main chain and charge-reversal groups in the side chains that respond to 

acidification in the endosomes are designed and evaluated as non-toxic carriers for 

intracellular delivery of cationic proteins in vitro towards Huvec cells. 

In Chapter 5, we describe the synthesis and properties of insulin-loaded nanoparticles 

based on bioreducible PAAs. In this study, surface sensitive analytical techniques are used 

to evaluate the responsiveness of the nanosized insulin-loaded polyelectrolyte complexes 

when adsorbed to model lipid membranes. 

In Chapter 6, the influence of the disulfide bonds in PAAs for intracellular protein delivery, 

notably for intestinal applications, is described. Formulations of nanoparticles using PAAs 

as polymer carrier and human serum albumin were studied in vitro towards Caco-2/TC7 

cells. The mucoadhesive properties of the polymers were also studied. 

Chapter 7 describes the preparation of bioreducible PAA nanoparticles for oral insulin 

applications. PAA nanoparticles are formulated with human insulin and their proteolytic 

and chemical stability in vitro were evaluated, as well as their capacity to decrease glucose 

blood level in vivo in diabetic rats.  

In Chapter 8, nanoparticles based on bioreducible PAAs for nasal applications are 

presented. These nanoparticles contain ovalbumin and p24, the component of the HIV 

virus particle capsid, as antigens and CpG oligodeoxynucleotide as adjuvant, and are 

evaluated in vitro for nasal cell penetration and cytotoxicity using HUVEC cells, the 

respiratory epithelial NCI H441 cells and the endothelial cell line ISO-HAS-1. 
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Chapter 9 describes the use of PAAs as non-toxic carriers for protein and peptide 

therapeutics for delivery to the brain. The physico-chemical properties of these polymers 

were characterized as well as their potency for efficient profection in hCMEC and Huvec 

cells. 

In Appendix 1, attempts of improvement on the stability of PAA nanoparticle formulations 

with protein are assessed by ionic gelation or cross-linking. 

In Appendix 2, thermo-responsive bioreducible PAAs are designed and synthesized for 

gene delivery. This preliminary study aims to ascertain the chemical structural effects on 

the modifications of the side chains in the PAAs on their responsive to an increase of 

temperature from room temperature to body temperature. 
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1. Background of Protein Therapeutics 

The rapid development of genomics and proteomics during the last two decades revealed 

has led to the discovery of many new proteins that have valuable therapeutic potential 

because of their powerful and selective activity in important physiological processes [1]. 

Proteins and peptides are increasingly recognized as potential leads for the development 

of new therapeutics, since several peptide and protein agents such as vaccines, 

hormones, growth factors and enzymes have the opportunity to be used as highly specific 

and effective therapeutics to treat a range of chronic diseases, cancers, autoimmune 

diseases and metabolic disorders [1-6]. The most frequently marketed 

biopharmaceuticals include monoclonal-antibody-based products for cancer treatment 

and autoimmune diseases, therapeutic vaccines, insulin for diabetes treatment, human 

growth hormone for supplementation in hormone deficiency, and interferon-α for 

treatment of hepatitis B and/or C [7, 8]. The advances in biotechnology now permit the 

production of numerous proteins on a commercially viable scale, and these 

biopharmaceutics comprise an increasing share of the pharmaceutical market. 

Chapter 2 
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However, the effective delivery of therapeutic proteins to the targeted site of action 

remains a tremendous challenge since the delivery of protein therapeutics is associated 

with a great number of hurdles that have to be overcome before the protein can exert its 

therapeutic activity. Their widespread applications are restricted by their physico-chemical 

properties that make their systemic delivery difficult. Such properties include their 

particularly high molecular weight and hydrophilicity, which lead to low bioavailability, poor 

transfer across biological membranes, and low stability in the bloodstream [9-11]. The 

molecular weight and size of a drug influence its diffusion through the epithelial layer. It is 

known that bioavailability decreases sharply when its molecular mass increases beyond 

700 Da. The hydrophilicity of the drug also affects its permeation and transcellular 

absorption by passive diffusion, which can only occur if the drug is lipophilic, unless 

transport proceeds via the paracellular pathway, restricted to relatively small molecules 

(<200 Da) [12-15]. Most therapeutically valuable proteins and peptides typically have 

large molecular weight (>700 Da) and also hydrophilic [11, 13], leading to a generally low 

bioavailability. In addition, during the preparation of the protein/peptide drugs, 

manufacturing processes and environmental factors may damage the proteins, reduce 

their biological activity, induce aggregation, render the proteins immunogenic and lead to 

their precipitation [16, 17]. These processes include sterilization and lyophilization while 

the contributing environment factors are pH, ionic strength, temperature, high pressure, 

non-aqueous solvents, metal ions, detergents, absorption, agitation and shearing. Protein 

stability, based on weak non-covalent interactions between secondary, tertiary and 

quaternary structures of proteins, is crucial to prevent any disruptions that will destabilize 

the proteins [16].  

Directed administration of peptide and protein therapeutics by injection can solve some of 

these obstacles. Currently, the most common administration route of therapeutic peptides 

and proteins is injection or intravenous infusion. However, as most peptide and protein 

drugs appear immunogenic, they have very short half-lives in the bloodstream and as 

highly vulnerable molecules due to degradation by enzymes and proteases, either at the 

administration site or en-route to the site of pharmacological action, resulting in poor 

availability. Therefore repeated doses are demanded to maintain therapeutic levels and 

this might result in an oscillating concentration of the drug in the blood [14]. Furthermore, 

injections and intravenous infusions are costly and painful and lead to poor patient 

compliance. Besides parenteral drug delivery, other non-invasive formulation approaches 

for peptide and protein drugs have been recently emerging. Recently there has been a shift 
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in the pharmaceutical industry towards producing needle-free biopharmaceuticals as 

alternatives to unfavoured injections, and major efforts and considerable research in 

academic and industrial laboratories have been directed towards developing new effective 

forms of therapeutic peptides and proteins. Beyond the parenteral route of administration, 

a number of routes have been tested with varying degrees of success. Among these, oral, 

buccal, transdermal, pulmonary, intranasal, intraocular, rectal and vaginal routes are all 

investigated in protein and peptide delivery. However, even although some of these routes, 

such as rectal, vaginal, and ocular administration, offer certain advantages, their poor 

patient acceptability, reserves their use mainly to local, rather than systemic, drug 

administration.  

The oral and nasal routes seem to emerge as the most promising alternatives to 

administration of proteins by injections.  

 

2. Oral and Nasal Delivery of Proteins: Advantages and Bottlenecks of these Mucosal 

Routes 

2.1 Oral Delivery of Proteins 

In view of its convenience and patient acceptance, the oral route is the most common and 

preferred route of drug delivery for the majority of patients since it avoids pain and 

discomfort. However, for the delivery of protein therapeutics this route is also associated 

with a great number of hurdles that have to be overcome before the protein can exert its 

therapeutic activity. 

The bioavailability of many protein drugs is low because of the physical and chemical 

instability of proteins and their fast enzymatic degradation and metabolization in the 

gastrointestinal tract. In addition, negatively-charged cell membranes and mucosa prevent 

proteins and other drugs with anionic character from entering cells by charge repulsion 

and the large size and hydrophilicity of proteins causes their transport through 

compartmental cellular barriers slow and ineffective [18, 19]. Effective oral delivery is one 

of the key problems for these therapeutics and the development of efficient drug delivery 

systems that can overcome this hurdle will greatly contribute to the advancement of their 

application. 

 

The route from the mouth to the intestine 

A major obstacle for the oral administration of proteins is their vulnerability to proteolytic 

degradation by digestive enzymes in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract [20]. Whereas 
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degradation of proteins during their transit via the mouth, pharynx and esophagus, ileum 

and colon is minimal, the proteolytic activity is highest in the stomach and duodenum. The 

digestive juices of the stomach secreted by gastric exocrine glands are responsible for 

production of hydrochloric acid, pepsinogen and mucus along with other components. 

Pepsinogen is converted into pepsin by hydrogen chloride secreted by the gastric glands 

and is responsible for the cleavage of peptide bonds between aromatic amino acids such 

as phenylalanine, tyrosine and tryptophan. In order to be absorbed, proteins must persist 

sufficiently long in the intestinal lumen to allow adherence to cell apical surfaces and to be 

transported into intestinal cells. However, the bioavailability of drugs sharply decreases 

when the molecular weight increases beyond ca. 700 Da, which is far below the molecular 

weight of most of the proteins used as therapeutics. Their large molecular weight and 

hydrophilicity causes low mucosal permeability and cellular transport. All these effects 

lead to bioavailabilities lower than 10% for orally administered peptides and proteins, and 

for example as low as 0.05% for orally delivered insulin [21-23]. Therefore, considerable 

interest is focused on the development of appropriate carrier formulations that improve 

the poor oral bioavailability of proteins by protecting the protein from degradation, 

enhancing its uptake into the intestinal mucosa and increasing the absorption across 

biological membranes. 

 

Uptake from the intestine into the bloodstream 

One of the most significant factors which affect absorption into the bloodstream is 

transport across the epithelial cell layer of the intestine. The purpose of the epithelial layer 

is to absorb only required nutrients such as vitamins and minerals and to exclude 

unwanted entities such as toxins or viruses. Basically, five different pathways are possible 

for a drug to reach the bloodstream from the intestinal lumen: the transcellular pathway 

(through the epithelial cells) by passive diffusion or by binding to transport proteins, the 

paracellular pathway (in between adjacent cells), the adsorptive- and receptor-mediated 

endocytotic pathway, and the absorption into the lymphatic circulation via M-cells of 

Peyer's patches (PPs) (see Figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1. Schematic depiction of the intestinal epithelium and the pathways available for drug 
absorption: (a) transcellular pathway by passive diffusion, (b) paracellular pathway in between 
cells, (c) adsorptive- and receptor-mediated endocytotic pathway, (d) transcellular pathway by 
transport proteins, (e) pathway by absorption into the lymphatic circulation via M-cells of Peyer's 
patches via receptor mediated endocytosis and nonspecific adsorptive mechanisms. 
 
 
 

In the transcellular pathway (a), molecules are passing the cell membranes by passive 

diffusion. Generally, the lipid bilayer of the membranes makes free diffusion across the 

cells only limited to lipophilic molecules with molecular mass of less than 400 Da. 

Therefore, a minimum of hydrophobicity is needed for macromolecules in order to 

permeate the epithelium and to be transcellularly absorbed through passive diffusion. 

However, most therapeutic proteins and peptides are hydrophilic, making them not 

expectable to follow the transcellular route [24]. 

The small paracellular space with tight junctions that have to be passed in the paracellular 

route (b) only permits the transport of relatively small hydrophilic molecules (molecular 

mass <100–200 Da) [12, 13, 15]. Even in these cases, the absorption capacity is quite 

limited because the paracellular pathway comprises a very small percentage of the total 

epithelial surface area. Therefore, the paracellular route is not a possible option for the 

delivery of macromolecules. For instance, in the case of insulin for which large efforts have 

been undertaken to develop an oral administration system, evidence for a paracellular 

route of absorption has not been found by either morphocytochemical or biochemical 

analyses. 

It was demonstrated that insulin absorbed in the apical membrane and was internalized by 

certain types of endocytosis (c) [25]. In order to open this pathway to macromolecules, it 
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will be necessary to alter or disrupt the tight junctions that exist between cells. However, 

this introduces the strong disadvantage that the transport is nonselective and viruses and 

toxins can be taken up as well. 

In principle, the most natural approach to transport proteins across the epithelial cell layer 

is by adsorptive or receptor-mediated endocytosis. Some proteins as immunoglobulin and 

antihypertensive peptides derived from egg proteins have been shown to be actively 

transported in membrane-bound vesicles after binding to cell-surface receptors or binding 

sites (route d) [26-28]. However, for some only a tiny fraction released at the basolateral 

membrane and secreted into the interstitial space in an intact form [26]. 

Uptake of protein therapeutics may also proceed via absorption into the lymphatic 

circulation by PPs (route e). PPs are aggregations of lymphoid tissue that are found in the 

lowest portion of the small intestine ileum and it is generally assumed that uptake of 

particles is mediated by epithelial M cells. Strategies to improve the interactions of 

therapeutics with adsorptive enterocytes and M cells of PPs can be classified into those 

utilizing specific binding to ligands or receptors and nonspecific adsorptive mechanisms. 

 

2.2 Nasal Delivery of Proteins 

A promising alternative 

Because of the complexity and poor success in the oral delivery of biotherapeutic proteins 

and peptides, the nasal route offers an interesting option to conventional parenteral 

routes of administration [29]. It presents numerous benefits as a non-invasive target issue 

for drug delivery as compared to the oral administration. Several nasal delivery systems for 

peptides, such as Luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone agonists, are available as 

licensed products, these peptides are inactive after oral administration, and in this respect 

nasal delivery is regarded as an attractive alternative to chronic injection therapy. 

Moreover, some drugs that use the nasal route of administration have also been approved 

and have reached the market, as calcitonin salmon nasal spray or nasal desmopressin or 

buserelin [30, 31]. 

The nasal route of administration has intrigued researchers for several decades, especially 

in the context of delivering peptides to systemic circulation. It has been shown as a highly 

efficient mucosal route for the induction of antibody responses in the serum, as well as 

local and distal mucosal secretions [32-34]. 

The following biopharmaceutical features have been considered as being potentially 

relevant for nasal delivery compared to other delivery routes: comparatively high 
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bioavailability, rapid kinetics of drug absorption and therapeutic effects comparable to 

intramuscular or intravenous injections [35]. 

The nose has a large nasal mucosa area available for drug absorption due to the coverage 

of the epithelial surface by numerous microvilli, the subepithelial layer is highly 

vascularized and directly accessible, the venous blood from the nose passes directly into 

the systemic circulation and therefore avoids the loss of drug by first-pass metabolism in 

the liver, it offers lower doses, more rapid attainment of therapeutic blood levels, quicker 

onset of pharmacological activity, fewer side effects, high total blood flow per cm3, porous 

endothelial basement membrane. It is readily accessible and some aspects of nasal drug 

administration such as mucosal immunization make this way of administration interesting 

for the delivery of drugs [36]. 

Moreover, nasal delivery has been explored as well as an alternative administration route 

to target drugs directly to the brain along the olfactory nerves [37-42]. Delivery of drug 

molecules to the brain is one of the most challenging research areas in pharmaceutical 

sciences because the blood-brain barrier represents an insurmountable obstacle for a 

large number of important drugs, including antibiotics, and a variety of neuropeptide drugs 

active in the central nervous system. When a nasal drug formulation is delivered into the 

nasal cavity, the olfactory mucosa might be reached and drug transport into the brain 

and/or cerebrospinal fluid via the olfactory fluid can occur [43]. For example, intact 

vasoactive intestinal peptide can be successfully delivered to the brain using the 

intranasal route of administration, while its intravenous administration is ineffective [37]. 

All these parameters make nasal delivery to be considered as a promising method for 

protein drug delivery, and these benefits maximize patient convenience, comfort and 

compliance with a simple and painless mode of application [44].  

 

Limitations of the nasal route 

As outlined above, the nasal cavity is an attractive route for administration of proteins and 

antigens. Nonetheless, despite the high potential of nasal drug delivery, this route also has 

a number of limitations, and therefore important issues have to be taken into account for 

the preparation of nasal formulations. 

There are three different distinct functional zones in the nasal cavity, namely: vestibular, 

olfactory, and respiratory areas. The vestibular area serves as a baffle system; it heats and 

humidifies inspired air and also functions as a filter of airborne particles [45, 46]. The 

olfactory epithelium is capable of metabolizing drugs [45]. The respiratory mucosa is the 
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region where drug absorption is optimal, and is also the region exposing severe limitations 

for protein/vaccine delivery. This pseudo-stratified columnar epithelium is covered by a 

thick mucus layer [47]. After the mucus/surfactant layer, the second barrier that proteins 

encounter in the respiratory tract is a monolayer of epithelial cells tightly sealed by tight 

intercellular junctions associated with the immunogical active mucosal nasal associated 

lymphoid tissues (NALT), containing specialized M-like cells similar to those present in the 

PPs in the gut. The penetration of macromolecules by the paracellular route is limited since 

the normal diameter of the tight junctions is in the order of 3.9−8.4 Å [48] and even with 

the application of an absorption enhancer the diameter would most be likely still less than 

15 nm. Larger macromolecules would have to cross the membrane using a transmucosal 

route, for example, by endocytosis or a carrier- or receptor-mediated transport process. 

Bioavailability of nasally administered peptide and protein drugs can be limited because a 

broad range of metabolic enzymes are located in the nasal mucosal cavity and the 

epithelial cells lining the cavity, inducing rapid mucociliary clearance and limiting the ability 

of peptides and proteins to reach the general circulation in therapeutic quantities [44, 49].  

The tightly impermeable epithelial cell layers in the nasal cavity and also covering 

nasal-associated lymphoid tissues as well as the short residence time of formulations in 

the nasal cavity due to mucociliary clearance are severe limitations for protein/vaccine 

delivery in the upper respiratory tract [49-51]. Consequently, the nose functions as a 

protective system against foreign material [52]. 

Furthermore, drug doses are limited because of the relatively small area of absorption. 

Moreover, the potential irritation and possibly irreversible damage of the nasal tissue from 

the chronic application of nasal drug formulations can also significantly affect its drug 

absorption potential in the long-term [35, 44].  

The physicochemical properties of the drug, nasal mucociliary clearance and nasal 

absorption enhancers are the main factors that affect drug absorption through the nasal 

mucosa. One of the greatest limitations of nasal drug delivery is inadequate nasal drug 

absorption. Several promising drug candidates cannot be exploited via the nasal route if 

they are not absorbed well enough to produce therapeutic effects. Proper delivery systems 

are therefore needed to improve absorption/uptake of protein/peptide-loaded carriers 

from the epithelium and prevent rapid elimination of the formulations from nasal and 

intestinal cavities. Mucoadhesive delivery systems with absorption-enhancing properties 

are needed to improve residence and absorption of therapeutic protein drugs.  
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3. The Requirements to Improve Mucosal Protein Delivery  

The high need for better transport and stabilization of protein drugs inside the body and for 

improvement of controlled and sustained bioavailability at localized or targeted sites in the 

body, like the intranasal and intestinal mucosal walls, have stimulated much research in 

the development of efficient peptide and protein delivery systems.  

Desired general characteristics for a protein drug carrier are a high biocompatibility, the 

ability to incorporate high drug payloads, the possibility of targeting of specific cells or 

tissues, and tunable release kinetics. A prerequisite for all approaches is that the 

biological activity of the therapeutic protein is maintained in all modifications without 

giving rise to significant activity loss. Moreover, once inside the body, the transport system 

must protect the drug from degradation, metabolization, and capture by the host immune 

system. For instance for oral delivery, such delivery systems can for instance protect from 

pepsin digestion in the stomach by enteric coating, enable rapid drug release in the 

duodenum to provide a higher concentration at the epithelial surface, give adhesion to the 

mucus membrane, or present special molecules that bind only receptors expressed by 

target cells. The development of such delivery systems is essential to attain a 

bioavailability that is acceptable in clinical applications [53, 54].  

Three different strategies can be discerned that have been applied separately or in 

combination: (i) modification of the physicochemical properties of the proteins, e.g., by 

attachment of lipophilic moieties [55], (ii) the addition of novel functions to the proteins, 

such as protease inhibitors, or penetration or absorption enhancers (e.g., bile salts, fatty 

acids, cyclodextrins or surfactants) [56-58], or (iii) incorporation of the proteins in delivery 

carriers, notably the encapsulation of the biodrugs in polymeric materials to achieve 

delayed and controlled release. Among others, polymeric protein delivery systems based 

on nanoparticles have been developed and employed so far and will be described more 

extensively further on in this review. 

 

4. Protein Encapsulation as a Potential Solution to Increase Bioavailability  

4.1 Polymer nanoparticles 

Several strategies to overcome the difficulties associated to protein delivery have been 

investigated, and since the latter half of the 1980s, the utilization of polymeric 

nanoparticles has emerged as potential carriers for proteins. Because of their facile 

transformation and possibilities, to tune properties including subcellular size, 

biodegradability and biocompatibility, these systems have emerged as a promising and 
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versatile approach to overcome the different hurdles that limit the biological activity of 

protein therapeutics in the body [59-61].  

Polymers can serve as a matrix that can be altered by variation of the degree of 

polymerization, changing the constituents of monomers, or attachment of functional 

groups to the polymers. The formulations are typically based on encapsulation or 

complexation of a therapeutic protein in a biocompatible synthetic polymeric matrix, 

providing improved stability compared to the free peptides and proteins. Properly designed 

nanoparticles can selectively target tissues, cells and subcellular compartments such as 

nucleus and organelles and control the diffusion of the protein out of the formulation for 

sustained release of protein drugs in therapeutically relevant ranges to the site of action 

[62, 63]. 

Most strategies for oral and nasal drug delivery rely on systems designed to protect against 

enzymatic degradation and enhance transfer of drugs across the epithelium mucosa. 

Nanoparticles can meet these requirements, by for instance protecting fragile protein 

drugs against enzymatic degradation in the harsh environment of the GI tract. Moreover, 

since nanoparticles can be designed to cross the epithelial mucosa or the lymphoid 

tissues without using penetration enhancers, they have been extensively investigated to 

enhance the drug bioavailability after oral and intranasal administration [64, 65].  

 

4.2 Lipid-based particles 

Lipid-based particles, such as liposomes, represent an important class of colloidal 

formulations that have shown great promise for use with therapeutic proteins [66-68]. 

They have been delivered by various routes, and have been identified as effective 

immunological adjuvants [69], and have potential for the intranasal and oral delivery of 

protein antigen [70], whilst retaining the biological activity of the entrapped drug [71]. They 

have notably been used to protect proteins from enzymatic degradation and enhance the 

bioavailability in virtue of their good bioadhesive characteristics since their bilayer 

structure is similar to the cell membrane. 

For instance, Alpar et al. studied the potential adjuvant effect of liposomes on tetanus 

toxoid, when delivered via the nasal and oral routes compared to delivery in simple 

solution in relation to the development of a non-parenteral immunization procedure, which 

stimulates a strong systemic immunity. They found that tetanus toxoid entrapped in 

distearoyl phosphadylcholine liposomes was stable and efficiently taken up significantly 

improving the immune response when compared to the free antigen. These results, 
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suggest that liposomes, administered through the oral and nasal routes, have 

considerable potential as mucosal adjuvants and warrant further investigation [70]. Also, 

nasal delivery of insulin using liposomes was successful, with increased insulin 

permeability and enhancement of nasal absorption, with insulin bioavailabilities above 

13% [72, 73].  

Although their use for oral delivery of proteins has shown some success, as for instance a 

significant decrease of blood glucose levels in mouse models after administration of 

insulin-loaded liposomes [74], the poor stability of these systems under the diverse 

physiological conditions typically found in the GI tract do not offer much perspectives for 

widespread application in oral delivery [75]. Nevertheless, the coating of liposomes with 

mucoadhesive polymers like carbopol and chitosan showed significant improvement in the 

intestinal absorption of protein drugs like insulin and calcitonin [76-78]. Coating liposomes 

also proved to be successful for nasal insulin delivery [79, 80]. In one example, Jain et al. 

investigated the applicability of insulin-containing multi-vesicular liposomes with the 

addition of novel chitosan and carbopol coating as sustained release protein delivery 

systems via the nasal route, and those surface-modified liposomes proved to considerably 

reduce blood glucose levels compared to non-coated liposomes [80]. 

 

4.3 Hydrogel-based particles 

Solid, hydrogel-based particles appear to be better than lipid-based particles for oral 

delivery. In this respect, pH-sensitive hydrogels are of particular interest as potential 

carriers because of their ability to respond to the pH change between the stomach and 

small intestine, enabling the protection of the protein from release and degradation at the 

low pH in the stomach and the release of the protein at the higher pH in the small intestine. 

The protection of the drug in the stomach in these systems is due to the collapsed network 

and the presence of hydrogen bonding complexes between compatible functional groups. 

One of the most extended investigated hydrogel systems is a copolymer of methacrylic acid 

(MAA) with grafted polyethylene glycol (PEG) [81, 82]. The system is an anionic hydrogel, 

swollen in intestinal conditions but collapsed in gastric environment. PEG is incorporated 

for both its high level of biocompatibility and its ability to form hydrogen bonding 

complexes with MAA [83]. The combination of MAA with PEG tethers has demonstrated 

mucoadhesive properties and improved retention times in the small intestine [84]. Further 

improvement of this system could be achieved by copolymerization of PEG and MAA with 

for instance modified carboxymethyl starch to enhance the pH sensitivity of the hydrogels 
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[85]. Similar systems have also been engineered by modification of the composition of the 

hydrogels. For instance, drawbacks induced by the presence of PEG have been eliminated 

by the replacement of PEG by N-vinyl pyrrolidone, thereby preventing the incomplete 

protection of the protein at gastric pH levels and the delay in protein release upon reaching 

intestinal pH levels [86]. In another example, anionic complexation hydrogels of 

poly(itaconic acid) (PIA) with PEG tethers were prepared [87]. This system increases the 

residence time between the hydrogel and the intestinal mucosa due to both the formation 

of hydrogen bonds between IA units and mucosal glycoproteins. In addition, PIA hydrogels 

may prevent proteolytic enzyme activity and increase the permeability of the intestinal 

epithelial layer because of their high capacity for calcium cation binding [88, 89].  

Polyacrylic acid gels were as well successfully used for nasal delivery of proteins. The effect 

of polyacrylic acid gel on the nasal absorption of insulin and calcitonin was investigated in 

rats. After nasal administration of insulin its absorption from polyacrylic gel the residence 

time was increased up to three hours [90]. The effects of putative bioadhesive polymer 

gels on slowing nasal mucociliary clearance were investigated using a rat model. The 

results indicate that all the formulations decreased intranasal mucociliary clearance, thus 

increasing the residence time of the formulations in the nasal cavity [91]. 

 

4.4 Nanoparticles vs. microparticles 

Compared to microparticulate drug delivery systems, the smaller size of nanoparticles can 

imply problems with respect to lower physical stability due to their larger surface and 

higher surface energy. However, nanoscale carriers possess more promising properties for 

protein delivery because of their sub-cellular size, nanosized drug carriers can cross the 

fenestration of the vascular epithelium and penetrate tissues, then favoring the transport 

of particles across the mucosal epithelium. Moreover, nanosystems can be confined at the 

location of choice either by direct application at specific sites or by conjugation to 

molecules that strongly bind the target cells. Specialized M cells in the intestinal and nasal 

epithelium serve as portals for diverse particulates [92, 93]. In contrast to oral delivery, 

particulates are mainly taken up by the M-cells in the NALT via nasal delivery; therefore the 

particle size is an essential parameter for optimized delivery.  

Fattal et al. reported significant discrimination in the uptake of nano- and microparticles of 

poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) by PPs in mice [93]. The number of particles of mean 

diameter around 0.3 and 1 µm observed in PPs was much greater than that of particles of 

diameter average close to 3 µm. Regarding the uptake by M cells of NALT, several studies 
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have shown that microparticles small than 10 µm generally show higher uptake than larger 

ones [94-96]. The size of nanoparticles or ‘small’ microparticles is therefore more suitable 

for M cells uptake and translocation to lymphoid organs to initiate antigen-specific immune 

responses.  

Ponchel et al. proposed a particle absorption model with a porous adsorbent for fine 

particles, such as 200 nm poly(isobutylcyanoacrylate) nanoparticles or polystyrene latexes 

with different particle sizes [97]. Fine particles less than 1 µm penetrate into the mucus 

layer, a porous absorbent. On the other hand, larger particles, such as 2 µm polystyrene, 

showed a Langmuir-type absorption. This absorption pattern suggests that absorption 

involves a monolayer of the particles on the smooth surface. In another typical example, 

Amidon et al. showed that 100 nm PLGA particles diffused throughout the submucosal 

layers, whereas microsized particles were predominantly localized on the epithelial lining 

of the tissues [98]. 

 

5. Design and Properties of Polymeric Nanoparticles for Mucosal Protein Delivery 

Unlike low molecular weight drugs, proteins possess secondary, tertiary and in some cases 

quaternary structures with labile bonds and side chains of chemically reactive groups. 

Disruption of theses structures or modification of side chains can lead to loss of activity. 

Therefore, the fragile nature of proteins requires that the processes necessary for the 

fabrication of protein therapeutics must not damage the protein, reduce its biological 

activity, nor render the protein immunogenic. Moreover, for most of the proteins, 

aggregated forms have less biological activity than their native monomeric form [20]. Due 

to the very specific properties of proteins, the set up of a suitable manufacturing process is 

essential for obtaining an effective delivery system. The tendency of proteins to be 

structurally altered with loss of bioactivity and inactivation poses severe limits to the 

reactions that can be performed on the carrier, to the solvents that can be used, and to the 

environmental conditions adopted during preparation, purification, and storage of the 

delivery system. Harsh experimental conditions, especially encountered with nanoparticle 

formulations from hydrophobic polyesters, the use of organic solvents or surfactants, as 

well as high temperature, pressure, shear forces, and sonification are usually detrimental 

for protein stability [75, 99]. Also matrix degradation may induce protein inactivation or 

generate immunogenic derivatives. Degradation of polyester type of matrices, like those 

derived from poly(lactic acid) (PLA) and PLGA (co-)polymers, causes a pH decrease that 

can induce physical or chemical inactivation of entrapped proteins [100]. 
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Regarding the composition, nanoparticles have been produced using various 

biodegradable or non-biodegradable, hydrophilic or hydrophobic, natural or synthetic 

polymers. Nanoparticles based on chitosan [101, 102], poly(isobutylcyanoacrylate) 

[103-106], acrylic acid-based copolymers [107-110], and PLA and PLGA [111-115] were 

for instance reported to give promising results in the oral and nasal delivery of therapeutic 

proteins and peptides.  

Protein molecules contain many functional groups and hydrophobic regions and may 

exhibit an overall net positive or negative charge at different pH, depending on their 

isoelectric point. Some proteins are also known to possess overall hydrophobic properties. 

Therefore, the development of tailor made carrier systems that bind specific proteins 

based on complementary hydrogen-bonding, electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions is 

a promising approach for future development. 

 

5.1 Surface modification of nanoparticles: the dichotomy of need of both hydrophilicity 

and hydrophobicity 

In general, the in vitro and in vivo behavior of nanoparticles tends to be greatly dominated 

by their physicochemical properties such as particle size, surface charge, and 

hydrophilicity-lipophilicity balance [116, 117]. The epithelial cell membranes are strictly 

limiting the penetration of proteins and a minimum level of lipophilicity is required for 

particles to pass through the membrane and to be absorbed transcellularly [24]. Although 

nanoparticles need some lipophilicity to pass through cell membranes, an excess of 

lipophilicity can be unbeneficial for protein drug carriers. When synthetic hydrophobic and 

biodegradable polymers are used for protein delivery [63, 118], hydrophilic proteins are 

poorly entrapped into the hydrophobic matrix. Nanoparticles composed of solely 

hydrophobic materials generally show low loading capacities and inappropriate release 

profiles; usually a burst release is followed by incomplete release due to non-specific 

interactions [119]. Various hydrophobic polymers such as polyesters have been 

functionalized with lower molecular weight hydrophilic moieties, oligomers or polymers to 

form core-corona type particles. This surface modification improves the physical stability, 

prevents particle opsonisation and rapid clearance, and improves the protein loading and 

release profile [59]. Appropriate surface functionalization can be applied to enhance 

nanoparticle stability in physiological conditions and to improve targeting to specific 

tissues or cells. Typical examples of these systems are the PEG surface modified 

polylactide nanoparticles, extensively described in the literature [111, 120, 121]. The 
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interaction between nanoparticles and enzymes of the digestive fluids and plasma was 

considerably reduced by the PEG coating around the particles which provides efficient 

charge shielding. Incorporation of PEG into the formulation also induced an increase of the 

release rate of the particle loading and a decrease of the degradation rate of the 

nanoparticles. The permeability across mucosa and the amount of drug passing to the 

bloodstream was also improved [111, 122]. Therefore, improved in vitro and in vivo 

performance can be obtained when hydrophobic polymers are combined with hydrophilic 

polymers. 

The absorption of nanoparticles can also be enhanced by introducing a coating of cationic 

and mucoadhesive polymers to their surfaces. The surface functionalization of 

hydrophobic nanoparticles with mucoadhesive materials such as polysaccharides, lectins, 

or other synthetic polymers may be of particular benefit for mucosal protein delivery 

systems [123-125]. Lectins are naturally-occurring glycoproteins that have the ability to 

non-specifically adhere to and be internalized by epithelial cells as has been demonstrated 

by Naisbett and Woodley [126] and Lehr [123].  

The concept of bioadhesion via lectins may be applied not only for the GI tract but also for 

other biological barriers like the nasal mucosa, the lung, the buccal cavity, the eye and the 

blood-brain barrier [127]. While there are many studies on the nasal administration of 

bioadhesive formulations, the emphasis has been on the use of polymers such as chitosan 

(vide infra), and to date there are few studies using lectins. Using the isolectin B4 from 

Bandeiraea simplicifolia 1 (BSI-B4) Giannasca et al. demonstrated lectin-mediated 

targeting of antigen to hamster M-cells, resulting in the production of specific serum IgG, 

and Kumar et al. have demonstrated that equine nasopharyngeal tonsillar tissue contains 

M-cells that react with a lectin from Bandeireae simplicifolia [128, 129]. This latter lectin 

(GS I-B4) has also been shown to be almost exclusively M-cell specific for rat NALT, in 

contrast to other lectins tested (UEA-1, DBA, WGA), and it suppressed the uptake of yeast 

particles by the M-cells [130]. Thus although studies on lectin targeting to the upper 

respiratory tract are still very preliminary, the possibilities for vaccine administration look 

interesting. 

As a typical example, Delie et al. recently showed that the interaction of particles with 

Caco-2 cells was clearly dependant on surface hydrophilicity, where coating PLGA 

nanoparticles with chitosan increased the internalization in cells by a factor 5 [131]. 

Similarly, Takeuchi et al. reported that the absorption of elcatonin via the GI tract was 

enhanced by chitosan-coated PLGA nanoparticles [132]. Sung et al. explored the use of 
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chitosan-coated poly(glutamic acid) for insulin delivery and found that the nanoparticles 

enhanced the intestinal absorption of insulin, providing a prolonged reduction in blood 

glucose levels, while the bioavailability was ca. 20% [133]. Another example with 

promising results for oral applications was shown with dextran-polycaprolactone 

nanocapsules of size ca. 200 nm which permitted high loading (ca. 80%) of lectins and 

other model proteins [134]. Comparative studies carried out with protein-loaded PLA, 

chitosan, and PEGylated PLGA nanoparticles demonstrated that both protein loading and 

transmucosal permeability were strongly increased by the hydrophilicity of the matrix 

[135]. 

In recent years, polymeric micelles have also received growing attention as protein carriers 

with non-covalent polymer-protein interactions [136]. Polymeric micelles are formed 

through the self-assembly of amphiphilic block copolymers in an aqueous environment. 

They have a nanoscopic, core-shell structure in which the hydrophobic core acts as a 

micro-reservoir for the encapsulation of notably hydrophobic drugs. It has been shown that 

the polymer micelles can cross the intestinal barrier after oral administration [137] and 

the nasal epithelial membrane [138, 139]. Consequently, the polymeric micellar systems 

might also be useful for the oral and nasal delivery of protein therapeutics. 

 

5.2 The use of mucoadhesive nanocarriers: “the chitosan example” 

The mucoadhesion of colloidal carriers has been reported to represent one of the most 

important properties to improve the bioavailability of poorly absorptive drugs [62, 75, 

140]. Mucoadhesive carriers adhere to the mucus layer present on mucosal membranes 

and are expected to prolong the residence time at the local site of absorption, leading to 

increased drug absorption through the intestinal and nasal membranes. As a result, 

numerous mucoadhesive delivery systems have been proposed, of which polysaccharides 

being the most chosen material for the carrier. In particular, chitosan nanoparticles have 

repetitively been reported to have great potential for oral and nasal protein/peptide 

administration. 

Chitosan is a biodegradable and biocompatible natural polymer. It has a low level of 

toxicity and is degraded in vivo by lysozymes producing N-acetyl-glucosamine [141-146]. 

Chitosan possesses hydroxyl and amino functional groups which allow chemical 

modification of the molecule, and therefore the possibility to tune its physical properties 

for the aimed applications, notably to enhance its solubility, mucoadhesiveness, the 

absorption and/or cellular uptake of peptides and/or the immunostimulatory properties. In 
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recent years, soluble and particulate carriers based on chitosan and its derivatives have 

received particular interest for the delivery of proteins via mucosal administration such as 

nasal and oral routes. They provide the capacity of intensifying the interaction of proteins 

with epithelial barriers (cell membranes and mucus), increasing the residence time of 

formulations at the site of administration, protecting labile proteins from enzymatic 

degradation and promoting the absorption of the free protein via the paracellular pathway 

as well as transcytosis of the encapsulated proteins across epithelial cells and M cells 

[147-164]. 

Chitosan owes its high capacity to adhere to the mucosa to ionic interactions between the 

positively charged amino groups in chitosan and the negatively charged mucus gel layers 

[141]. The primary mechanism of adhesion at the molecular level is therefore effectuated 

via electrostatic attraction. The interactions are strong at acidic and slightly acidic pH 

levels, at which the positive charge density of chitosan is high. Chitosan and its derivatives 

allow high protein loading and their excellent mucoadhesive properties address for 

transmucosal drug delivery by paracellular and intracellular pathways [143].  

 

Nanoparticulate systems of chitosan or other charged polysaccharides with proteins may 

be easily produced by polyelectrolyte complexation, also named coacervation, a procedure 

involving the polyionic nature of these materials [165]. Nanosized polyelectrolyte 

complexes (PECs) resulting from the self-assembly of proteins with natural and synthetic 

polymers have recently drawn increasing attention for application in therapeutic protein 

delivery [158, 165-174]. In this non-covalent method, stable intermolecular complexes are 

spontaneously formed by charge-attraction by simply mixing oppositely charged protein 

and polymer generally both in aqueous solutions [171]. The presence of excess of 

polycation results in an optically homogeneous and stable nanodispersion of particles 

possessing cationic surface charge that enable binding to the negatively charged cell 

surface and subsequent internalization [165]. This PEC self-assembly has the advantage 

of not using sonification or organic solvents which are both harmful for proteins and 

peptides.  

In order to improve the stability of polyelectrolyte complexes formed by charge attraction 

between cationic polymers and negatively-charged proteins, multi-ion-crosslinking or ionic 

gelation have been applied. In this method, the particles are prepared by ionic crosslinking 

by self-assembly of chitosan or chitosan derivatives and oppositely charged 

macromolecules or by addition of a low molecular weight anionic crosslinker, such as 
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tripolyphosphate (TPP), magnesium sulfate, sodium alginate or cyclodextrin (CD) 

derivatives to chitosan solutions. This approach yields high protein encapsulation 

efficiencies (up to 90%) and the average colloidal size of these nanosystems can be 

modulated by varying the concentration, the mass ratios or the molecular weight of the 

oppositely charged crosslinkers, variables that are also influencing the release rate of 

protein. The improved hybrid nanocarriers were specifically used for oral delivery of insulin 

[167, 175-177], and oral administration to diabetic rats resulted in a reduction of their 

glucose levels to a normal range for more than several hours [101, 102]. Several studies 

of ionic crosslinked chitosan nanoparticles using CD or TPP have also been done for nasal 

delivery of therapeutic proteins [155, 178-180]. It has been shown that insulin-loaded 

ionic-crosslinked chitosan nanoparticles enhanced nasal absorption of proteins to a 

greater extent that unmodified chitosan nanoparticles [155, 180].  

 

5.3 Potential use of cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs) 

During the past decade, a class of short cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs), including 

arginine-rich peptides as TAT peptides, oligoarginine, and amphiphilic peptides like 

penetratin, has been reported to efficiently internalize different bioactive compounds into 

cells [181-187]. Moreover, CPPs have been successfully used for intracellular delivery of a 

broad variety of pharmaceutical carriers such as liposomes, micelles and nanoparticles 

[188]. Especially for oral administration where the drugs are poorly absorbable in the GI 

tract, the use of CPPs is expected to represent a powerful tool for overcoming the low 

permeability of biologicals through epithelial cell membranes. Certain peptides can be 

tethered to the hydrophilic protein drug of interest and together the construct possesses 

the ability to translocate across the plasma membrane and deliver the payload 

intracellularly [188]. Direct conjugation of CPPs to proteins has shown to promote their 

internalization into the cytoplasm [181-187]. Also the co-administration of CPPs with 

therapeutic peptides and proteins as a physical mixture has been reported to significantly 

improve the absorption of the protein drugs. For instance, penetratin was investigated and 

used as a potential novel delivery vector on the systemic absorption of therapeutic 

peptides and proteins for transmucosal delivery [189]. The absorption-enhancing 

feasibility of l- and d-penetratin was used for glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1), and 

exendin-4 as novel antidiabetic therapy, in addition to interferon-β (IFN-β) as protein 

biotherapeutic model from nasal and intestinal route of administration was evaluated in 

rats. Nasal route is the most feasible for the delivery of therapeutic peptides 
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coadministered with penetratin whereas the intestinal route appears to be more restricted. 

The absolute bioavailability values depend on the physichochemical characters of drugs, 

stereoisomer character of penetratin, and site of administration. Penetratin significantly 

increased the nasal more than intestinal absorption of GLP-1 and exendin-4, as the 

bioavailability for nasal and intestinal administration of GLP-1 was 15.9% and 5%, and for 

exendin-4 were 7.7% and 1.8%, respectively. Moreover, the bioavailability of IFN-β 

coadministered with penetratin was 11.1% and 0.17% for nasal and intestinal 

administration, respectively. From these findings, penetratin is a promising carrier for 

transmucosal delivery of therapeutic peptides and macromolecules as an alternative to 

conventional parenteral routes. 

In another example, intestinal absorption of therapeutic peptides and proteins in the GI 

tract was significantly improved by coadministration of oligoarginine such as R6 and R8 

and penetratin [190, 191]. Recently, Morishita et al. suggested that the electrostatic 

interaction between drug and CPP is an important factor governing the enhancing effect of 

the CPP on the intestinal peptide/protein absorption. It was found that among 16 peptide 

drugs possessing different isoelectric points that were coadministrated with D-R8 (D-form 

arginine octamer, a typical CPP) in a physical mixture, only those peptides that bind to 

D-R8 showed increased intestinal absorption. In contrast, the intestinal absorption of other 

peptide drugs that did not bind to D-R8 was not affected in the presence of D-R8 [192].  

 

5.4 Targeting moieties to utilize the endogenous cellular transport systems 

An efficient strategy to increase the intestinal absorption of peptide/protein carriers is the 

conjugation with moieties that are recognized by the endogenous cellular-transport 

systems in the GI tract. Targeting moieties can be linked to the surface of nanocarriers to 

improve endocytosis uptake. In most cases, antibodies and fragments or oligopeptides, 

carbohydrates, glycolipids, and folic acid were selected to target different organs and 

tissues, as the intestine [193]. Notably, it has been demonstrated that Vitamin B12 

attached to the surface of nanoparticles or conjugated to the protein, usually via spacing 

units, for oral delivery of peptides and proteins promote uptake by the receptor-mediated 

endocytosis pathway and therefore its application as targeting moiety has significant 

potential [194-196]. For example, in oral insulin delivery systems the presence of Vitamin 

B12, either directly conjugated or used as a coating for nanocarriers, in this case Vitamin 

B12-coated dextran nanoparticles, has lead to successful drop in plasma glucose levels up 

to 75% [197-199]. 
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The use of transferrin as a conjugate in the oral delivery of insulin was extensively studied 

by the group of Peppas. Insulin that is covalently bound to transferrin exhibited increased 

transport across Caco-2 monolayers by a factor of 7 relative to pure insulin. The transferrin 

in the conjugate was shown to stabilize insulin in the presence of intestinal enzymes and 

promotes transfer across the epithelial barrier by a receptor-mediated transcytosis 

mechanism. Incorporation of the transferrin-insulin conjugates into hydrogel 

microparticles composed of poly(methacrylic acid) and PEG further increased the 

bioavailability of oral insulin due to inhibition of degradation of insulin in the GI tract and 

increased transport across the epithelial cell barrier [200, 201].  

 

6. Poly(amidoamine)s as Potential Polymer Carriers for Protein Delivery 

6.1 Introduction to Poly(amidoamine)s 

Poly(amidoamine)s (PAAs) represent a unique family of synthetic functional polymers that 

have been widely developed for use in both biomedical materials and polymer 

therapeutics. 

PAAs are synthetic tert-amino polymers obtained by stepwise polyaddition of primary or 

secondary aliphatic amines to bisacrylamides [202, 203], as shown in Scheme 2.1. Since 

the addition polymerization is a stepwise process, equal monomer ratios are used in the 

synthesis in order to obtain PAAs of highest theoretical molecular weight. 

 

 
Scheme 2.1. General synthesis scheme of PAAs, from primary (A) or secondary (B) amines. 
 
 
 
The synthesis of PAAs is performed in solvents carrying mobile protons, such as water or 

alcohols, at temperatures above 10-15ºC and generally without added catalysts [202, 

204]. High monomer concentrations and relatively low reaction temperatures give the best 

results. Aprotic solvents, even if highly polar, are unsuitable as reaction media as they yield 
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only low molecular weight products. The amino groups react only if present as free base. 

The synthetic mechanism is a Michael type addition, and is described in Scheme 2.2. 

 

 
Scheme 2.2. Michael type addition mechanism, Nu = nucleophile 
 
 
 
PAAs are inherently highly functional polymers. However, further functionalization of PAAs 

may be useful for special purposes. In many cases, the introduction of additional functions 

in PAAs as side substituents can be simply, directly or indirectly, achieved starting from the 

corresponding functionalized amine monomers. Moreover, the polymer main chain can be 

varied by choice of appropriate bisacrylamides.  

 

6.2 Poly(amidoamine)s for Biomedical Applications 

PAAs have been recognized in literature as polymers with a high potential in biomedical 

applications [203, 205]. Since they possess tert-amino groups in their main chain, they 

can be regarded as polyelectrolytes. As generally cationic, these polymers are 

water-soluble, biodegradable and biocompatible, and can efficiently condense 

negatively-charged payloads by self-assembly into nanoscaled and positively-charged 

complexes. This cationic charge permits the nanoparticles to bind on cell membranes and 

induce endosomal uptake. 

PAAs were first investigated in the biomedical field in relation with their ability to form 

stable complexes with heparin. They were used to neutralize the anticoagulant activity of 

heparin in solution [206-209], to prepare heparin-absorbing resins [210], and by surface 

coating of heparin-binding PAAs, to heparinisable materials [211]. More recently, PAAs 

have been designed as water-soluble polymeric drug carriers, in particularly conjugated 

with as anticancer agents [212, 213], and as vectors for intracytoplasmic delivery of gene 

and toxins since these pH-responsive polymers display good endosomolytic characteristics 

[214]. 

Effective intracytoplasmic delivery of important macromolecular drugs, particularly 

proteins and genes, still remains a major challenge restricting their clinical development; a 
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challenge that must be overcome if we are able to capitalize on the advances made in the 

understanding of the molecular basis of diseases [215]. 

As for gene carriers, the majority of gene therapy clinical trials currently use viral vectors 

that have major limitations [216]. Although viral vectors mediate effective transfection 

they have a number of disadvantages, including potential immunogenicity [217-219], 

potential insertional mutagenesis causing cancers such as leukemia [216], and their 

pharmacokinetics are not specifically targeted. Many of the alternative non-viral delivery 

carriers include cationic lipids and polymers such as poly-L-lysine, polyethylenimine and 

amine terminated PAMAM dendrimers. These carriers have been exploited as 

oligonucleotide delivery systems, and are generally associated to high toxicity to cells in 

culture [220-225]. Moreover, they rapidly localize to lung or liver after intravenous 

administration thus abrogating their ability to target other tissues [226, 227]. Additionally, 

some of these vectors typically display very poor transfection efficiency [228], this has 

been attributed to their inability to efficiently permeabilize the endosomal membrane 

[229]. Efficient cellular targeting and also localization into the appropriate subcellular 

compartment is vital if these approaches are to be converted into useful medicines. It has 

been suggested that cationic polymeric transfection agents, such as polyethylenimine, can 

facilitate vector profection by swelling within the endosome causing membrane rupture, 

the so-called proton sponge effect [230]. 

The development of linear PAAs as pH-responsive endosomolytic polymers showed 

considerable promise. PAAs were found to be significantly less toxic than the previously 

listed cationic carriers (> 100 fold less toxic than polyethylenimine). Moreover, PAAs were 

able to escape the reticuloendothelial system (RES) clearance after intravenous 

administration allowing tumor targeting by the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) 

effect [230-237]. PAAs have shown to possess the capacity to mediate good gene 

transfections with transfection efficiencies similar or higher to the golden standards, 

polyethylenimine and Lipofectamine®. 

The ability of PAAs to mediate the delivery of proteic macromolecules such as toxins has 

been investigated, and with gelonin and ricin A-chain as payloads it was shown that these 

polymers are able to permeabilize the endosomal membrane and thus aid cytoplasmic 

entry, displaying good results in vitro and in vivo delivery [231, 238-241]. In particular, 

PAAs were able to restore toxin cytotoxicity, whereas neutral polymers such as dextran 

were unable to mediate this effect.  
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6.3 Bioreducible Poly(amidoamine)s 

6.3.1 Introduction to Bioreducible Poly(amidoamine)s 

In our group we have previously developed a series of novel linear PAAs containing 

repetitive disulfide linkages in their backbone (SS-PAAs). These bioreducible SS-PAA 

polymers were synthesized via Michael-type polyaddition of the primary amine monomers 

to N,N’-cystaminebisacrylamide (CBA) in equimolar monomeric ratios, as shown in Scheme 

2.3.A. SS-PAAs were designed to remain relatively stable in extracellular medium but to be 

prone to fast degradation in the reductive intracellular environment due to the cleavage of 

the disulfide linkages in the polymer chain [242-245]. This property can be favorably 

exploited in delivery systems that should be stable outside the cell but have to disintegrate 

into fragments of low molecular weight after uptake into target cells in order to release 

therapeutic cargo and minimize cytotoxic effects.  

Differently functionalized SS-PAAs were evaluated for their capacity to form 

nanocomplexes with nucleic acids, and were shown to be very efficient vectors for 

intracellular gene delivery [246-250]. One example of these successful polymers is 

p(CBA-ABOL), a SS-PAA synthesized by polyaddition of 4-amino-1-butanol (ABOL) to CBA 

(Scheme 2.3.B). The p(CBA-ABOL) polymer possesses, besides repetitive disulfide moieties 

in the main chain originating from the CBA monomer, hydroxybutyl groups in the side 

chains originating from the ABOL units. It has been shown that this hydroxybutyl side group 

favorably contributes to the efficiency in DNA transfection, presumably by increasing the 

endosomolytic properties [249]. 

 
Scheme 2.3. A: General synthesis scheme of SS-PAAs, from Michael type addition of a primary 
amine to CBA, B: Synthesis scheme of p(CBA-ABOL). 
 
 
Moreover, the SS-PAAs meet the requirements to possess mucoadhesive properties since 

the repetitive disulfide linkages in their backbone can react with thiol groups and disulfide 

groups in the mucus, useful properties for oral and intranasal delivery of nanoparticles 

made of these polymers [242, 251-254]. 
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6.3.2 Outlook: The Use of Bioreducible Poly(amidoamine)s for Protein Delivery 

The number of biopharmaceutical therapeutics being approved as drugs is constantly 

increasing, and peptide and proteins therapeutics are becoming more common on the 

market. The main aim of the study described in this thesis is the design of carriers for safe 

and efficient protein delivery based on functionalized biodegradable PAAs, notably 

bioreducible SS-PAAs with disulfide linkages in their main chain that are degradable by 

intracellular reduction. These polymer systems are expected to possess low toxicity and 

being capable to induce highly efficient protein delivery via the intracellular pathway. The 

structural effects of these polymers on their protein delivery properties, profection 

capability and cytotoxicity have been systematically investigated. Their potency to function 

as effective protein carriers was further explored for administration via the oral and nasal 

route, and in a preliminary study as potential carrier to cross the blood-brain barrier. 
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Abstract: An effective intracellular protein delivery system was developed based on 

functionalized linear poly(amidoamine)s (PAAs) that form self-assembled cationic 

nanocomplexes with oppositely charged proteins. Three differently functionalized PAAs 

were synthesized, two of these having repetitive disulfide bonds in the main chain, by 

Michael-type polyaddition of 4-amino-1-butanol (ABOL) to cystamine bisacrylamide (CBA), 

histamine (HIS) to CBA, and ABOL to bis(acryloyl)piperazine (BAP). These water-soluble 

PAAs efficiently condense β-galactosidase by self-assembly into nanoscaled and 

positively-charged complexes. Stable under neutral extracellular conditions, the 

disulfide-containing nanocomplexes rapidly destabilized in a reductive intracellular 

environment. Cell-internalization and cytotoxicity experiments showed that the PAA-based 

nanocomplexes were essentially non-toxic. β-Galactosidase was successfully internalized 

into cells, with up to 94% of the cells showing β-galactosidase activity, whereas the 

enzyme alone was not taken up by the cells. The results indicate that these 

poly(amidoamine)s have excellent properties as highly potent and non-toxic intracellular 

protein carriers, which should create opportunities for novel applications in protein 

delivery. 
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1. Introduction  

Modern biotechnology nowadays enables the production of numerous proteins and 

peptides that are, or have the potential to be, used as highly specific and effective 

therapeutics agents, like vaccines, hormones, growth factors and enzymes. In this 

category, enzymes represent an essential group of protein drugs to notably treat chronic 

diseases, cancers, autoimmune diseases and metabolic disorders [1-6]. Many of these 

therapeutics should exert their pharmaceutical action inside the cytoplasm or onto 

individual organelles inside the cell, as for instance cancer-curing toxins (ricin, gelonin) 

and nucleases, or antibodies like α-tubulin [7, 8]. Negatively-charged cell membranes 

prevent proteins and peptides as other therapeutics with anionic character from entering 

cells by charge repulsion. Moreover, internalized proteins can be subject to lysosomal 

degradation. Several strategies to overcome these difficulties have been investigated, and 

the utilization of polymer-based nanocarriers has emerged as a promising and versatile 

approach because of their facile transformation and possibilities, to tune properties 

including subcellular size, biodegradability and biocompatibility [9, 10]. Recently, 

nanosized polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs) resulting from the self-assembly of proteins 

with natural and synthetic polymers have drawn increasing attention for application in 

therapeutic protein delivery [11-14]. In this non-covalent method, PECs are formed by 

simply mixing oppositely charged drug and polymer that will interact by 

electrostatic-attraction. The PEC formation results in an optically homogeneous and 

stable dispersions of nanoparticles possessing cationic charges able to bind to and 

internalize with cell surface [11]. They have the advantage of not using sonification or 

organic solvents which are both harmful for proteins and peptides and are regularly used 

for the preparation of nanoparticles notably by the double emulsion technique.  

Poly(amidoamine)s (PAAs) can be easily synthesized by Michael-type polyaddition of 

primary or bis-secondary amines to bis(acrylamide)s [15, 16]. These polymers are 

water-soluble, biodegradable and biocompatible, with lower cytotoxicity profiles than other 

usual polycationic vectors [17-20]. PAAs have the advantage to degrade into oligomeric 

products in aqueous media within days or weeks, depending on their structure [21, 22]. 

As was shown by the groups of Ferruti and Duncan, these polymers have high potential in 

biomedical applications [16, 23] and have found to be particularly suitable for use as 

intracytoplasmic and endosomolytic vectors for the delivery of anticancer drugs [24, 25], 

proteins [7, 26] and nucleic acids [27-29]. 

In our group we have previously developed a series of novel linear PAAs containing 
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repetitive disulfide linkages in their backbone (SS-PAAs) that were very efficient as 

vectors in intracellular gene delivery. Appropriately functionalized SS-PAAs (e.g. with 

4-hydroxybutyl or 4-ethylimidazole side groups) self-assemble with DNA into nanoscaled 

polyplexes that show transfection efficiencies much higher than obtained with the 

reference polymer, polyethylenimine (PEI), or the PAA counterparts lacking the disulfide 

linkages [29-33]. These polymers are relatively stable in extracellular medium but are 

prone to fast degradation in the reductive intracellular environment due to the cleavage of 

the disulfide linkages in the polymer chain [34-38]. This property can be favorably 

exploited in delivery systems that should be stable outside the cell but have to 

disintegrate into fragments of low molecular weight after uptake into target cells in order 

to release therapeutic cargo and minimize cytotoxic effects.  

In this paper, we present a study that illustrates that functionalized PAAs, and notably 

SS-PAAs, have great potential as vectors for intracellular protein delivery. Three differently 

functionalized PAAs have been evaluated for their capacity to form nanocomplexes with 

proteins that are stable in the extracellular environment, show efficient intracellular 

uptake, and are sensitive to bioenvironmental triggering to release their therapeutic 

active protein cargo. The PAAs were synthesized by Michael-type polyaddition of 

4-amino-1-butanol (ABOL) to cystamine bisacrylamide (CBA), histamine to CBA, and ABOL 

to bis(acryloyl)piperazine (BAP). The p(CBA-ABOL) polymer possesses, besides repetitive 

disulfide moieties in the main chain originating from the CBA monomer, hydroxybutyl 

groups in the side chains originating from the ABOL units. It has been shown that this 

hydroxybutyl side group favorably contributes to the efficiency in DNA transfection, 

presumably by increasing the endosomolytic properties [37]. The p(CBA-HIS) polymer also 

possesses repetitive disulfide linkages in the main chain, but has imidazole moieties in 

the side chains originating from the histamine monomeric units. These imidazole 

moieties provide extra cationic charges that give increased charge interaction with the 

therapeutic payload. Moreover, it provides extra pH-responsiveness since the pKa of the 

imidazole residues is in the range of the endosomal acidification (pH 7.4-5.1). Besides 

these two bioreducible SS-PAA polymers, we have also included in the study the 

p(BAP-ABOL) polymer, containing non-reducible bis(acryl)piperazine units in the main 

chain. We hypothesized that the cationic PAAs could self-assemble with 

negatively-charged proteins to form cationic nanosized particles by charge attraction, as 

schematically represented in Scheme 3.1. 
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Scheme 3.1. Self-assembling formation of nanocomplexes at neutral pH by charge attraction 
between a negatively-charged protein (β-galactosidase) and a positively-charged polymer (PAA). 
 
 
 
The particles described in this work, with their positive charge, were not aimed for 

intravenous applications since they might aggregate with serum proteins, but were 

studied as proof of principle for intracellular delivery. Furthermore, these particles could 

be used for nasal applications for which aggregation is considerably less probable.  

To investigate the feasibility of this concept, we selected β-galactosidase as a model 

protein. β-Galactosidase is an essential enzyme in the human body that is able to 

hydrolyze β-D-galactosides like lactose. Deficiencies in the protein can result in 

galactosialidosis or Morquio B syndrome. This large, tetrameric 464-kDa protein has an 

isoelectric point of pH 4.6, implying an overall negative charge at neutral pH [39, 40]. 

Mixing of appropriate solutions of PAA and β-galactosidase resulted in the self-assembling 

formation of nanosized particles. β-Galactosidase reveals to be a suitable reporter protein 

since its intracellular presence can be easily detected via its enzymatic activity using 

ONPG and Bluo-gal assays.  

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Materials 

β-Galactosidase (grade VI from E.coli) was obtained from Sigma. Labeling of 

β-Galactosidase with Alexa Fluor® 488 carboxylic acid TFP ester was performed 

according to the procedure provided by the supplier (Invitrogen). All monomers used for 

the polymer synthesis, 4-amino-1-butanol (ABOL, Aldrich), histamine (HIS, Fluka), 

Mono-Boc-protected diaminobutane (MBDAB, Fluka), N,N’-cystaminebisacrylamide (CBA, 

Polysciences), 1,4-bis(acryloyl)piperazine (BAP, Sigma-Aldrich) were purchased in the 

highest purity available and used without further purification. HEPES (Sigma), 
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dithiothreitol (DTT, Sigma-Aldrich), trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, Aldrich), Bluo-gal (Invitrogen), 

o-nitrophenyl-β-D-galactopyranoside (ONPG, Sigma), Coomassie Blue (Bio-Rad), agarose 

(Eurogentec), trypsin (1:250) (Invitrogen) and methanol (MeOH, Biosolve) were used as 

received. Deionized water (DI water) was obtained from a MilliQ-water purification system.  

 

2.2. Synthesis of poly(amidoamine)s 

2.2.1. Polymer synthesis 

The bioreducible PAA polymers, p(CBA-ABOL) and p(CBA-HIS), indicated together as 

SS-PAAs, have repetitive disulfide linkages in their main chain and were synthesized via 

Michael polyaddition of the primary amine monomers, ABOL and HIS respectively, to CBA 

in equimolar monomeric ratios, as described previously [37]. The PAA polymer analog 

lacking the disulfide moieties, p(BAP-ABOL), was synthesized similarly using BAP and 

ABOL as the monomers. Since the addition polymerization is a stepwise process, equal 

monomer ratios were used in the synthesis in order to obtain PAAs of highest theoretical 

molecular weight. In a typical experiment, CBA (2.63 g, 10 mmol) and ABOL (0.91 g, 10 

mmol) were added into a brown reaction flask and dissolved in MeOH/DI water mixture (5 

ml, 4/1, v/v). Polymerization was carried out in the dark at 45°C under nitrogen 

atmosphere. The reaction mixture became homogeneous in less than two hours. The 

reaction was allowed to proceed for 10 days yielding to a viscous solution. During the 

polymerization a gradual increase in viscosity was observed. In all cases gelation did not 

occur. In a final stage, 10 mol% excess ABOL (0.091 g, 1 mmol) was added to the reaction 

mixture in order to consume any unreacted acrylamide groups after polymerization and 

ensure that all potentially toxic acrylamide end groups were consumed, and that polymers 

contained only amino end groups. Stirring was continued for two days at 45°C. 

Subsequently, the resulting solution was diluted with 30 ml DI water, acidified with 4M 

HCl aqueous solution to pH ~5, and then purified and isolated by ultrafiltration operation 

(3 kg/mol cut-off) with filtrated acidic DI water (pH ~5), followed by freeze-drying. A similar 

experimental procedure was performed for p(CBA-HIS) using HIS as the reactive amine. 

Also for the synthesis of p(BAP-ABOL), the PAA polymer that is lacking the disulfide 

linkages, BAP and ABOL were used in equimolar ratios; in this case only DI water was 

used as the solvent. The resulting polymers, collected in their HCl-salt form as white solid 

powder after freeze-drying, have a good solubility in water. For all three polymers, the yield 

was ca. 45% after ultrafiltration and lyophilization. 
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2.2.2. Polymer characterization 

The 1H NMR spectra of the synthesized PAAs in D2O were recorded on Varian Inova 

spectrometer operating at 300 MHz.  

The molecular weight and polydispersity (Mw/Mn) of the synthesized PAAs were 

determined by GPC relative to PEO standards (Polymer Labs) using a Viscotek GPCMax 

pump and autoinjector and two thermostated (30ºC) PL aquagel-OH 30 columns (8μm, 

300×7.5mm, Polymer Labs, with a low-molar-mass separation range (200~40,000)). 

Data was collected using a TDA302 Tripledetector with RI, Visc and LS (7 and 90°)). 0.3M 

NaAc aqueous solution (pH 4.4) with 30% methanol was used as eluent at a flow rate of 

0.7 ml/min). 

 

2.3. Characterization of PAA/β-galactosidase nanoparticles 

2.3.1 Particle size and zeta-potential measurements 

PAA/β-galactosidase nanocomplexes at different polymer/β-galactosidase weight ratios 

were prepared by adding a HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4) of PAA (800 µl) to a 

HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4) of β-galactosidase (200 µl, 75 µg/ml), followed by 

vortexing for 5 seconds and incubating at room temperature for 30 minutes. Particle size 

and surface charge measurements of the nanocomplexes were determined by dynamic 

light scattering (DLS) at 25°C with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Malvern) 

using a wavelength of 532 nm. The value was recorded as the mean of three 

measurements. The size distribution was given by polydispersity index (PDI, a value 

between 0 and 1). A PDI of 1 indicates large variations in particle size; a PDI of 0 

indicates no variation in particle size (as an ideal monodispersed formulation). As the size 

of the particles influences the eventual uptake and distribution of the particles inside the 

cell, their stability was investigated and followed by DLS, at 25°C and 37°C. The results 

at 25°C represent the ability of the nanocomplex solution to be stored at room 

temperature, whereas the results at 37°C indicate the thermal stability in the human 

body.  

 

2.3.2. Particle morphology  

The morphology of the nanoparticles was characterized by cryo-TEM and AFM. As for 

cryo-TEM measurements, a few microliters of suspension were deposited on a bare 700 

mesh copper grid. After blotting away the excess of liquid, the grids were plunged quickly 

into liquid ethane. Frozen-hydrated specimens were mounted in a cryo-holder (Gatan, 
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model 626) and observed with a Philips CM 120 electron microscope, operating at 120 

KV. Micrographs were recorded under low-dose conditions on a slow-scan CCD camera 

(Gatan, model 794). For AFM experiments, a drop of nanoparticular suspension was 

deposited directly onto the native oxide surface of 11 cm2 pieces of a silicon wafer and 

dried in air. The particles were visualized in air and the sample topography was obtained 

by imaging the particles in the contact mode. All AFM experiments were performed with a 

Multimode NanoScope III (Veeco-Digital Instruments, USA). Commercially available 

triangular silicon nitride cantilevers were used (Veeco, USA). 

 

2.3.3. β-Galactosidase condensation and loading efficiency 

Agarose gel electrophoresis experiments were designed to demonstrate the formation of 

complexation between PAA and β-galactosidase and to estimate the optimal amount of 

polymer necessary to completely condense the enzyme. This can be observed by the 

absence of free protein bands on the gel. To this end, the enzyme (final concentration 15 

µM) was incubated with different concentrations of PAA for 30 minutes in 10 mM HEPES 

buffer (pH 7.4) before loading of samples into wells. Therefore, nanocomplexes were 

prepared by adding 8 µl of polymer solution (various concentrations in 10mM HEPES 

buffer pH 7.4) to 2 µl of β-galactosidase solution (75 µM in HEPES buffer pH 7.4), followed 

by vortexing for 5 seconds and the dispersions were incubated for 30 minutes at room 

temperature. After incubation, 3 µl of this mixture was applied onto a 0.7% agarose gel 

and 5 µl of HEPES buffer solution was added and the electrophoresis was run for one 

hour at 80V. After 30 minutes staining with a Coomassie Blue stain solution, destaining 

was carried out in DI water containing 10% MeOH and 7% acetic acid, and 

β-galactosidase was visualized by the presence of blue bands on the gel. 

To estimate the loading efficiency of the nanoparticles at neutral pH, particle solutions of 

PAA/β-galactosidase nanoparticles were prepared at polymer/protein weight ratio ranging 

from 3/1 to 24/1 using Alexa Fluor® 488 labeled β-galactosidase. The nanoparticles 

were centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 30 minutes at 4ºC. Aliquots of supernatant were 

subsequently taken and their protein content determined by fluorescence spectroscopy 

(Safire2, Tecan, Canada) at an emission wavelength of 519 nm and an excitation 

wavelength of 495 nm. The actual loading efficiency was indirectly determined by 

measuring the difference between the total amount of β-galactosidase added to the 

solution and the amount of β-galactosidase in the free form in the supernatant. A 

calibration curve from solutions of various fluorescently-labeled β-galactosidase 
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concentrations was determined prior to this experiment. It was confirmed that free 

β-galactosidase was not precipitated from the solution by centrifugation. 

 

2.3.4. Release of β-galactosidase from nanoparticles by disulfide reduction of the 

SS-PAAs 

The release of protein from the nanoparticles at intracellular mimicking reductive 

conditions was measured using solutions of SS-PAA/β-galactosidase nanoparticles 

prepared as described before at polymer/protein weight ratio 24/1 using Alexa Fluor® 

488 labeled β-galactosidase. The reducing agent DTT was added to a final concentration 

of 2.5 mM and the solution was incubated for 30 minutes. Subsequently, the solution was 

centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 30 minutes at 4ºC. Aliquots of supernatant were taken and 

their protein content was determined by the measurement of the fluorescence intensity 

using a prior-determined calibration curve.  

Evidence for nanoparticle destabilization caused by the reductive cleavage of the 

disulfide bonds in the SS-PAA polymer was also obtained by following the particle size 

signal through DLS measurements of SS-PAA/β-galactosidase nanoparticular solutions to 

which a solution of DTT in HEPES buffer was added to give a final concentration of 2.5 

mM DTT in the resultant solution. 

Experiments were performed under conditions mimicking in vitro cellular studies in order 

to obtain indications of the PAA/β-galactosidase nanoparticle stability and 

enzyme-protecting efficacy, and the recovery of the enzymatic activity upon the reduction 

of the disulfide linkages in the polymeric nanoparticles. To this aim, PAA/β-galactosidase 

nanoparticles were prepared in HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4) at 

polymer/protein weight ratio 24/1. Samples of these solutions were diluted with 

equivalent volume of either HEPES buffer or DMEM medium with or without 10% Fetal 

Bovine Serum (FBS), and the enzymatic activity of β-galactosidase condensed in 

nanoparticles was determined before and after addition of DTT (2.5 mM) using the ONPG 

assay [41]. To this end, to 20 µl of every nanoparticle solution, treated or untreated with 

2.5 mM DTT, was added 180 µl ONPG-staining solution (0.673 mg/ml in 10mM HEPES 

buffer pH 7.4), and the mixture was incubated for 20 minutes at 37ºC and the UV 

absorbance at 415 nm was determined using the absorbance at 655 nm as a reference. 

The β-galactosidase activity was calculated by comparison with a linear calibration curve 

of β-galactosidase of different concentrations under similar conditions.  

Furthermore, the protection efficacy of β-galactosidase in PAA/β-galactosidase 
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nanoparticles against protease has been evaluated. Trypsin was selected as the protease 

enzyme, as it has been reported that β-galactosidase possesses a limited resistance 

towards this enzyme [42]. Therefore, 1 ml of the PAA/β-galactosidase nanoparticle HEPES 

buffer solution was mixed with an equal volume of HEPES buffer solution containing 

trypsin at a concentration similar to that found in human serum.(ca. 200 ng/ml) [43]. 

After 30 minutes of incubation, the solution was centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 30 

minutes at 4ºC. Subsequently, the supernatant was replaced by 1 ml of HEPES buffer with 

or without DTT (2.5 mM), prior to enzymatic activity determination by the ONPG assay as 

previously described. 

 

2.3.5. Release of β-galactosidase by acidification of the nanoparticles 

The effect of pH decrease from 7.4 to 5.1 (mimicking endosomal pH decrease) was 

investigated by DLS measurements. Particle size measurements of the nanocomplexes 

were performed at 25°C with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Malvern) using 

a wavelength of 532 nm. Simultaneously, the nanoparticular solution was titrated from 

pH 7.4 to pH 5.1 by regularly adding small aliquots of 0.25M HCl solution using a MTP-2 

multipurpose titrator (Malvern Instruments, Malvern). Particle size was determined every 

half-unit of pH. 

In another experiment, the loading capacity of the nanoparticles at intracellular pH was 

measured using solutions of PAA/β-galactosidase nanoparticles prepared at 

polymer/protein weight ratio 24/1 as previously, using Alexa Fluor® 488 labeled 

β-galactosidase. After acidification to pH ~5 by addition of 1M HCl solution and 

incubation for 30 minutes, the nanoparticles were centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 30 

minutes at 4ºC. Aliquots of supernatant were subsequently taken and their protein 

content was determined by fluorescence spectroscopy (λem = 519 nm, λex = 495 nm) 

using a calibration curve. The percentage of loading efficiency was calculated from the 

difference of the total amount of β-galactosidase added to the solution and the amount of 

β-galactosidase that is determined in the free form in the supernatant.  

In order to obtain an indication of the β-galactosidase release from the nanoparticles 

upon the acidification of the environment to endosomal values (pH ~5), the enzymatic 

activity of β-galactosidase condensed in the nanoparticles was determined using the 

ONPG assay after acidification to pH 5 [41]. Therefore, to 20 µl of PAA/β-galactosidase 

nanoparticle solution acidified at pH 5 for 30 minutes was added 180 µl ONPG-staining 

solution (0.673 mg/ml in 10mM HEPES buffer pH 7.4), and the mixture was incubated for 
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20 minutes at 37ºC before measuring the UV absorbance at 415 nm using the 

absorbance at 655 nm as a reference. The β-galactosidase concentration was calculated 

by comparison with a linear calibration curve of β-galactosidase of different 

concentrations formerly prepared at pH 7.4 and pH 5. 

 

2.3.6. Cellular uptake and cytotoxicity of NPs in vitro 

In vitro protein transfection (profection) of the PAA/β-galactosidase nanoparticles was 

studied in COS-7 cells (SV-40 transformed African Green monkey kidney cells). The 

potential for cell-internalization was in a first run followed by Fluorescence-Activated Cell 

Sorting (FACS) experiments. For this approach, different PAA/β-galactosidase weight 

ratios ranging from 3/1 to 36/1 (w/w) were used to prepare nanocomplexes in HEPES 

buffer (10 mM, pH 7.4) using Alexa Fluor® 488-labeled β-galactosidase. COS-7 cells were 

seeded at a density of 4.0×104 cells/well in a 24-well plate and were incubated for 24 

hours. Prior to protein transfection, the cells were washed with PBS and incubated in 0.5 

ml of serum-free DMEM media in each well. In brief, the nanocomplexes were prepared 

by adding a HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4, 200 µL) of PAAs with varying 

concentrations (from 40 to 600 µg/ml) to a HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4, 50 µL) 

of β-galactosidase (50 µg/ml), followed by vortexing and incubating at room temperature 

for 30 minutes. In a standard profection experiment, the cells in serum-free DMEM media 

were incubated with the desired amount of nanocomplexes (100 µL dispersion with 1 µg 

β-galactosidase per well) for one hour at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO2-containing 

atmosphere, after which the media was replaced with fresh DMEM containing 10% FBS 

and incubated for another 24 hours at 37 °C. The cells were washed with PBS buffer, 

trypsinized and transferred to sterile tubes followed by centrifugation at 1100 rpm for 5 

minutes. The supernatant was poured off, and the cells were resuspended in 0.4 ml of 

PBS. Then, 10 µl of propidium iodide (PI) (1.0 mg/ml) fluorescent DNA nuclear marker 

was added to the cells to determine cell viability. Fluorescence for both Alexa Fluor® 

488-labeled β-galactosidase and PI were detected using a Fluorescence Activated Cell 

Sorting FACScan flow cytometer with excitation wavelengths of 488 and 535 nm, 

respectively. The instrument was calibrated with a negative control (non-transfected cells) 

to identify viable cells and then the transfected cells were analyzed from a gated viable 

population of 10 000 cells. In all experiments, the viable cells were gated based on cell 

exclusion of PI. 

Parallel profection series in separate 96-well plates (ca. 1.0×104 cells per well) were 
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simultaneously carried out to determine the internalization efficiencies and quantitative 

protein activities of the released protein, as well as the cell viability. Similar 

PAA/β-galactosidase nanocomplexes as for FACS experiments, but unlabeled, were 

prepared for these latter steps. To determine β-galactosidase profection efficiency, after 

incubation of the cells with the nanoparticles and refreshment of the culture medium, the 

cells were washed with PBS and fixed using a 4% p-formaldehyde solution in PBS for 15 

minutes at room temperature. Subsequently, the cells were treated with 100 µl of 0.2% 

Bluo-gal solution (in PBS) and allowed to stain for β-galactosidase activity at 37°C 

overnight. Using bright-field microscopy (Nikon Eclipse TE300, Nikon, Japan), the 

percentage cells displaying β-galactosidase activity was determined by counting the 

number of active cells per 100 cells on a slide, three times in different fields. The 

quantitative enzymatic activity of β-galactosidase inside the cells was further determined 

by colorimetric assay, measuring the enzyme activity of β-galactosidase using the ONPG 

assay [44]. A linear calibration curve using different concentrations β-galactosidase was 

used as a reference. The number of viable cells was measured using an XTT assay [45]. 

The XTT value for untreated cells (i.e. cells not exposed to the transfection systems) was 

taken as 100% cell viability. All profection and toxicity assays were carried out in triplicate. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Synthesis and characterization of PAAs  

Two different bioreducible PAA polymers with repetitive disulfide linkages in their main 

chain (SS-PAAs) were synthesized via Michael addition of the corresponding primary 

amine monomers, ABOL or HIS, to CBA and were coded in terms of the used monomers, 

as shown in Scheme 3.2. Furthermore, for comparison, a PAA lacking the disulfide 

linkages was prepared by polyaddition of ABOL to BAP. The polymers were collected in ca. 

45% yield as their HCl-salt after freeze-drying and were well soluble in water.  

The 1H NMR spectra of the synthesized PAAs in D2O were recorded on Varian Inova 

spectrometer operating at 300 MHz, and were in full accordance with the expected 

structures. The absence of any proton signals between 5 and 7 ppm shows that the 

polymer did not contain any residual acrylamide end groups.  

 

p(CBA-ABOL): White solid. Yield: 1.49 g (43%). 1H NMR (D2O) δ (ppm) = 1.73 (CH2CH2OH, 2H); 

1.94 (CH2CH2CH2OH, 2H); 2.91 (2  NHCOCH2, 4H); 3.00 (2  SSCH2CH2, 4H); 3.36 

(NCH2CH2CH2CH2OH, 2H); 3.59 (CH2CH2NCH2CH2, 4H); 3.66 (2  SSCH2CH2, 4H); 3.75 (CH2OH, 
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2H).  

p(CBA-HIS): White solid. Yield: 1.92 g (51%). 1H NMR (D2O) δ (ppm) = 2.77 (2  NHCOCH2, 4H); 

2.95 (2 SSCH2CH2, 4H); 3.17 (NCH2CH2, 2H); 3.38 (CH2N(CH2)CH2, 6H); 3.66 (2  SSCH2CH2, 

4H); 7.26 (C=CH-N, 1H); 8.38 (C-N=CH-N, 1H).  

p(BAP-ABOL): White solid. Yield: 1.10 g (38%). 1H NMR (D2O) δ (ppm) = 1.58 (CH2CH2OH, 2H); 

1.80 (CH2CH2CH2OH, 2H); 2.91 (2  NHCOCH2, 4H); 3.26 (NCH2CH2CH2CH2OH, 2H); 3.51 

(CH2CH2NCH2CH2, 4H); 3.49 and 3.53 (NCH2CH2N, 8H); 3.76 (CH2OH, 2H).  

 

The GPC measurements showed that the average molecular weight (Mw) of p(CBA-ABOL), 

p(CBA-HIS) and p(BAP-ABOL) was respectively 5.9, 8.7 and 5.5 kg/mol (PDI = 1.13).  

 

 
Scheme 3.2. Synthesis scheme of poly(amidoamine)s. The polymers were coded in terms of the 
used bisacrylamide and primary amine monomer. 
 
 
 
3.2. Protein uptake into the PAA nanoparticles: physical characterization and loading 

efficiency 

A first requirement for polymers to function as intracellular delivery vectors is that they 

should be able to condense their content into nanosized particles. At physiological pH (pH 

7.4), the PAAs are present as polycations due to partial protonation of the tertiary 

nitrogens in the main chain of the polymer. Charge interaction with β-galactosidase can 

be expected since this enzyme, with an isoelectric point of 4.6, has a net negative charge 

under these conditions. DLS and zeta-potential measurements showed that all three 

synthesized polymers are capable to form nanosized polyelectrolyte complexes by 

self-assembly with β-galactosidase. The particles have sizes smaller than 150 nm with 
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low polydispersity (PDI < 0.15) and positive surface charge (> +25 mV), in 10 mM HEPES 

buffer solution pH 7.4 (Figure 3.1). The smallest size (< 100 nm) and highest surface 

charge (> 35 mV) is observed for the nanocomplexes of p(CBA-HIS), which may be 

attributed to the presence of the imidazole groups (partially protonated) in this polymer 

giving rise to stronger interactions with β-galactosidase. Repetitive size measurements in 

time show that the nanoparticles formed with β-galactosidase were stable for more than 

one month at room temperature and at least 4 days at 37 °C. 

 

 
Figure 3.1. Size distributions and zeta-potentials of PAA/β-galactosidase nanoparticles measured 
by DLS at 25ºC according to the PAA/β-galactosidase weight ratio, using p(CBA-ABOL) (black bars), 
p(CBA-HIS) (striped bars), and p(BAP-ABOL) (grey bars) as polymeric vector.  
 
 
 
Cryo-TEM microscopy and AFM imaging showed a well-shaped spherical structure of the 

nanocomplexes with sizes comparable to those determined by DLS (Figure 3.2), 

confirming particle sizes of ca. 10-130 nm. 

 

 
Figure 3.2. (a) and (b) AFM images and heights of p(CBA-ABOL)/β-galactosidase nanoparticles in 
HEPES buffer solution pH 7.4 (weight ratio =24/1), (c) Cryo-TEM visualization of 
p(CBA-ABOL)/β-galactosidase nanoparticles in HEPES buffer solution pH 7.4 (weight ratio =24/1) 
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Agarose gels were run using PAA/β-galactosidase nanoparticles prepared at 

polymer/protein weight ratios ranging from 0.1/1 to 64/1. Pure β-galactosidase was 

included in the experiments and was loaded as a control. Although PAGE gels usually give 

better resolution for proteins, under these conditions the pH could be better controlled 

and kept to neutral conditions by using agarose gels. As is shown in Figure 3.3, depicting 

the results for p(CBA-ABOL)/β-galactosidase nanoparticles, free β-galactosidase 

substantially migrates towards the positive electrode, as expected due to its overall 

negative charge. However, the presence of positively-charged PAA results in a dramatic 

decrease of the mobility of the enzyme, which can initially be attributed to a shielding of 

the negative surface charges on binding of the cationic polymer to the enzyme and at 

higher ratios to the formation of polyelectrolyte complexes [46].  

 

 
 

Figure 3.3. Agarose gel electrophoresis obtained after running p(CBA-ABOL)/β-galactosidase 
nanoparticles prepared at polymer/protein ratios ranging from 0.1/1 to 64/1. For each gel, the 
last well on the right side of the plate was loaded with free β-galactosidase as a control.  
 
 
 
At 1/1 ratio of p(CBA-ABOL)/enzyme, no residual protein band is observed, indicating an 

approximate 1/1 (w/w) binding ratio of p(CBA-ABOL) to the enzyme molecule. For weight 

ratios p(CBA-ABOL)/enzyme higher than 4/1, smeared bands were observed towards the 

negative electrode, which size increases with higher polymer weight ratios, indicating the 
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presence of an excess of unbound or loosely bound cationic polymer over 

negatively-charged enzyme. Similar results were obtained with p(BAP-ABOL) and 

p(CBA-HIS) as polymeric vectors (data not shown). These results are in good accordance 

with the DLS data where nanosized complexes were formed for weight ratios of 

p(CBA-ABOL)/β-galactosidase higher than 4/1.  

Table 3.1 gives the loading efficiencies of the PAA/β-galactosidase nanoparticles at 

neutral pH in HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4), as determined by fluorescence 

spectroscopy measurements using Alexa Fluor® 488 labeled β-galactosidase.  

 

Table 3.1. β-Galactosidase loading efficiencies of PAA/Alexa Fluor® 488 labeled β-galactosidase 
nanoparticles prepared using different PAA/β-galactosidase weight ratios in HEPES buffer pH 7.4. 
The reported values were corrected from the protein content determined in the supernatant using 
free β-galactosidase. 
 

Polymer Polymer/β-galactosidase 
weight ratio 

β-galactosidase loading 
efficiency (%)* 

p(CBA-ABOL) 

3/1 88.5 
6/1 89.7 

12/1 91.3 
24/1 92.5 

p(CBA-HIS) 

3/1 93.4 
6/1 94.1 

12/1 95.5 
24/1 95.6 

p(BAP-ABOL) 

3/1 39.5 
6/1 55.7 

12/1 65.9 
24/1 69.5 

 
* Percentage of β-galactosidase that is incorporated in the polymeric nanoparticles (+/- 0.5). 
Initial β-galactosidase concentration is 15 µg/ml. 
 
 
 
It can be seen that the incorporation of the enzyme in the disulfide polymer nanoparticles 

of p(CBA-ABOL) and p(CBA-HIS) is very high even under the dilute conditions applied 

(β-galactosidase concentration: 15 µg/ml). The β-galactosidase loading efficiency of the 

nanoparticles with the HIS pendant groups is slightly higher than those with the ABOL 

side groups. This slight difference of loading efficiency might be attributed to the slight 

higher molecular weight from the p(CBA-HIS) polymer, moreover it may also be explained 
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by the presence of the extra cationic charges in the side chains for the p(CBA-HIS) 

polymer. Nevertheless, the lower loading efficiency from the p(BAP-ABOL)/β-galactosidase 

nanoparticles cannot be attributed to the difference of molecular weight (respectively 5.9 

and 5.5 kg/mol for p(CBA-ABOL) and p(BAP-ABOL)). The p(BAP-ABOL) polymer is less 

efficient in polyelectrolyte complexation of β-galactosidase. This may be ascribed to the 

lower conformational flexibility of this polymer, as the polymer has a rigid piperazine 

moiety instead of the four methylene and disulfide linkages in the monomeric units. 

 

3.3. Mimicking intracellular degradation by reduction of the SS-PAA/β-galactosidase 

nanoparticles 

A second requirement to function as intracellular delivery vector is that the vector must 

be capable to efficiently unpack the therapeutic payload once the delivery system has 

been internalized into the cell. Insufficient unpacking of nanocomplexes inside cells is 

frequently a major barrier in the transfection process [47, 48]. The rapid cleavage of 

disulfide linkages by glutathione and reductase enzymes in the intracellular environment 

(containing up to 10 mM glutathione) can be favorably exploited here to induce fast 

degradation of the SS-PAAs in the nanocomplexes resulting in efficient protein release. 

This concept of reductive particle destabilization in the intracellular environment was 

supported by DLS measurements of SS-PAA/β-galactosidase nanoparticle solutions in the 

presence of 2.5 mM DTT as the reductive agent in HEPES buffer pH 7.4. In this solution, 

mimicking the reducing intracellular environment, a rapid increase of the nanoparticle 

sizes from 100-130 nm to more than 1 µm occurs within a few minutes, accompanied by 

a large decrease of the count rates. In contrast, the size of polyplexes based on the 

reference polymer p(BAP-ABOL), lacking the disulfide linkages, remain stable after 

addition of DTT (data not shown). 
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Table 3.2. β-Galactosidase release from PAA/Alexa Fluor® 488 labeled β-galactosidase 
nanoparticles in HEPES buffer pH 7.4 (weight ratio 24/1), column A: after addition of DTT to a 
final concentration of 2.5 mM, column B: after addition of 0.25M HCl to drop pH to pH 5.1. 
 

Polymer 
A: 

β-galactosidase release 
(%)* 

B: 
β-galactosidase release 

(%)* 
p(CBA-ABOL) 89.1 11.0 

p(CBA-HIS) 74.8 18.3 

p(BAP-ABOL) 0.5 14.0 
 
* Percentage of β-galactosidase that is released from the polymeric nanoparticles (+/- 0.5). Initial 
β-galactosidase concentration is 15 µg/ml. 
 
 

Table 3.2, column A, gives the percentages of β-galactosidase that is released from the 

PAA/β-galactosidase nanoparticles after addition of 2.5 mM DTT, as determined by 

fluorescence measurements of the supernatant after centrifugation using Alexa Fluor® 

488 labeled β-galactosidase. The nanoparticles from the disulfide polymers p(CBA-ABOL) 

and p(CBA-HIS) have released most of the encapsulated enzyme (89% and 74% 

respectively), due to the fast degradation of these polymers, whereas no release of 

enzyme was measured for the polymer/β-galactosidase particles containing the 

p(BAP-ABOL) polymer lacking the disulfide linkages.  

In Figure 3.4 the quantitative enzymatic activities of β-galactosidase are given under 

conditions that further illustrate the concept of β-galactosidase protection and inhibition 

by encapsulation in the PAA nanocomplexes and protein release and reactivation by 

intracellular reduction of the SS-PAA packing.  
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Figure 3.4. (A): Relative β-galactosidase activities (as determined by ONPG assay) of free enzyme 
and PAA/β-galactosidase nanocomplexes (weight ratio 24/1) in HEPES buffer and in DMEM 
medium in the absence and presence of 10% FBS serum. The activity of free enzyme in HEPES 
buffer was set at 100%. (B): Relative enzyme activities after addition of DTT to a final 
concentration of 2.5 mM. For (A) and (B): (1): free β-galactosidase in HEPES buffer solution, (2): 
p(CBA-ABOL)/β-galactosidase nanoparticles, (3): p(BAP-ABOL)/β-galactosidase nanoparticles, (4): 
p(CBA-HIS)/β-galactosidase nanoparticles, (C): Effect of the presence of 2.5 mM DTT (second bar) 
and trypsin (third bar) on the activity of free β-galactosidase in HEPES buffer solution. (D): Final 
enzyme activities of PAA/β-galactosidase nanocomplex solutions (weight ratio 24/1) that were 
incubated with trypsin during 30 min, followed by isolation of the nanocomplexes by 
centrifugation and redissolution in HEPES buffer in the absence and presence of 2.5 mM DTT. 
 
 
 
As is shown in Figure 3.4A, the activity of free β-galactosidase is almost the same in 

HEPES buffer and in cell-free solutions akin to those used in the in vitro cellular 

experiments, i.e. serum-free DMEM medium, DMEM medium with 10% FBS, whereas the 

β-galactosidase activity is almost completely suppressed in PAA/β-galactosidase 

nanoparticles. These results suggest that encapsulation of β-galactosidase in PAA 

nanoparticles can prevent the enzyme to display its activity in an extracellular 

environment. However, after addition of DTT a strong recovery of enzymatic activity (up to 

96%) is observed for the SS-PAA formulations p(CBA-ABOL) and p(CBA-HIS), whereas no 

significant increase in activity is observed for p(BAP-ABOL) samples containing the 

polymer vector lacking the disulfide linkages (Figure 3.4B). In a separate control 

experiment it was confirmed that the presence of 2.5 mM DTT has no influence on the 

activity of free β-galactosidase (Figure 3.4C), as was indicated by Anfinsen et al. since the 
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enzyme lacks disulfide bridges [49]. In contrast, the activity of β-galactosidase was 

strongly reduced (to 40%, Figure 3.4C) when the free enzyme was exposed for 30 min to 

a 200 ng/ml solution of trypsin, a digestive protease enzyme that compromises the 

β-galactosidase structural integrity [42]. However, Figure 3.4D shows that encapsulation 

of β-galactosidase in the polymeric nanoparticles protects the enzyme from trypsin 

hydrolysis. SS-PAA/β-galactosidase nanoparticles that were isolated after trypsin 

treatment and redissolved in HEPES buffer release β-galactosidase with almost 

completely recovered enzymatic activity (83%) after addition of 2.5 mM DTT. This 

percentage of recovery of enzyme activity is similar to that found for fresh 

SS-PAA/β-galactosidase nanoparticles that were directly subjected to 2.5 mM DTT in 

HEPES buffer (Figure 3.4B). 

These experiments show that the β-galactosidase activity in the SS-PAA nanoparticles is 

almost completely inhibited, even in solutions similar to those used in the in vitro cellular 

experiments. The results suggest that encapsulation in the SS-PAA polymers will prevent 

the enzyme to display its activity in the extracellular environment, but once the 

nanoparticle is internalized by the cell β-galactosidase activity will be almost complete 

recovered due to the rapid cleavage of the disulfide linkages of the polymer backbone. 

This bioresponsive off-on switching of the enzymatic activity in these nanoparticles is a 

promising property for minimizing off-target effects in targeting delivery. 

 

3.4. Effect of environmental acidification on the nanoparticles 

Since electrostatic interactions between the positively-charged polymer and the 

negatively-charged protein are the main driving force for the self assembly into the 

nanoparticles, it can be anticipated that a decrease in pH, as is occurring during 

endosomal acidification, will also influence the stability of the nanoparticles. On one hand, 

a decrease of the pH will lead to a decrease of negative charge on the protein, but on the 

other hand, the degree of protonation of the PAAs will be increased. Therefore there is a 

delicate balance between these effects, but it may be expected that the decrease of 

overall negative charge on the protein is the dominating factor, since there is already an 

excess of positive charge present in the nanoparticles at pH 7.4. Thus, a decrease of the 

pH will lead to destabilization and eventually release of the protein from the 

nanocomplexes. DLS measurements show that the SS-PAA/β-galactosidase nanoparticles 

significantly increase in size from ca. 100-130 nm to more than 300 nm when the pH 

decreases from 7.4 (extracellular pH) to 5.1 (intracellular pH) (Figure 3.5). In contrast, the 
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p(BAP-ABOL)-containing nanoparticles only slightly respond to pH decrease which may be 

attributed to the lower flexibility of the p(BAP-ABOL) polymer (vide supra). For all three 

systems, small peaks in size distribution were observed around 25-50 nm when the pH 

drops to values lower than pH 6.0 revealing the presence of small aggregates from free 

β-galactosidase, as has been checked in a separate experiment. The increase of particle 

size while decreasing pH might also be explained by the capacity of PAA polymers to 

undergo a conformational change from a coiled structure at pH 7.4 to a more extended 

one when exposed to acidic pH, as has been indicated by Duncan et al. from 

pulsed-gradient spin-echo NMR and SANS measurements [50-52]. 

 

 
Figure 3.5. Size distributions of PAA/β-galactosidase nanoparticles (weight ratio 24/1) during pH 
titration of the particle solution from pH 7.4 to pH 5.1 (titration duration: 2 hours), representing 
the pH of the extracellular and intracellular environments respectively, using p(CBA-ABOL) (black 
bars), p(CBA-HIS) (stripped bars), and p(BAP-ABOL) (grey bars) as polymeric vector. 
 
 
 
The release of β-galactosidase from the PAA/β-galactosidase nanoparticles at 

intracellular pH after acidification and subsequent centrifugation of the nanoparticles 

was determined from the supernatant by fluorescence measurements using Alexa Fluor® 

488 labeled β-galactosidase and summarized in Table 3.2, column B. The 

β-galactosidase release upon acidification for 30 minutes is in the range of 11-18%, and 

obviously there is no significant difference between the disulfide-containing polymers and 

the disulfide-free polymer. These results suggest that endosomal acidification alone may 

not be sufficient for efficient release of the protein content from the nanocomplexes and 

that bioreduction of the polymer backbone can importantly contribute to the intracellular 

release process.  

A further interesting aspect is the recovery of the enzymatic activity of β-galactosidase 
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upon destabilization of the system when pH reaches endosomal values (pH ~5). A control 

experiment pointed out that pure β-galactosidase does not have any activity at pH 5 as 

determined with the ONPG assay (data not shown). Therefore, after acidification of the 

enzyme-loaded nanoparticles at pH 5 for 30 minutes and subsequent centrifugation, the 

residual activity of β-galactosidase in the supernatant solution was determined with the 

ONPG assay after adjusting the solution to pH 7.4. Whereas almost no β-galactosidase 

activity was retrieved from the p(CBA-ABOL) and p(CBA-HIS) nanocomplexes, the released 

protein from the p(BAP-ABOL) vector still showed residual activity (up to 7%). The results 

indicate a better protection of the enzyme by the p(BAP-ABOL) vector during the 

pH-decrease which corresponds with the DLS results where a smaller increase of 

particular size was observed while titrating the nanoparticular solution from pH 7.4 to 5.1. 

 

3.5. In vitro cellular uptake and cytotoxicity 

To further evaluate the applicability of the PAA vectors for intracellular protein delivery, the 

delivery and activity of β-galactosidase were investigated in vitro using COS-7 cells. 

Profection efficiencies were optimized as a function of polymer/β-galactosidase weight 

ratios, ranging from 3/1 to 36/1. 

Cytotoxicity is a relevant factor to assess the safety of vectors. The cytotoxicity of 

polycations can be caused by polymer aggregation on the cell surface impairing the vital 

membrane function, as well as interaction with intracellular membranes after 

internalization, thereby interfering with critical intracellular processes of the cells [53]. In 

this study, cell viability measurements using the XTT assay after 24 hours of incubation 

on the cells with these cationic nanosystems showed that cell toxicity was virtually 

absent; see Figure 3.6A.  

The number of cells that have taken up β-galactosidase, as determined by FACS, after 24 

hours of incubation with the polymer/β-galactosidase nanocomplexes is more than 80%, 

as is illustrated in Figure 3.6B. Especially at higher polymer/protein weight ratios where 

protein is condensed into smaller and more positively-charged nanoparticles, the 

intracellular uptake is much facilitated. It should be noted that addition of pure 

β-galactosidase without polymer did not result in any uptake of this enzyme by the cells 

(data not shown). 

In addition, the profection efficiency of the polymer/β-galactosidase nanocomplexes into 

COS-7 was investigated in vitro. Figure 3.6C depicts the percentages of cells stained 

intensively blue by the Bluo-gal solution per 100 cells on a slide, expressing enzymatic 
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activity in the cells. The median profection efficiency of β-galactosidase delivered into 

COS-7 cells was about 80% and up to 94% with p(CBA-ABOL) at 36/1 polymer/protein 

weight ratio. These experiments show that PAA/β-galactosidase nanoparticles were 

efficiently taken up inside the cells and release active β-galactosidase.  

Although the Bluo-gal assay permits to estimate the profection efficiency of 

β-galactosidase inside cells and is mostly the only assay for evaluation of the protein 

delivery efficiency that is reported in literature [54, 55], this assay does not provide 

quantitative information about the enzymatic activity of the delivered protein inside the 

cells. Therefore, as a supplementary experiment we have attempted to determine the 

specific enzymatic activity of β-galactosidase into the COS-7 cells, using an ONPG assay. 

After incubation of the cells for one hour with PAA/β-galactosidase nanocomplexes and 

incubation in medium for 24 hours, the cells were lysed according to the ONPG procedure 

and the enzymatic activity was determined. The results given in Figure 3.6D show that 

about 1% of the original β-galactosidase activity as calculated from the enzyme content in 

the applied nanocomplexes is active in the COS-7 cells. 

In the protein activity experiments depicted by the Bluo-gal and ONPG assays, it appeared 

that the results were not much different for the disulfide-containing polymers, 

p(CBA-ABOL) and p(CBA-HIS), and the disulfide-free polymer p(BAP-ABOL). This suggests 

that, under the tested conditions, contrary to our expectations, the intracellular disulfide 

reduction of the SS-PAAs apparently did not result in more efficient protein release and/or 

recovery of enzyme activity. 
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Figure 3.6. Results of the profection efficiency and activity of β-galactosidase from PAA based 
nanocomplexes formed at various polymer/β-galactosidase weight ratios investigated in vitro 
using COS-7 cells determined 24 hours after incubation with nanocomplexes containing 1 µg 
β-galactosidase per well. PAA vectors are p(CBA-ABOL) (black bars), p(CBA-HIS) (white bars), and 
p(BAP-ABOL) (grey bars). The data is given as mean ± SD (n = 3). A: Cell viabilities as determined 
by XTT assay. B: Cellular uptake of Alexa Fluor® 488 labeled β-galactosidase as determined by 
FACS measurements. C: Profection-efficiency in percentage of cells showing β-galactosidase 
activity by Bluo-gal assay. D: Quantitative β-galactosidase enzymatic activity in percentage 
determined by ONPG assay. 
 
 
 
4. Conclusions  

The three representative examples of the novel family of functionalized linear 

poly(amidoamine)s, p(CBA-ABOL), p(CBA-HIS), and p(BAP-ABOL), show that this class of 

polymers have very promising properties to function as vectors for non-toxic and efficient 

intracellular protein delivery. The synthesis procedure of these polymers is compatible 

with the use of a variety of functionalized amine monomers, allowing large variation in the 

structure of the polymers, and tuning of the chemical and biophysical properties that are 

of significance for efficient protein delivery. It has been shown that the positively-charged 

PAAs form nanosized complexes with overall negatively-charged β-galactosidase by a 

self-assembly process. These nanocomplexes are stable at physiological pH 7.4 for at 

least several days and efficiently block β-galactosidase activity in an extracellular 

environment. Upon acidification of the solution (pH ~5), as occurs after endosomal 

uptake, the nanocomplexes tend to destabilize as is evidenced form their observed 

increase in size in DLS experiments. Moreover, for nanocomplexes made from 

p(CBA-ABOL) and p(CBA-HIS), containing disulfide linkages in their polymeric backbone, 
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fast disintegration and release of the protein payload is observed in reductive solution 

(2.5 mM DTT), mimicking the intracellular environment, and in in vitro experiments with 

COS-7 cells. Profection and enzyme activity determinations with COS-7 cells showed that 

β-galactosidase encapsulated in SS-PAA nanoparticles was successfully internalized into 

cells. After cellular uptake, the protein-containing nanocomplex is dissociated and the 

protein is released inside the cell with remaining enzymatic activity and excellent 

cell-viability. 
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Abstract: Effective intracellular vectors were developed for delivery of proteins that have a 

net positive charge at neutral pH, using bioreducible disulfide-containing 

poly(amidoamine)s (SS-PAAs) with negatively-charged citraconic side groups giving 

charge-reversal upon pH decrease. At neutral pH, these water-soluble and linear polymers 

efficiently self-assemble with cationic proteins into nanocomplexes by charge attraction. 

The citraconic amide group functions as a pH-sensitive charge-masking group for primary 

amines and is hydrolyzed by intramolecular catalysis at acidic pH under the formation of 

the protonated amine group. Intracellular-mimicking protein release from the particles is 

triggered by the inversion of protein-polymer interaction at pH 5 (endosomal pH) due to 

the charge-reversal of the citraconic side group, and by the reduction of polymer disulfide 

linkages, causing polymer degradation. Cell-internalization and cytotoxicity experiments 

showed that the SS-PAA-based nanocomplexes were essentially non-toxic, and that 
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lysozyme is successfully internalized into Huvec cells. The results indicate that 

charge-reversal SS-PAAs have excellent properties as potent and non-toxic intracellular 

delivery systems for cationic proteins. 

 

1. Introduction 

Smart polymers responding to external signals, like biosignals, changes in reduction 

potential or pH, are very attractive in the drug delivery field requiring selective controlled 

release. One of the functions of pH-sensitive polymers can be that they act as a buffer 

system upon endosomal acidification and that their increasingly cationic charge 

facilitates the endosomal escape of drugs by disruptive membrane interactions and/or 

increase of the local osmotic pressure [1, 2]. Another type of pH-sensitive polymers uses 

acetal, hydrazone or orthoester linkages in their backbone [3-5] to enable degradation in 

the endosome. However the drug release in response to the pH in these systems is 

relatively slow. More active and prompt responses to a small decrease in pH were 

obtained by inclusion of derivatives from cis-1,2-cyclohexanedicarboxylic anhydride or 

citraconic anhydride in the polymer providing a specific release in the early endosome [6, 

7]. 

Citraconic anhydride is an α-methyl derivative of maleic anhydride, which has been used 

to mask the positive charge of proteins [8-12]. After reaction of citraconic anhydride with 

a primary amine, a citraconic amide derivative is formed that has a negative charge owing 

to the carboxylate group at the end. The citraconic amide derivative is stable at neutral 

and basic pH, but it becomes unstable at acidic pH due to intramolecular catalyzed 

hydrolysis of the amide group, which promptly degrades back into its cationic primary 

amine form within less than three hours [13]. It has been reported that the citraconic 

amide function hydrolyses around pH 5 which corresponds with the eventual endosomal 

pH [13]. Because the amide hydrolysis is directly related to charge-inversion of the side 

chain of the polymer, it could also provide an abrupt change in the interaction with 

counter-ions and oppositely charged species in the endosomes. Kataoka et al. developed 

a block copolymer with combtype side groups of citraconic amide as a protein nanocarrier 

that releases its cargo in the endosomes by the repulsive electrostatic forces generated 

as a consequence of charge inversion of the side groups of the polymer [6, 14-16]. The 

group of Park used citraconylated amide linkages to be cleaved under acidic conditions, 

resulting in the recovery of positively-charged amine groups that enhance the intracellular 

delivery of quantum dot nanoparticles [17]. 
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In this study, we have utilized the principle of charge-reversal in citraconic amide 

functionalized poly(amidoamine)s for efficient intracellular delivery of cationic proteins. 

Poly(amidoamine)s (PAAs) can be easily synthesized by Michael-type polyaddition of 

primary or bis-secondary amines to bis(acrylamide)s. These polymers are water-soluble, 

biodegradable and biocompatible, with less cytotoxicity than other usual polycationic 

vectors [1, 18-20]. PAAs have the advantage to degrade to oligomeric products in 

aqueous media within days or weeks, depending on their structure [21, 22]. As previously 

shown by the groups of Ferruti and Duncan, especially for amphoteric PAAs carrying 

carboxyl groups as side substituents, these polymers have high potential in biomedical 

applications [23-25]. PAAs have been found to be particularly suitable for a use as 

intracytoplasmic and endosomolytic vectors for the delivery of anticancer drugs [26, 27] 

and proteins [28, 29]. 

Recently, we have developed in our group novel linear poly(amidoamine)s containing 

repetitive disulfide linkages in their backbone (SS-PAAs) that worked as highly efficient 

intracellularly degradable protein delivery vectors. In previous work, we have shown that 

the polycationic p(CBA-ABOL), an SS-PAA composed of cystamine bisacrylamide and 

4-aminobutanol, was capable to condense negatively-charged β-galactosidase into 

nanoscaled, positively-charged and non-toxic nanocomplexes, and that with those 

nanoparticles enzymatically active protein was successfully internalized into COS-7 cells 

[30, 31]. The SS-PAAs have also shown to be efficient vectors for gene delivery, resulting 

in transfection efficiencies much higher than those of their counterparts lacking disulfide 

linkages, and the reference polymer, polyethylenimine (PEI) [32-36]. Moreover, these 

water-soluble, linear SS-PAAs are relatively stable in extracellular medium but, due to the 

presence of the repetitive disulfide linkages, they are prone to fast degradation in the 

reductive intracellular environment [37-39]. This property can be used in systems that 

should be relatively stable during transport outside the cell but should disintegrate in 

fragments of low molecular weight after uptake into the target cells. 

In this work, the favorable physicochemical and biological properties of the SS-PAA 

polymers are explored to develop efficient carriers for the intracellular delivery of proteins 

that are positively charged at neutral pH. For this purpose, two different SS-PAA 

derivatives of citraconic amide, and one SS-PAA derivative of succinic anhydride as a 

reference polymer, were synthesized. These polymers have negative charges in the side 

groups owing to the carboxylate groups at the end of the citraconic or succinic amide 

groups, allowing the formation of nanosized polyelectrolyte complexes by 
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charge-attraction with cationic proteins such as lysozyme. In the intracellular environment, 

the citraconic amide functionalized polymer/protein complexes are expected to become 

destabilized by both charge-reversal of the side groups of the polymer, as depicted in 

Scheme 4.1, and by bioreduction of the disulfide linkages in the polymer backbone. 

However, the succinic amide functionalized analog is stable for amide hydrolysis and 

therefore is only sensitive for bioreduction. 

 

 
Scheme 4.1. Self-assembly scheme of nanocomplexes at neutral pH by charge attraction between 
positively-charged protein, in the present case lysozyme, and negatively-charged polymer, and 
lysozyme release at intracellular pH due to polymer charge-reversal and polymer-protein repulsion. 
 
 
 
Whereas most approaches to cell transfection agents rely on the use of positively charged 

carriers to ensure cellular uptake, the work of Mirkin et al. on DNA-coated 

oligonucleotide-gold nanoparticle conjugate has shown that also negatively charged 

entities can readily enter cells [40-43]. Therefore, it is of additional interest to evaluate 

the negatively charged SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles for their cellular uptake, as well as 

intracellular stability and cytotoxicity. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Materials 

Lysozyme from chicken egg white (~ 70,000 units/mg) was obtained from Fluka. Labeling 

of lysozyme with Alexa Fluor® 488 carboxylic acid TFP ester was performed according to 

the procedure provided by the supplier (Invitrogen). All monomers, mono-Boc-protected 

diaminobutane (MBDAB, Fluka) and N,N’-cystaminebisacrylamide (CBA, Polysciences) 

were purchased in the highest purity and used without further purification. Citraconic 
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anhydride (≥ 98%, Fluka), succinic anhydride (≥ 99%, Aldrich), cesium carbonate (Cs2CO3, 

Aldrich), 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES, Sigma), dithiothreitol 

(DTT, Sigma-Aldrich), trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, Aldrich), and methanol (MeOH, Biosolve) 

were used as received. Deionized water (DI water) was obtained from a MilliQ-water 

purification system (Millipore, France). 

 

2.2 Monomer and polymer synthesis 

2.2.1 Synthesis of 2,2-bis(acrylamido)acetic acid 

A solution of glyoxylic acid (100.6 ml 50% solution, 0.91 mol) in 96% sulfuric acid (110 ml, 

2.058 mol) was added drop-wise to a mixture of acrylonitrile (150 ml, 2.278 mol) and 

copper acetate (0.3 g) contained in a 500 ml three-necked glass flask maintained under 

nitrogen and maintained in the range 15–30ºC using a thermostated bath. After this 

addition, the temperature was allowed to adjust to room temperature and the mixture was 

maintained under stirring for further 4 hours. The resulting yellowish, viscous solution 

was then diluted with cold water (300 ml) to give a white precipitate which was left at 4ºC 

overnight. After this time, the raw solid was recovered by filtration and purified by 

dissolving in the stoechiometric amount of sodium hydroxide (3 M), and re-precipitated by 

the addition of the stoechiometric amount of aqueous HCl (37%). The white precipitate 

was placed at 4ºC until being recovered by filtration. The product was washed three times 

by pouring into cold water (200 ml, 0ºC) and recovering by filtration, and dried to constant 

weight at 25ºC under reduced pressure. Yield = 108.2 g (60%).  
1H NMR (D2O) δ (ppm) = 3.2–4.7 (2H, NH); 5.67 (1H, =CH); 6.38, 6.15 (1H each, =CH2) 

5.3 (1H, CH−COOH); 8.92 (2H, N−CH−N).  

Titrimetric analysis: theoretical for a molecular weight 198.18 g/mol: 5.05 ml/g of 1 M 

NaOH; found: 5.00 ml/g. 

 

2.2.2 Synthesis of p(CBA-MBDAB) and p(CBA/BAC-MBDAB) SS-PAAs 

A series of bioreducible SS-PAA polymers with repetitive disulfide linkages in their main 

chain were synthesized via Michael polyaddition of MBDAB as specific amine monomer to 

CBA in equimolar monomeric ratios. Since the addition polymerization is a stepwise 

process, equal monomer ratios were used in the synthesis in order to obtain polymer 

chains of highest theoretical molecular weight. In a typical experiment, CBA (2.63 g, 10 

mmol) and MBDAB (1.94 g, 10 mmol) were added into a brown reaction flask and 

dissolved in MeOH/DI water mixture (5 ml, 4/1, v/v). Polymerization was carried out in 
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the dark at 45°C under nitrogen atmosphere. The reaction mixture became 

homogeneous in less than two hours. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 10 days 

yielding to a viscous solution. During the polymerization a gradual increase in viscosity 

was observed. In all cases, gelation did not occur. In a final stage, 10 mol% excess 

MBDAB (0.194 g, 1 mmol) was added to the reaction mixture in order to consume any 

unreacted acrylamide groups after polymerization and ensure that all potentially toxic 

acrylamide end groups were consumed, and that polymers contained only amino end 

groups. Stirring was continued for two days at 45°C. Subsequently, the resulting solution 

was diluted with 30 ml DI water, acidified with 4M HCl aqueous solution to pH ~5, and 

then purified and isolated by ultrafiltration operation (3 kg/mol cut-off) with filtrated 

acidic DI water (pH ~5), followed by freeze-drying. 

Similar polymers were synthesized via Michael polyaddition of MBDAB as specific amine 

monomer to equal ratios of CBA and BAC in equimolar monomeric ratios. The resultant 

polymer has acetic acid moieties on its backbone providing negative charges at neutral 

pH. 

 

2.2.3 Synthesis of p(CBA-DAB) and p(CBA/BAC-DAB) SS-PAAs 

Deprotection of Boc-protected amino groups of the side chain of the polymers was 

performed in a mixture of TFA/MeOH overnight and yielded to polymers with primary 

amino and hydroxyl groups in the side chains. After deprotection, the solution was diluted 

with DI water and adjusted to pH ~5 using a 4M NaOH solution. The resulting polymer 

solution was purified by ultrafiltration (3 kg/mol cut-off) with acidified DI water (pH ~5) 

and recovered as a white powder after lyophilization. The p(CBA-DAB) and 

p(CBA/BAC-DAB) polymers were collected in their HCl-salt form as a solid after 

freeze-drying.  

 

2.2.4 Synthesis of p(CBA-CA), p(CBA/BAC-CA), and p(CBA-SA) SS-PAAs 

p(CBA-DAB) (50 mg; 0.13 mmol of primary amine) and Cs2CO3 (424 mg, 1.3 mmol) were 

dissolved in MeOH (5 ml), and citraconic anhydride (145 µl, 1.04 mmol) was added 

dropwise into the solution in 5 equal fractions and stirred overnight at room temperature. 

The reaction mixture was poured into 5% NaHCO3 (40 ml), and the mixture was purified 

by ultrafiltration (3 kg/mol cut-off) with slightly basified water (pH ~8) and recovered as a 

white powder after lyophilization. 

The same procedure was followed for the citraconic coupling onto p(CBA/BAC-DAB) to 
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obtain p(CBA/BAC-CA), and for the synthesis of p(CBA-SA) succinic anhydride was used 

instead of citraconic anhydride. 

 

2.3 Polymer characterization 

The 1H NMR spectra of the synthesized PAAs in D2O were recorded on a Varian Inova 

spectrometer operating at 300 MHz. The molecular weight and polydispersity (Mw/Mn) of 

the synthesized PAAs were determined by GPC relative to PEO standards (Polymer Labs) 

using a Viscotek GPCMax pump and autoinjector and two thermostated (30ºC) PL 

aquagel-OH 30 columns (8μm, 300×7.5mm, Polymer Labs, with a low-molar-mass 

separation range (200~40,000)). Data were collected using a TDA302 Tripledetector with 

RI, Visc and LS (7 and 90°)). 0.3M NaAc aqueous solution (pH 4.4) with 30% methanol 

was used as eluent at a flow rate of 0.7 ml/min). 

 

2.4 Degradation of citraconic amide 

The degradation of citraconic amide was measured by the fluorescamine method. 

Fluorescamine is an amine-reactive fluorescence dye with a maximum fluorescence 

wavelength at 465 nm. After the degradation of citraconic amide in the copolymer, the 

formed primary amine in the side group reacts with the fluorescamine and the 

degradation percentage can be calculated from the comparison of the fluorescence 

before and after exposure of the polymer to acidic conditions. Therefore, each sample of 

the polymers was dissolved in distilled water at a concentration of 1 mg/ml, and 100 µl of 

this stock solution was mixed with 100 µl of 10 mM acetate buffer pH 5.5 or 10 mM 

HEPES buffer pH 7.4. This solution was incubated at 37°C and 10 µl of each sample was 

diluted into 100 µl of 0.1 M borate buffer pH 9.1 every hour. To this mixture was added 10 

µl of fluorescamine solution in DMF (2 mg/ml) and allowed for reaction at room 

temperature for 10 min. The fluorescence of the solution was measured at emission 

wavelength 495 nm and excitation wavelength 390 nm. The fluorescence obtained with 

the fluorescamine reaction with the p(CBA-DAB) and p(CBA/BAC-DAB) polymers and that 

of a blank buffer solution was used for calibration (100% and 0% free amine groups, 

respectively).  

 

2.5 Characterization of SS-PAA/lysozyme NPs 

2.5.1 Particle size and zeta-potential measurements 

SS-PAA/lysozyme nanocomplexes at polymer/protein weight ratio 36/1 were prepared by 
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adding a HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4) of SS-PAA (800 µl, 2700 µg/ml) to a 

HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4) of lysozyme (200 µl, 75 µg/ml), followed by 

vortexing for 5 seconds and incubating at room temperature for 30 minutes. Particle size 

and surface charge measurements of the nanocomplexes were determined by dynamic 

light scattering (DLS) at 25°C with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, 

UK) using a wavelength of 532 nm. The value was recorded as the mean of three 

measurements. The size distribution was given by the polydispersity index (PDI, a value 

between 0 and 1). A PDI of 1 indicates large variations in particle size; a PDI of 0 

indicates no variation in particle size (as an ideal monodispersed formulation).  

 

2.5.2 Lysozyme condensation and loading efficiency 

To estimate the loading efficiency of the nanoparticles at neutral pH, particle solutions of 

SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles were prepared at polymer/protein weight ratio 36/1 

using Alexa Fluor® 488 labeled lysozyme. The nanoparticles were centrifuged at 14000 

rpm for 30 minutes at 4ºC. Aliquots of supernatant were subsequently taken and their 

protein content determined by fluorescence spectroscopy (Safire2, Tecan, Canada) at an 

emission wavelength of 519 nm and an excitation wavelength of 495 nm. The actual 

loading efficiency was indirectly determined by measuring the difference between the 

total amount of lysozyme added to the solution and the amount of lysozyme in the free 

form in the supernatant after centrifugation. A calibration curve from solutions of various 

fluorescently-labeled lysozyme concentrations was determined prior to this experiment. It 

was confirmed that free labeled-lysozyme was not precipitated from the solution by 

centrifugation. 

 

2.5.3 Stability of the lysozyme-containing nanoparticles mimicking intracellular 

conditions 

In order to obtain indications of the SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticle stability and the 

enzyme-protecting efficacy in the polymeric nanoparticles, experiments were performed 

under conditions mimicking the intracellular environment. To this aim, SS-PAA/lysozyme 

nanoparticles were prepared in HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4) at 

polymer/protein weight ratio 36/1, using Alexa Fluor® 488 labeled lysozyme and 

unlabeled lysozyme respectively. Samples of these solutions were diluted with equivalent 

volumes of either HEPES buffer or endothelial cell growth medium-2 (EGM-2) (Lonza, 

Verviers, Belgium) with or without Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (2.5 or 7.5%), and after 
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dilution the mixtures were allowed for 30 minute incubation at room temperature. 

Thereafter, the lysozyme loading in these nanoparticles was determined. The enzymatic 

activity of lysozyme condensed in the nanoparticles was also determined using the 

EnzCheck® lysozyme assay (Invitrogen). The assay measures lysozyme activity on 

Micrococcus lysodeikticus cell walls, which are labeled with fluorescein to such a high 

degree that auto-quenching occurs. Lysozyme action can relieve this quenching, yielding a 

dramatic increase in fluorescence that is proportional to lysozyme activity. Therefore, 

lysozyme-containing experimental samples were diluted with an equivalent volume of 

reaction buffer (provided in the assay kit), and 50 µl of the 50 µg/ml DQ lysozyme 

substrate working suspension were added to 50 µl of diluted lysozyme-containing SS-PAA 

nanoparticle samples diluted with buffer solution or medium with or without serum . The 

mixtures were incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C, protected from light. The fluorescence 

intensity of each reaction was measured in a fluorescence microplate reader, subtracting 

the value derived from the no-enzyme control. Digestion products from the DQ lysozyme 

substrate have absorption maxima at ~494 nm and fluorescence emission maxima at 

~518 nm. The lysozyme concentration was calculated by comparison with a linear 

calibration curve of lysozyme of different concentrations formerly prepared in either 

HEPES buffer or endothelial cell growth medium-2 (EGM-2) with or without FBS (2.5 or 

7.5%). 

 

2.5.4 Release of lysozyme by acidification of the nanoparticles  

The effect of pH decrease from 7.4 to 5.1 (mimicking endosomal pH decrease) was 

investigated by DLS measurements. Particle size measurements of the nanocomplexes 

were performed at 25°C with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK) 

using a wavelength of 532 nm. Simultaneously, the nanoparticle solution was titrated 

from pH 7.4 to pH 5.1 by regularly adding small aliquots of 0.25M HCl solution using a 

MTP-2 multipurpose titrator (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). Particle sizes were 

determined every half-unit of pH. 

In another experiment, the release of lysozyme from the nanoparticles after exposure at 

pH 5 (endosomal pH) was determined using solutions of SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles 

prepared at polymer/protein weight ratio 24/1 as previously (pH 7.4), using Alexa Fluor® 

488 labeled lysozyme. After acidification to pH 5 by addition of a small amount of 1M HCl 

solution and incubation for 30 minutes, the nanoparticles were centrifuged at 14000 rpm 

for 30 minutes at 4ºC. Aliquots of the supernatant were subsequently taken and the 
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amount of labeled lysozyme present in the free form in the supernatant was determined 

by fluorescence spectroscopy (λem = 519 nm, λex = 495 nm) using a calibration curve.  

In order to obtain an indication of the residual enzymatic activity of the released lysozyme 

from the SS-PAA nanoparticles after acidification to pH 5, the enzymatic activity was 

determined using the EnzCheck® lysozyme assay. Therefore, the lysozyme-containing 

SS-PAA nanoparticle samples acidified at pH 5 for 30 minutes were diluted in an 

equivalent volume of reaction buffer (provided in the assay kit). Then, 50 µl of this 

solution was added to DQ lysozyme substrate working suspension (50 µg/ml) provided in 

the assay kit, and the mixtures were incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C, protected from 

light. The fluorescence intensity of each reaction was measured in a fluorescence 

microplate reader, subtracting the value derived from the no-enzyme control. The 

lysozyme concentration was calculated by comparison with a linear calibration curve of 

lysozyme of different concentrations formerly prepared at pH 7.4 and pH 5. 

 

2.5.5 Release of lysozyme from nanoparticles by disulfide reduction of the SS-PAAs  

The release of protein from the nanoparticles at intracellular reductive conditions was 

measured using solutions of SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles prepared as previously, at 

polymer/protein weight ratio 36/1 using Alexa Fluor® 488 labeled lysozyme. After 

addition of DTT to a final concentration of 2.5 mM and incubation for 30 minutes, the 

solution was centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 30 minutes at 4ºC. Aliquots of supernatant 

were subsequently taken and their protein content was determined by the measurement 

of the fluorescence intensity (Safire2, Tecan, Canada) at an emission wavelength of 519 

nm and an excitation wavelength of 495 nm using a prior-determined calibration curve.  

In order to obtain an indication of the efficiency of the protein release caused by the 

reduction of the disulfide linkages in the polymeric nanoparticles, after adding DTT in 

HEPES buffer to the SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles to a final concentration of 2.5 mM 

DTT in the resultant solution, the enzymatic activity was determined using the EnzCheck® 

lysozyme assay as previously described.  

 

2.6 Cellular uptake and cytotoxicity of NPs in vitro 

For all the cell experiments described in the following paragraphs, Alexa Fluor 488 

labeled lysozyme was used as payload in the SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles. 

Besides, cell lines, as for example CHO or hCMEC are cells that are immortalized. Some 

of the most important cell specific properties of primary cells are not present anymore in 
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this type of cells (as contact inhibition for instance). Therefore, in this study, we used 

primary cells that express the proteins expressed before the isolation from human tissue. 

Moreover, we used these primary cells for limited amount of time to ensure that they 

more closely mimic the in vivo situation.  

 

2.6.1 Detection of cell viability and cytotoxicity after treatment with SS-PAA/lysozyme 

nanoparticles 

Cell viability was determined through the MTS assay by measuring the formation of 

formazan due to the reduction of a tetrazolium compound that is added to the cells. In 

this MTS assay, the substrate (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2- 

(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium, inner salt) is reduced to formazan by dehydrogenase 

enzymes found in metabolically active cells. When cell viability decreases, cells lose their 

ability to reduce the tetrazolium compound and the amount of formazan produced, as 

measured by the absorbance at 492 nm using a microplate reader, is proportional to the 

number of viable cells in the culture. human umbilical vein endothelial cells (Huvec) were 

seeded onto fibronectin-coated 96-well plates (10,000 cells/well), and cultured with 

endothelial growth medium-2 (EGM-2) with supplements from the EGM-2 Single Quots kit 

(both Lonza, Verviers, Belgium) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. After confluence, cells 

were treated with increasing concentrations of SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticle for 24 

hours. The cell viability was measured by using the CellTiter 96 AQueous non-radioactive 

assay (Promega, Mannheim, Germany) according to manufacturer’s instructions. The 

supernatant from nanoparticle-treated and untreated cells was removed and the cells 

were incubated with 100 µl cell medium/substrate solution at 37°C for 45 minutes. 

To further determine whether SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles display any cytotoxic effects, 

cells were treated with these nanoparticles as above and 50 µl of supernatant was 

removed at various time points. The LDH release into the medium was detected by using 

the CytoTox 96 non-radioactive cytotoxicity assay (Promega, Mannheim, Germany) as 

recommended by the manufacturer. By using this assay, we indirectly measure the 

leakage of the cell membrane after exposure to the nanoparticle solution, leakages in the 

cell membrane meaning cell death. The release of LDH of untreated cells was used as 

control, and the LDH activity of lysed cells was set to 100%. Data were analyzed with 

GraphPad Prism 5.0 software. 
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2.6.2 Uptake of nanoparticles into human cell types 

Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (Huvec) (50,000 cells/well) were seeded onto 

fibronectin-coated LabTek chambers (Nunc, Roskilde, Denmark) and cultured until 

confluent. Cells were treated with 300 µg/ml SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticle solution for 

24 hours. After removal of the supernatant, cells were washed extensively with 0.2 % BSA 

in1M HEPES, and then fixed with 3.7% paraformaldehyde (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) 

in CS-buffer (0.1M PIPES, 1mM EGTA, 4% Polyethylenglycol-8000, 0.1M NaOH, pH 7.0) at 

room temperature for 20 minutes. Cells were then washed three times with PBS and 

CD31, which is located in the membrane of endothelial cells, was then stained with 

mouse anti-human CD31 antibody (DakoCytomation, Glostrup, Denmark) and the 

appropriate secondary antibody (goat anti-mouse Alexa 546; Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, 

USA). Cell nuclei were stained with Hoechst dye (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Luis, USA). Stained 

cells with and without exposure to SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles were mounted with 

GelMount (Biomeda, Natutec, Germany) and images were collected using a confocal laser 

scanning microscope (Leica, Germany). In this way, the location of the fluorescently 

labeled lysozyme from SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles (green channel) could be observed 

with respect to the cell membrane (red channel) and the cell nuclei (blue channel). 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Synthesis and characterization of the SS-PAAs 

First, two different bioreducible SS-PAA polymers with repetitive disulfide linkages in their 

main chain were synthesized via Michael addition of the primary amine monomer MBDAB 

to the bisacrylamides CBA and BAC. These polymers contain disulfide linkages in their 

main chain and Boc-protected amine in the side chain. The resulting polymers coded in 

terms of the used monomers, p(CBA-MBDAB) and p(CBA/BAC-MBDAB), were collected in 

their HCl-salt form as white solid powder after freeze-drying, and have a good solubility in 

water. For both polymers, the yield was ca. 65% after ultrafiltration and lyophilization. 

The 1H NMR spectra of the polymers were in full accordance with the expected structures. 

The absence of any proton signals between 5 and 7 ppm shows that the polymer did not 

contain any residual acrylamide end groups. The complete removal of the Boc protective 

groups could be confirmed by the disappearance of the tert-butyl signal at 1.5 ppm in 

the 1H NMR spectra after addition of TFA to the copolymers, yielding to polymers 

possessing free primary amine groups in the side chains, p(CBA-DAB) and 

p(CBA/BAC-DAB). These primary amines in the side chain are the reactive functionalities 
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for the coupling reaction with citraconic anhydride and succinic anhydride, respectively. 

Citraconic anhydride or succinic anhydride were added to the Boc-deprotected polymers 

and allowed to react with these free primary amines groups to yield the citraconic amide 

functionalized SS-PAAs, p(CBA-CA) and p(CBA/BAC-CA), and the succinic amide 

functionalized p(CBA-SA), respectively. In all cases, 100% of the primary amine groups in 

the polymers were converted into the amides, as was determined by 1H NMR.  

The synthesis route to the citraconic amide functionalized SS-PAAs is given in Scheme 4.2, 

and the structures of the final citraconic and succinic amide functionalized SS-PAAs are 

shown in Figure 4.1. Details about the NMR data and molecular weights of the polymers 

are available in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 and Table 4.1. 
 

 
 

Scheme 4.2. General synthesis scheme of citraconic amide based SS-PAAs. The X structure of the 
polymer backbone is CBA or BAC, providing disulfide bonds or acetate groups along the polymer 
main chain, respectively. 
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Figure 4.1. Structure of poly(amidoamine)s. 1: p(CBA-CA), 2: p(CBA/BAC-CA) 3: p(CBA-SA). The 
polymers were coded in terms of the used bisacrylamide and primary amine monomer. 
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Figure 4.2. 1H NMR spectra of the poly(amidoamine)s: p(CBA-DAB), p(CBA-CA), and p(CBA-SA).  
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Figure 4.3. 1H NMR spectra of the poly(amidoamine)s: p(CBA/BAC-DAB), and p(CBA/BAC-CA).  
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Table 4.1. Characterization of SS-PAAs (homopolymers and copolymer), in terms of molecular 
weight (Mw, PDI). 
 

Polymer Composition 
CBA/BAC * Mw ** 

PDI 

(Mw/Mn) ** 

p(CBA-CA) n.a. 6.3 1.16 

p(CBA50/BAC50-CA) 50/50 6.8 1.23 

p(CBA-SA) n.a. 6.3 1.17 

 
n.a.: non applicable, * : determined by integrated peak area from 1H NMR (D2O, 300 MHz),  
** : average-weight molecular weight (Mw) determined by GPC measurement 
 
 

 
3.2 Degradation of citraconic amide in the polymer 

The negatively charged citraconic amide group in the side chains of the SS-PAA polymers 

is stable at neutral and basic pH, but is rapidly cleaved by intramolecular catalysis at 

acidic pH under the formation of positively charged protonated primary amine groups 

(Scheme 4.3).  
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Scheme 4.3. Hydrolysis scheme and mechanism of citraconic anhydride derivative SS-PAA, when 
pH drops from 7.4 to ca. 5. The X structure of the polymer backbone varies depending on the 
bisacrylamide used for the polymer synthesis, CBA or BAC providing respectively disulfide bonds 
or acetate groups along the polymer main chain. 
 
 
 
The pH-dependent degradation rates of the citraconic amide groups in the SS-PAA 

polymers are shown in Figure 4.4. The degradation rate at 37°C was calculated by 

measurement of the change in the primary amine concentration in the solution using the 

fluorescamine quantification method at a fixed concentration of the polymers [44]. Due to 

the single C-C bond between the amide function and the carboxylate group in the 

p(CBA-SA), this latter group does not provide intramolecular cleavage of the amide bond 

and therefore the amide bond in this derivative is much more stable under acidic 

conditions. The experiments in acetate buffer (pH 5.5) showed that within one hour 

approximately that 60% of the citraconic amides were degraded, and after 4 hours 

incubation at pH 5.5 more than 85% of the citraconic amides were converted into free 

amine. In contrast, hydrolysis proceeds only very slowly at pH 7.4 in HEPES buffer and 

even after 4 hours more than 80% of the citraconic amides remained intact. As expected, 
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no degradation of the succinic amide side groups was observed under these conditions. 

 

 
Figure 4.4. Degradation of citraconic amide and succinic amide side groups in the SS-PAAs at (A) 
pH 7.4 and (B) pH 5.5. The data are mean values of three experiments, for p(CBA-CA) (black bars), 
p(CBA/BAC-CA) (striped bars), and p(CBA-SA) (grey bars). 

 
 
 

3.3 Formation of self-assembled polymer/protein nanoparticles: physical 

characterization and loading efficiency 

The three negatively-charged citraconic amide and succinic amide functionalized SS-PAA 

polymers are capable to form nanosized polyelectrolyte complexes by self-assembly with 

positively-charged lysozyme molecules (pI > 9), based on electrostatic, hydrophobic, and 

hydrogen-bonding interactions. DLS and zeta-potential measurements showed that the 

particles have sizes smaller than 250 nm (PDI < 0.25) and negative surface charge 

(−5/−15 mV) in HEPES buffer solution pH 7.4. The smallest size (ca. 200 nm) and lowest 

surface charge (−15 mV) were observed for the nanocomplexes of the copolymer 
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p(CBA/BAC-CA), which may be explained by the higher negative charge density of this 

polymer, due to the presence of the acetate groups along the polymer backbone giving 

rise to stronger interactions with cationic lysozyme. 

 

Table 4.2. Lysozyme loading of SS-PAA/Alexa Fluor® 488 labeled lysozyme nanoparticles 
prepared at weight ratio 36/1 in HEPES buffer pH 7.4, after dilution with HEPES buffer pH 7.4, 
medium without serum, medium with 2.5% FBS serum, and medium with 7.5% FBS serum. The 
reported values were derived from the free lysozyme content determined in the supernatant after 
centrifugation.  
 

Polymer 
Lysozyme loading in particles (%)* 

HEPES buffer Medium w/o 
serum 

Medium w/ 
2.5% FBS 

Medium w/ 
7.5% FBS 

p(CBA-CA) 86 82 80 75 
p(CBA/BAC-CA) 85 78 77 75 

p(CBA-SA) 85 77 77 75 
 

* Percentage of lysozyme that is incorporated in the polymeric nanoparticles. Initial lysozyme 
concentration is 15 µg/ml. 
 
 
 
Table 4.2 gives the lysozyme loading efficiency of the three different SS-PAA/lysozyme 

nanoparticles in HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4). It can be seen that all disulfide 

polymers incorporate into the nanoparticles a high percentage of the enzyme present in 

solution even under the very dilute conditions applied (lysozyme concentration: 15 

µg/ml).  

 

3.4 Stability of the lysozyme-containing nanoparticles 

The stability of the lysozyme-containing SS-PAA nanoparticles and their efficacy to protect 

the incorporated enzyme were investigated under conditions akin to the in vitro cellular 

experiments (vide infra), notably in serum-containing environments that might destabilize 

the electrostatic interactions between the negatively-charged polymers and the cationic 

lysozyme. To this aim, the SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles were diluted with an equivalent 

volume of either HEPES buffer or serum-free EGM-2 medium with or without FBS (2.5 or 

7.5%), and both the lysozyme content and the enzymatic activity were determined. The 

measured lysozyme loading in the nanoparticles under these conditions are shown in 

Table 4.2. The results show that the nanoparticles still maintain a lysozyme loading of at 

least 75%, under all serum conditions, indicating that in serum-containing environment 

the SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles become only slightly destabilized. 
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The enzymatic activity of lysozyme was determined after dilution of the SS-PAA/lysozyme 

nanoparticles with HEPES buffer and in the cell-free solutions akin to those used in the in 

vitro cellular experiments, i.e serum-free EGM-2 medium, EGM-2 medium with 2.5 and 

7.5% FBS. A separate experiment showed that the activity of free lysozyme is almost the 

same in all these four cell-free conditions (data not shown). As is shown in Figure 4.5, the 

lysozyme activity is almost completely suppressed in the SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles 

in HEPES buffer. These results show that the encapsulation of lysozyme in the SS-PAA 

nanoparticles prevents the enzyme to display its activity in an extracellular environment. 

In contrast, the addition of medium with FBS to the SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticle 

solutions induce an increase in enzymatic activity which increases with increasing FBS 

concentration up to 25% after 5 hours of exposure. However, since incubation of cells 

with the nanoparticles is usually no longer than two hours, these experiments show that 

the lysozyme activity in the SS-PAA nanoparticles can be almost completely inhibited, 

even in solutions similar to those used in the in vitro cellular experiments.  
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Figure 4.5. Relative lysozyme activity of the SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles, after dilution with 
HEPES buffer pH 7.4 (dark bars), medium without serum (light bars), medium with 2.5% FBS 
serum (dotted bars), and medium with 7.5% FBS serum (striped bars), using p(CBA-CA) (A), 
p(CBA/BAC-CA) (B), and p(CBA-SA) (C) as polymeric carriers. 
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3.5 Mimicking intracellular release of enzyme loading by pH triggering and bioreduction 

of lysozyme-loaded nanoparticles 

3.5.1 pH-triggered release of enzyme loading from lysozyme-loaded SS-PAA 

nanoparticles 

Electrostatic interactions between positively-charged enzyme and negatively-charged 

polymer are the main driving force for the self assembly of these compounds into 

nanoparticles. In nanoparticles containing the negatively-charged citraconic amide 

groups the polymer charge is rapidly shifted into the cationic domain due to the 

intramolecular hydrolysis of these groups under the formation of cationic primary 

ammonium groups (see Scheme 4.3). DLS measurements showed that the 

p(CBA-CA)/lysozyme nanoparticles significantly increased in size and surface charge 

when the pH is decreased from 7.4 to 5.1, especially when pH drops below 6.5 where 

citraconic hydrolysis occurs (Figure 4.6). This indicates that this type of polymer/protein 

complexes respond to the pH decrease that is occurring after endocytosis, whereas the 

particles containing the succinic amide moieties only slightly increase in size with only 

slight increase of surface charge at low pH values, indicating that the succinamide 

moieties keep intact under these conditions. For the p(CBA/BAC-CA)/lysozyme 

nanoparticles, first a decrease of particle size and a slight decrease of surface charge 

were measured upon decrease of the pH from 7.4 to 6.1, which may be explained by an 

increase of cationic charge at the lysozyme surface, resulting in an increased interaction 

with the anionic polymers. At lower pH values, the p(CBA/BAC-CA)/lysozyme nanoparticles 

increase again in particle size and surface charge due to the conversion of the citraconic 

amide into free ammonium groups, inducing repulsion between polymer and enzyme.  
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Figure 4.6. Size distributions and surface charges of SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles during the 
pH titration of the particles (titration duration: 2 hours), from pH 7.4 to pH 5.1, representing the 
pH in the extracellular and intracellular environments, respectively.  
 
 
 
The results from the DLS experiments indicate that the p(CBA-CA)/lysozyme and 

p(CBA/BAC-CA)/lysozyme nanoparticles will become destabilized upon acidification of the 

endosomes. In order to evaluate to which extent such destabilization leads to release of 

enzyme the amount of lysozyme released from the nanoparticles was determined after 

acidification of the solution to pH 5. As is shown in Table 4.3 column A, after 30 minutes 

at pH 5, the lysozyme release from the citraconic amide containing polymeric 

nanoparticles is in the range of 65%; whereas from the succinic amide analog the release 

was only 6%. This confirms that the lysozyme release is due to polymer charge-reversal of 

the nanoparticle systems based on the SS-PAA derivatives of citraconic anhydride.  

 

3.5.2 Release of enzyme loading by polymer bioreduction in lysozyme-loaded SS-PAA 

nanoparticles 

The rapid cleavage of disulfide linkages by glutathione and reductase enzymes in the 

intracellular environment (which can contain up to 10 mM glutathione) can be favorably 

exploited to degrade the SS-PAAs and consequently induce fast degradation of the 

SS-PAAs in the nanocomplexes resulting in efficient protein release. Table 4.3 column B 

shows the quantity of released labeled-lysozyme from the SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles 

after the addition of 2.5 mM DTT to the nanoparticle solution. The nanoparticles from 
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p(CBA-CA) and p(CBA-SA) release almost completely their encapsulated enzyme due to 

the fast cleavage of the disulfide-containing CBA units in these polymers (91% and 94% 

respectively), whereas p(CBA/BAC-CA) containing only half of the content of CBA releases 

only 49% of the lysozyme content. An additional factor for retaining a higher percentage 

of lysozyme can also be the higher negative charge density of p(CBA/BAC-CA) due to the 

presence of the BAC units in this polymer.  

 

Table 4.3. A+B: Lysozyme release from SS-PAA/Alexa Fluor® 488 labeled lysozyme nanoparticles 
in HEPES buffer pH 7.4 (weight ratio 36/1), column A: after addition of 0.25M HCl to drop pH to 
pH 5, column B: after addition of DTT to a final concentration of 2.5 mM. 
 

Polymer 

A) 
Lysozyme release 

(%) 
at pH 5 

 

B) 
Lysozyme release 

(%) 
after DTT addition 

p(CBA-CA) 65 91 
p(CBA/BAC-CA) 64 49 

p(CBA-SA) 6 94 
 
 
 
3.6 Activity of released lysozyme from lysozyme-loaded SS-PAA nanoparticles  

3.6.1 After release by pH triggering of lysozyme-loaded nanoparticles 

The results from the experiments previously described showed that lysozyme is released 

upon acidification of the p(CBA-CA)/lysozyme and p(CBA/BAC-CA)/lysozyme nanoparticles. 

Figure 4.7 shows the activity of lysozyme from the three different SS-PAA/lysozyme 

nanoparticles at pH 7.4 and 30 minutes after acidification to pH 5.1. It can be seen that, 

whereas the lysozyme activity is almost completely suppressed in lysozyme nanoparticles 

at pH 7.4, acidification of the nanoparticle solutions gives an increase of enzymatic 

activity up to 96% of the original free enzyme activity after 5 hours of exposure at pH 5 of 

the citraconic amide-functionalized nanoparticles. As expected, no significant increase of 

lysozyme enzymatic activity was measured after acidification for the particles containing 

the succinic amide moieties. These experiments demonstrate that encapsulation of 

lysozyme in the SS-PAA nanoparticles occurs without loss of intrinsic enzyme activity. 

Moreover, incubation of the nanocomplexes in mild acidic conditions results in citraconic 

amide hydrolysis leading to destabilization of the nanoparticles and progressive release 

of active lysozyme, whereas enzyme release is very slow for the succinic amide derivative.  
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Figure 4.7. Relative lysozyme activity of the SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles, at pH 7.4 (dark bars), 
at pH 7.4 after addition of DTT to 2.5 mM final concentration (dark striped bars), and at pH 5 (grey 
bars), measured using the EnzCheck® lysozyme assay, an assay from Invitrogen, using p(CBA-CA) 
(A), p(CBA/BAC-CA) (B), and p(CBA-SA) (C) as polymeric carriers. 
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3.6.2 After release by polymer bioreduction in lysozyme-loaded nanoparticles 

As shown in Table 4.3 column B, the presence of intracellular reductive agents induces 

the release of lysozyme from the SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles. The activities of 

lysozyme released from the nanoparticles after DTT reduction are illustrated in Figure 4.7. 

As previously noted, almost no lysozyme activity was observed for over 5 hours for all 

three different nanoparticle systems at pH 7.4 and in the absence of reducing agent. 

However, after addition of 2.5 mM DTT, mimicking the intracellular reducing activity, the 

lysozyme released from all three SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles reached an activity of 

about 80% of the original activity of free lysozyme in solution after 5 hours. This is an 

indication that, once the nanoparticles are internalized in the cells, the enzyme is 

released with almost completely recovered enzymatic activity due to the reduction of the 

disulfide linkages in the main chain of the SS-PAA polymers.  

Hence, from the two previous experiments based on the measurements of the activity of 

released lysozyme from lysozyme-loaded SS-PAA nanoparticles, it can be concluded that 

the encapsulation in the citraconic derivative SS-PAA polymers prevents the enzyme to 

display its activity in a neutral extracellular environment, but once the nanoparticle is 

internalized in the cell, lysozyme will be released with almost complete recovered activity 

due to the charge-reversal of the polymer side chains in the endosomes and the polymer 

degradation by reduction in the cytosol. This bioresponsive off-on switching of the 

enzymatic activity in these nanoparticles is a promising property for minimizing off-target 

effects in targeting delivery. 

 

3.7 Cellular uptake and cytotoxicity of the SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles in vitro 

3.7.1 Detection of cell viability and cytotoxicity after treatment with different polymers 

In order to establish the optimal concentration of polymer for the preparation of the 

nanoparticles for intracellular lysozyme delivery, first the effects of the SS-PAA/lysozyme 

nanoparticles on cell viability and cytotoxicity on human endothelial cells were 

determined by using an MTS and LDH assay, measuring the percentage of metabolic 

active cells, and the percentage of dead cells, respectively.  

Therefore, primary umbilical vein endothelial cells (Huvec) were incubated with different 

concentrations of the nanocomplexes (p(CBA-CA)/lysozyme, p(CBA/BAC-CA)/lysozyme and 

p(CBA-SA)/lysozyme) for 24 hours. No reduction of cell viability after the treatment with 

SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles with a concentration range from 45 µg/ml to 180 µg/ml 

was detected. However, at the high concentration of 360µg/ml of the SS-PAA/lysozyme 
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nanoparticles a slight decrease in cell viability was observed with viabilities of 80% for 

p(CBA-CA)/lysozyme and p(CBA/BAC-CA)/lysozyme nanocomplexes and 88% for 

p(CBA-SA)/lysozyme nanoparticles, compared to the untreated control (Figure 4.8A). The 

cytotoxic effect of the SS-PAA/lysozyme nanocomplexes was assessed by examining the 

release of LDH into the supernatant (Figure 4.8B). The amount of released LDH, as 

determined by a colorimetric LDH enzyme reaction, is proportional to the number of lysed 

cells. In this assay no cytotoxic effect (extra LDH release) was observed on the cells 

compared to the untreated control cells. In addition, Alexa Fluor® 488 labeled lysozyme 

(which was used as carrier model protein) alone did not affect cell viability nor caused 

cytotoxicity (data not shown). 

 

 
 
Figure 4.8. Cell viability (A) and cytotoxicity (B) of Huvec cells after treatment with different 
concentrations of p(CBA-CA)/lysozyme, p(CBA/BAC-CA)/lysozyme and p(CBA-SA)/lysozyme 
nanocomplexes for 24 hours 
(A) 10000 human umbilical vein endothelial cells were incubated with different amounts of 
polymers. After 24 hours, cell viability was determined by using MTS assay. Untreated cells were 
used as control and set to 100% cell viability. (B) After 24 hours the supernatants of the cells 
were collected and used to determine cytotoxicity by measuring the activity of released lactate 
dehydrogenases (LDH). The supernatant of untreated cells was used as control (for the amount of 
spontaneous LDH release), while the supernatant after cell lysis was used for the determination 
of 100% cytotoxicity. The results represent the means of three different experiments and three 
replicates (± standard deviation; n = at least 7; ***: p < 0.001, *: p < 0,05; two-way ANOVA, 
Bonferroni post-tests). 
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3.7.2 Cellular uptake of the different polymers in primary human umbilical vein 

endothelial cells 

Based on the cell viability assay, a concentration of 300µg/ml of polymer was chosen in 

the preparation and use of the SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles for intracellular delivery. 

The uptake of the different SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles was investigated by confocal 

laser scanning microscopy. Alexa Fluor 488 labeled lysozyme was used as the payload in 

the SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles, and in this way the location of the fluorescently 

labeled lysozyme could be observed through the green channel. The cell membranes and 

nuclei were also stained and were visualized through the red and blue channels, 

respectively. Figure 4.9 shows the results after 30 hours of exposure of Huvec cells to 

free lysozyme (A) and lysozyme incorporated in nanoparticles of p(CBA-CA) (B), 

p(CBA/BAC-CA) (C) and p(CBA-SA) (D). As can be seen in Figure 4.9A, free lysozyme was 

also internalized in the cells, which may be caused by the highly cationic nature of this 

enzyme. Although the amount of internalized polymers and lysozyme was not quantified, 

Figures 4.9B, 4.9C and 9D show a significant increase in the amount of internalized 

lysozyme from the SS-PAA/lysozyme nanocomplexes compared to free lysozyme, 

especially when applying p(CBA/BAC-CA)/lysozyme nanoparticles. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that the complexation of lysozyme in the SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles 

improves the internalization of the enzyme, compared to unbound lysozyme. Moreover, it 

was noticed that the lysozyme from the internalized SS-PAA/lysozyme nanoparticles was 

primarily located in the perinuclear region. In all cases, none of the internalized lysozyme 

from the nanocomplexes was detected in the nucleus.  
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Figure 4.9. Internalization of AF488-lysozyme after 30 hours of exposure to cells. Confocal laser 
scanning microscopy images (40x); scale bar 75 µm. 
 
Huvec were exposed to 300µg/ml of different polymers for 30 hours. Afterwards cells were fixed 
and the membranes were stained with primary antibody against CD31 and the appropriate Alexa 
546 secondary antibody (cell membranes in red). The nuclei were stained with Hoechst dye (blue). 
The green dots correspond to AF488-lysozyme, which are mostly located around the nuclei. In (A) 
the cells were just incubated with free AF488-lysozyme. The uptake of AF488-lysozyme from 
p(CBA-CA)/lysozyme nanoparticles is presented in (B), from p(CBA/BAC-CA)/lysozyme 
nanoparticles in (C), while the internalization of AF488-lysozyme from p(CBA-SA)/lysozyme 
nanoparticles is shown in (D).  
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4. Conclusions 

We have developed novel poly(amidoamine)s with disulfide linkages in their main chain 

and negatively charged citraconic amide functionalities in the side chain as an attractive 

category of bioresponsive polymers capable to form stable self-assembling nanoparticles 

with cationic proteins such as lysozyme at neutral pH conditions. Once encapsulated in 

the polymeric nanoparticles the enzyme activity of lysozyme is fully blocked. However, the 

intrinsic enzyme activity of lysozyme is (almost) fully preserved after encapsulation in the 

nanoparticles (i.e. no denaturation occurs). Experiments that mimic the chemical 

properties of the intracellular environment (i.e. pH decrease in the endosomes and high 

reduction potential inside the cells) have shown the enzyme is readily released with 

(almost) full recovery of activity due to disintegration of the nanoparticles at acidic pH by 

increasing repulsive electrostatic interaction caused by inversion of the charge in the side 

groups of the polymers from anionic (citraconic amide) to cationic (protonated amine) and 

the cleavage of the disulfide linkages in the intracellular reducing environment. These 

properties render these novel polymers very promising in the development of potent 

intracellular protein delivery systems. 
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Abstract: To improve design processes in the field of nanomedicine, in vitro 

characterization of nanoparticles with systematically varied properties is of great 

importance. In this study, surface sensitive analytical techniques were used to evaluate 

the responsiveness of nano-sized drug-loaded polyelectrolyte complexes when adsorbed 

to model lipid membranes. Two bioreducible poly(amidoamine)s (PAAs) containing 

multiple disulfide linkages in the polymer backbone (SS-PAAs) were synthesized and used 

to form three types of nanocomplexes by self-assembly with human insulin, used as a 

negatively charged model protein at neutral pH. The resulting nanoparticles collapsed on 

top of negatively charged model membranes upon adsorption, without disrupting the 

membrane integrity. These structural rearrangements may occur at a cell surface which 

would prevent uptake of intact nanoparticles. By the addition of glutathione, the disulfide 

linkages in the polymer backbone of the SS-PAAs were reduced, resulting in 

fragmentation of the polymer and dissociation of the adsorbed nanoparticles from the 

membrane. A decrease in ambient pH also resulted in destabilization of the nanoparticles 
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and desorption from the membrane. These mimics of intracellular environments suggest 

dissociation of the drug formulation, a process that releases the protein drug load, when 

reaching the interior of a cell.  

 

1. Introduction 

The advancement of biotechnology has resulted in the discovery of many therapeutic 

peptides and proteins which in most of the cases should exert their pharmaceutical 

action inside the cytoplasm or onto individual organelles inside the cell [1-6]. Negatively 

charged cell membranes prevent proteins and peptides as other therapeutics with 

anionic character from entering cells by charge repulsion. Moreover, internalized proteins 

can be subject to lysosomal degradation. Several strategies to overcome these difficulties 

have been investigated, and the utilization of polymer-based nanocarriers has emerged 

as a promising and versatile approach because of their facile transformation and 

possibilities to tune properties including subcellular size, biodegradability, and 

biocompatibility [7, 8]. In particular, positively charged polymeric nanoparticles have been 

shown to promote transcytosis in epithelial cells [9-11].  

Recently, nano-sized polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs) resulting from the self-assembly of 

proteins with natural or synthetic polymers have attracted increasing attention for 

applications in therapeutic protein delivery [12-15]. In this non-covalent nanoassembly 

method, PECs are formed by simply mixing oppositely charged drug and polymer that will 

interact by electrostatic attraction. For instance, the PEC formation of anionic proteins 

and cationic polymers can be used for the preparation of homogeneous and stable 

dispersions of nanoparticles possessing cationic charges in overall, as schematically 

represented in Scheme 5.1. Moreover, this formulation methodology has the advantage of 

not requiring sonication or organic solvents which are both harmful for proteins and 

peptides and are regularly used for the preparation of nanoparticles notably by the 

double emulsion technique. One attractive class of polymers commonly used for 

PEC-based drug formulation is poly(aminoamine)s (PAAs), which can be easily synthesized 

by Michael-type polyaddition of primary or bis-secondary amines to bis(acrylamide)s [16, 

17]. These polymers are water-soluble, biodegradable and biocompatible, and less 

cytotoxic than other common polycationic vectors [18-21]. PAAs have been found to be 

particularly suitable for use as intracytoplasmic and endosomolytic vectors for the 

delivery of anticancer drugs [22, 23], proteins [24-26], and nucleic acids [25, 27, 28]. A 

useful design strategy for drug release inside the cytosol is to introduce repetitive 
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disulphide bonds in the polymer backbone [29-31]. Such polymers are relatively stable in 

extracellular medium but, due to the presence of repetitive disulfide linkages, are prone 

to fast degradation in the reductive intracellular environment. This property can be used 

in systems that should be relatively stable during transport outside the cell but should 

disintegrate in fragments of low molecular weight after uptake into the target cells. 

Recent studies on gene delivery have shown that novel linear PAAs containing repetitive 

disulfide linkages in their backbone (SS-PAAs) are able to condense DNA into nano-scaled, 

positively charged, and non-toxic polyplexes leading to transfection efficiencies much 

higher than those of the reference polymer (polyethylenimine (PEI)) and their counterparts 

lacking disulfide linkages [32-36]. Similar functionalized PAAs also have also been 

investigated for protein delivery, and were shown to have a great potential to function as 

vectors for intracellular protein delivery [37].  

 

 
Scheme 5.1. Self-assembly formation of nanocomplexes at neutral pH by charge attraction 
between a negatively charged protein and a positively charged polymer, such as cationic PAAs. 
 
 
 
In this study we present a series of cationic SS-PAAs which we hypothesized would 

self-assemble with negatively charged proteins to form nano-sized particles (hereafter 

referred to as nanoparticles, NPs) by charge attraction, hydrophilic, and hydrophobic 

interactions. We selected human insulin as a negatively charged model protein at neutral 

pH. NPs were prepared at pH 7.4 by self-assembly of the model protein and two cationic 

SS-PAAs, and their properties were evaluated in vitro. The overall design idea is to obtain 

protein-loaded NPs which are stable in the extracellular environment, which show efficient 

intracellular uptake, and which eventually release their therapeutic active protein load 

due to the sensitivity to bioenvironmental triggering, such as endosomal pH decrease and 

intracellular degradation. To support this process and to advance the development of 
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novel nanodrugs in general, there is a need for better methods for in vitro 

characterization. Therefore, an important part of the evaluation of the properties of the 

newly designed NPs uses a platform for real-time monitoring of nanodrug interactions at a 

model lipid membrane interface, based on surface-sensitive analytical techniques and 

supported lipid membranes (here negatively charged). The usefulness of this approach to 

study structural rearrangement of protein-loaded and electrostatically assembled NPs 

adsorbed to model membranes is demonstrated. The experimental platform has also 

been applied to evaluate the NP response towards a decrease in ambient pH as well as to 

the presence of reducing agents, as is occurring after endosomal uptake and exposure to 

the intracellular environment. The model membranes in this study were designed to 

mimic the negative charge of native cell membranes and were formed using two common 

and naturally occurring phospholipids, POPC and POPS. POPC is the most common 

phospholipid in cell membranes and has a neutral charge, while POPS, which is important 

for cell signaling, holds a net negative charge. The main methods of analysis have been 

quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) and atomic force 

microscopy (AFM). 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Materials 

Human insulin was kindly supplied by Novo Nordisk (Denmark). FITC-insulin was obtained 

from Sigma-Aldrich. All monomers, 4-amino-1-butanol (ABOL, Sigma-Aldrich), 

alpha-amino-omega-carboxy-poly(ethylene glycol) hydrochloride (PEG Mw 3000 g/mol) 

(cPEG-NH2, Iris Biotech GmbH), and N,N’-cystaminebisacrylamide (CBA, Polysciences) 

were purchased in the highest purity and used without further purification. 

4-(2-Hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES, Sigma-Aldrich), glutathione 

(Sigma-Aldrich), 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES, Sigma-Aldrich), and methanol 

(Biosolve) were used as received. Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) was prepared from 

tablets (0.0015 M potassium dihydrogen phosphate, 0.0081 M disodium hydrogen 

phosphate, 0.0027 M potassium chloride and 0.137 M sodium chloride, pH 7.4, Sigma 

Aldrich). Deionized water (DI water) was obtained from a MilliQ-water purification system 

(Millipore, France). Model lipid membranes were prepared form 

1-palmitoyl-2-oleyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) and 

1-palmitoyl-2-oleyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine (POPS) (Avanti Polar Lipids Inc., USA). 
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2.2 Synthesis of SS-PAAs: p(CBA-ABOL) and cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) 

Two SS-PAA polymers, p(CBA-ABOL) and cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL), were synthesized via Michael 

polyaddition of the primary amine monomers ABOL and cPEG-NH2 to CBA. Equimolar 

monomeric amine/acrylamide ratios were used to obtain PAAs of highest theoretical 

molecular weight.  

For the synthesis of p(CBA-ABOL), as described in Chapter 3, CBA (2.63 g, 10 mmol) and 

ABOL (0.91 g, 10 mmol) were added into a brown reaction flask and dissolved in 

MeOH/DI water mixture (5 ml, 4/1, v/v).  

The co-polymer cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL), with 10% cPEG side chains relative to the hydroxybutyl 

groups, was synthesized via Michael polyaddition of the primary amine monomers, ABOL 

and cPEG-NH2, to the bisacrylamide CBA. Since the addition polymerization is a stepwise 

process, equimolar monomeric amine/acrylamide ratios were used in the synthesis in 

order to obtain SS-PAAs of highest theoretical molecular weight. CBA (2.63 g, 10 mmol), 

ABOL (0.89 g, 9.8 mmol) and cPEG-NH2 (0.67 g, 0.2 mmol) were added into a brown 

reaction flask and dissolved in a mixture MeOH/DI water (4/1 v/v, 5 ml). The much lower 

ratio of cPEG-NH2 was applied since it has been shown that cPEG-NH2 has a preferential 

reactivity in the Michael addition and the PEGylated polymer is preferentially isolated 

after ultrafiltration. 

For both reactions, polymerization was carried out in the dark at 45°C under nitrogen 

atmosphere. The reaction mixture became homogeneous in less than two hours, and the 

reaction was allowed to proceed for 10 days yielding to a viscous solution. During the 

polymerization a gradual increase in viscosity was observed. In all cases, gelation did not 

occur. In a final stage, 10 mol% excess ABOL (0.09 g, 1 mmol) was added to the reaction 

mixture in order to consume any unreacted acrylamide groups after polymerization and 

ensure that all potentially toxic acrylamide end groups were consumed. Stirring was 

continued for two days at 45°C. Subsequently, the resulting solution was diluted with 

30 ml DI water, acidified with 4 M HCl aqueous solution to pH ~5, and then purified and 

isolated by ultrafiltration operation (3 kg/mol cut-off for p(CBA-ABOL), 5 kg/mol cut-off for 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)) with filtrated acidic DI water (pH ~5), followed by lyophilization.  

 

2.3 Polymer characterization 

The 1H NMR spectra of the synthesized PAAs in D2O were recorded on Varian Inova 

spectrometer operating at 300 MHz. The molecular weight and polydispersity (Mw/Mn) of 

the synthesized PAAs were determined by GPC relative to PEO standards (Polymer Labs) 
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using a Viscotek GPCMax pump and autoinjector and two thermostated (30ºC) PL 

aquagel-OH 30 columns (8μm, 300×7.5mm, Polymer Labs, with a low-molar-mass 

separation range (200~40,000)). Data was collected using a TDA302 Tripledetector with 

RI, Visc and LS (7 and 90°)). 0.3M NaAc aqueous solution (pH 4.4) with 30% methanol 

was used as eluent at a flow rate of 0.7 ml/min). 

 

2.4 Preparation of SS-PAA/insulin nanoparticles 

We investigated the feasibility of nanoparticle formation between the positively charged 

SS-PAAs and negatively charged insulin by varying the polymer/protein weight ratios in 

order to obtain nanosystems with the best properties in terms of particle size, surface 

charge, loading efficiency and stability. SS-PAA/insulin nanocomplexes were prepared at 

different polymer/protein weight ratios ranging from 2/1 to 48/1 by adding a HEPES 

buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4) of polymer (800 μl) to a HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, 

pH 7.4) of insulin (200 μl, 0.75 mg/ml). DLS measurements showed that by increasing 

the polymer/insulin weight ratio, the particle size decrease to reach a plateau value at 

weight ratios higher than 12/1 (data not shown). These results show that at weight ratios 

higher than 12/1 there is enough polymers to efficiently encapsulate the insulin. Higher 

polymer/insulin weight ratio would bring an excess of cationic polymer which might 

increase the surface charge of the particles and induce cytotoxicity (data not shown). 

Based on these results and the experience of former SS-PAA/protein nanoparticles made 

of SS-PAAs and β-galactosidase as protein payload [37], we chose for this study to 

prepare all the SS-PAA/insulin nanocomplexes at polymer/insulin weight ratio 12/1 by 

adding a HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4) of polymer (800 μl, 2.25 mg/ml) to a 

HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4) of insulin (200 μl, 0.75 mg/ml). The mixture was 

vortexed for 5 seconds and incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes. Subsequently, 

the NP suspensions were stored in 4°C and used within 24 hours.  

 

2.5 Characterization of SS-PAA/insulin nanoparticles 

2.5.1 Particle size and zeta-potential measurements 

Particle size and zeta-potential measurements of the nanocomplexes were determined by 

dynamic light scattering (DLS) at 22°C with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, 

Malvern, UK) using a wavelength of 532 nm and a detection angle of 173°. Presented 

sizes are based on distributions by intensity. Prior to analysis the NP suspensions were 

diluted to 90 μg/ml in 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4. Three batches of each type of NP were 
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analyzed in triplicate.  

 

2.5.2 Insulin loading efficiency 

To estimate the loading efficiency of the nanoparticles at neutral pH, particle solutions of 

SS-PAA/insulin nanoparticles were prepared at polymer/protein weight ratio 12/1 using 

FITC-labeled insulin. The nanoparticles were centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 30 minutes at 

4ºC. Aliquots of supernatant were subsequently taken and their protein content 

determined by fluorescence spectroscopy (Safire2, Tecan, Canada) at an emission 

wavelength of 519 nm and an excitation wavelength of 495 nm. The actual loading 

efficiency was indirectly determined by measuring the difference between the total 

amount of insulin added to the solution and the amount of insulin in the free form in the 

supernatant. A calibration curve from solutions of various fluorescently-labeled insulin 

concentrations was determined prior to this experiment. It was confirmed that free insulin 

was not precipitated from the solution by centrifugation. 

 

2.5.3 Extrusion of lipid vesicles 

Lipid vesicles were prepared by the extrusion method from a 3:1 mixture of POPC and 

POPS lipids. A total of 6 mg of lipids dissolved in chloroform was added to a round 

bottomed flask, and the solvent was evaporated under a flow of nitrogen to give a lipid 

film distributed around the inner wall of the flask. Residual solvent was removed under 

vacuum for at least one hour. The dried lipids were rehydrated in 1.2 ml of PBS. The lipid 

suspension was then extruded 11 times through a 100 nm polycarbonate membrane and 

another 11 times through a 30 nm polycarbonate membrane using a mini extruder 

(Avanti Polar Lipids Inc., USA). The vesicle solution was stored at 4°C. 

 

2.5.4 Fabrication of SiO2-coated QCM-D crystals 

Au-coated QCM-D sensor crystals (Q-Sense, Sweden) with a fundamental resonance 

frequency of 5 MHz were coated with an 100 nm adhesive layer of Ti followed, in situ, by 

80 nm of SiO2 by thermal evaporation (HVC 600, AVAC). Prior to evaporation the crystals 

were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath (5 minutes in 2-propanol and 5 minutes in DI water) 

and in a microwave plasma system (250 W, 2 minutes, Plasma Strip TePla 300PC (TePla 

AG, Germany)). Thermal evaporation was initiated at a pressure of < 5·10-6 mbar. Prior to 

use the crystals were treated with UV-ozone for > 30 minutes. The sensor crystals were 

used repeatedly and stored in 10 mM sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) between 
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measurements. 

 

2.6 QCM-D experiments 

All QCM-D experiments were performed in an E4-instrument (Q-Sense, Sweden) at 22°C 

in flow mode. After stabilization of the baseline in PBS, a supported lipid membrane was 

formed using vesicles diluted to 0.1 mg/ml in PBS with 5 mM MgCl2. When the lipid 

membrane had been formed the buffer was exchanged to 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4. Next, 

the flow rate was decreased from 100 μl/min to 50 μl/min and NPs, diluted to 90 μg/ml, 

were flowed over the lipid membrane for one hour before excess and reversibly bound 

NPs were rinsed away with buffer. NP interactions were mostly analyzed in 10 mM HEPES 

(pH 7.4), in some experiments with an addition of 5 mM glutathione (pH adjusted to 7.4 

using 1 M NaOH). NPs were also studied over a pH gradient from pH 7.3 to 5.1 in a 

10 mM MES buffer, lasting for one hour. At the end of each experiment the ambient 

conditions were changed back to the same as prior to NP adsorption. All QCM-D data was 

evaluated using Q-tools (Q-Sense, Sweden). Presented frequency and dissipation shifts 

were recorded at the 9th overtone and normalized by division with 9. The thickness of the 

adsorbed NP layer was determined by Voigt based modeling and by the Sauerbrey 

equation (macoustic=C*Δfz=9 where C = -17.7 ng/(cm2Hz)) assuming a density of 

1000 kg/m3 of the adsorbed material and a viscosity of the buffer of 0.001 kg/ms. 

 

2.7 AFM experiments  

AFM imaging was carried out using a PicoSPM microscope (Agilent/Molecular Imaging 

Inc., Palo Alto, CA) and MSCT-AUNM MicroLever silicon nitride tips (Veeco Europe, 

Dourdan, France). The cantilevers used have a spring constant of 30 pN/nm and the tips 

a radius of curvature < 20 nm (according to specifications). Typical scan speeds were in 

the range 1.8-2.2 lines/s. All experiments were performed in 10 mM HEPES buffer using 

constant-force contact mode with low imaging force. The fluid cell consisted of an o-ring 

pressed against the substrate (UV-ozone treated Si-wafer) with a customized holder. The 

fluid cell contained 300 μl of liquid during imaging and all liquid exchanges (addition of 

vesicles or NPs and buffer rinse) were made by repeatedly adding and withdrawing 300 μl 

of liquid. Images were treated and analyzed using the SPIP software version 3.0.0.9 

(Image Metrology Inc., Ljungby, Denmark). Force spectroscopy experiments were 

performed with a constant approach / retraction speed of v = 280-560 nm/s, 

corresponding to a force loading rate vk = 8.40-16.8 nN/s. Deflection-position raw data 
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were converted to force-distance curves with SPIP software using specified values for the 

cantilever spring constant.  

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Synthesis and characterization of SS-PAAs 

The SS-PAAs were synthesized via a Michael-type polyaddition reaction of the appropriate 

primary amines to CBA as bisacrylamide. The general reaction scheme of the 

polymerization reaction is shown in Scheme 5.2.  

 

 
Scheme 5.2. General synthesis scheme of PAAs by Michael-type polyaddition of a bisacrylamide 
and a primary amine. 
 
 
 
In this paper, two differently functionalized SS-PAAs, p(CBA-ABOL), and cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL), 

were synthesized and were coded in terms of the used bisacrylamide and the primary 

amine monomers. The chemical structures of the two polymers are presented in Figure 

5.1.  

 

 
Figure 5.1. Chemical structures of the two SS-PAAs: p(CBA-ABOL), and cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) that 
have been used to form nano-sized complexes with insulin. The polymers were coded in terms of 
the used bisacrylamide and primary amine monomer. 
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The p(CBA-ABOL) and cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) polymer possess, in addition of the repetitive 

disulfide moieties in the main chain for bioreduction originating from the CBA monomer, 

butylene side chains terminated by a hydroxyl group originating from the ABOL units. It 

has been shown that this hydroxybutyl side group favorably contributes to the efficiency in 

DNA transfection, presumably by increasing the endosomolytic properties [35]. cPEG-NH2 

side chains are included to induce a stealth effect. This stealth effect is disabled when 

the drug carrier reaches a reductive environment, due to the cleavage of the multiple 

disulfide linkages in the main chain of the polymer, as is present in the intracellular 

milieu.  

Details about the synthesis and the 1H NMR and GPC data of p(CBA-ABOL) are available in 

Chapter 3. 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) was synthesized via Michael addition of the corresponding primary 

amine monomers, ABOL and cPEG-NH2, to CBA. The reaction scheme of the polymerization 

reaction is shown in Scheme 5.3. 

 

 
 

Scheme 5.3. Synthesis scheme of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) by Michael-type polyaddition of a CBA, ABOL 
and cPEG-NH2. 
 
 
 

The synthesized polymer, collected in their HCl-salt form after freeze-drying, has a good 

solubility in water. The yield was ca. 35% after ultrafiltration and lyophilization. The 1H 

NMR spectrum of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) was in full accordance with the expected structure. 

The absence of any proton signals between 5 and 7 ppm shows that the polymer did not 
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contain any residual acrylamide end groups.  

The fraction of cPEG chains incorportated in the cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) polymer was 

determined by comparing the integrals of the 1H NMR signals attributed to the methylene 

protons (CH2CH2O) in the PEG and the methylene protons (CH2CH2CH2OH) of the PAA 

polymer, and was in accordance with the aimed polymer composition i.e. a SS-PAA with 

10% PEG side chains. 

The GPC measurements showed that the average molecular weight (Mw) of 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) was 8.8 kg/mol (PDI = 1.3). 

 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL): White solid. Yield: 1.50 g (36 %) 1H NMR (D2O) δ (ppm) = 1.73 (CH2CH2OH, 

1.8H); 1.94 (CH2CH2CH2OH, 1.8H); 2.05 (CH2CH2O, 15H); 2.77 (2  NHCOCH2, 4H); 2.95 (2  

SSCH2CH2, 4H); 3.17 (NCH2CH2, 2H); 3.38 (CH2N(CH2)CH2, 6H); 3.60 (2  SSCH2CH2, 4H); 3.76 

(CH2CH2O, 15H); 3.91 (OCH2COOH, 0.2H). 

 

3.2 Nanoparticle characterization  

At physiological pH (pH 7.4), the SS-PAAs are present as polycations due to partial 

protonation of the basic nitrogens in the polymer. Charge interaction with insulin can be 

expected since this protein, with an isoelectric point (pI) of 5.3, has a net negative charge 

under these conditions. Three different kinds of nanoparticles were formed and 

characterized with respect to size, zeta-potential, and insulin loading efficiency. DLS and 

zeta-potential measurements showed that both synthesized polymers form nanosized 

polyelectrolyte complexes by self-assembly with insulin, with particle sizes smaller than 

200 nm and with low polydispersity (PDI < 0.2), in 10 mM HEPES buffer solution pH 7.4. 

All NPs have a positive surface charge, although this charge is reduced as a function of 

cPEG content. NP2 which is prepared from cPEG-p(CBA ABOL) alone is close to neutral 

charge, and NP3 which is prepared from a mixture of cPEG-p(CBA ABOL) and p(CBA ABOL) 

is in between the two. Additional DLS measurements showed that p(CBA-ABOL) and 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) formed nanoparticles by themselves in solution, at similar 

concentrations as those used to prepare the SS-PAA/insulin nanoparticles. The sizes of 

these nanoparticles were about 300 nm (PDI ca. 0.4), in 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4 (data not 

shown). Particles of these sizes were not detected during the DLS measurements of the 

SS-PAA/insulin nanoparticles, proving the absence of nanoparticles non-loaded with 

insulin. 

Very high loading efficiencies of the SS-PAA/insulin nanoparticles were confirmed by 
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fluorescence spectroscopy measurements using FITC-insulin (Table 5.1).  

 

Table 5.1. Nanoparticle composition and characteristics in terms of particle size, surface charge 
(zeta-potential) and insulin loading efficiency. 
 

Nanoparticle 
nomenclature 

Composition Characterization 

p(CBA-ABOL) 
(mg/ml) 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) 
(mg/ml) 

Insulin 
(mg/ml) 

Size* 
(nm) 

Zeta-potential 
(mV) 

Insulin 
loading 

efficiency 
(%) 

NP 1 1.80 /// 0.15 169 
± 5 +36 ± 2 99 

NP 2 /// 1.80 0.15 158 
± 11 +2 ± 1 95 

NP 3 1.20 0.60 0.15 192 
± 7 +19 ± 1 97 

 
*Polydispersity index (PDI) was in all cases < 0.2. 
 
 
 
3.3 Nanoparticle interactions with negatively charged model membranes 

The interactions between the three different NPs and negatively charged model lipid 

membranes were monitored by the QCM-D technique which detects changes in mass and 

properties of thin layers adsorbed to surfaces in real-time, measured as frequency and 

dissipation shifts (Δf and ΔD). The QCM-D technique is an acoustic technique, which in 

many aspects is complementary to the more established optical biosensor techniques 

based on surface plasmon resonance. QCM-D is especially useful for the characterization 

of highly hydrated structures, and for some systems strong QCM-D responses are 

obtained when optical signals are very weak [38]. The resonance frequency shift of the 

piezoelectric quartz crystal is related to the amount of mass adsorbed/desorbed to/from 

the sensor surface. The dissipation shift is related to the properties of the adsorbed 

material where soft or loosely attached material give rise to a large response (fast 

damping of the crystal oscillation at resonance).  

The QCM-D frequency responses from a typical series of experiments are shown in Figure 

5.2. Note that negative frequency shifts correspond to increase in mass. Here, the model 

membranes were first formed by vesicle rupture on the SiO2-coated QCM-D sensor 

surface (indicated by a dip in the frequency shift). This is a well established procedure, 

resulting in characteristic QCM-D responses for the bilayer-modified sensor surface (Δf ≈ 

26 Hz and ΔD < 0.5) [39, 40]. When model membranes on the QCM-D sensor surface are 

exposed to the positively charged NPs, adsorption of mass to the membranes was 
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observed, leading to a decrease in frequency shift (corresponding to mass uptake) and an 

increase in dissipation shift (corresponding to a less rigid layer). Next, rinsing was 

performed, before addition of glutathione (see Section 3.4).  

 

 
Figure 5.2. QCM-D frequency shifts for experiments where NP 1-3 were adsorbed to POPC:POPS 
(3:1) membranes and subsequently exposed to a reducing agent (5 mM glutathione).  
 
 
 
The adsorption of the three NPs was expected due to their positive charge. However, 

when comparing the QCM-D results for the three different NPs, it was found that the 

adsorption of NP 1 (based on p(CBA-ABOL)) generated the largest frequency shift followed 

by NP 3 (based on a mixture of p(CBA-ABOL) and cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)), and NP 2 (based on 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)). In general, the obtained frequency shifts (corresponding to 

adsorption of NPs) are smaller than would have been expected for a complete layer of 

adsorbed, intact NPs. This statement is based on the fact that the modeled thickness of 

the adsorbed NP 1, using both Voigt based modeling and the Sauerbrey equation, is 

about 30 nm, i.e. much less than the hydrodynamic diameter of the intact NP. Further, the 

results showed a relationship between the zeta-potential of the NPs (Table 5.1) and the 

frequency shift. Figure 5.2 also shows that the material deposited on the membrane 

during the experiments with NP 1-3 had a reversible component. The fraction of adsorbed 

material that dissociated from the surface upon rinsing corresponded to approximately 
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one third of the total amount. An alternative interpretation of these data would be that 

structural rearrangements of the adsorbed NPs occur.  

The results obtained for NP 2 and NP 3 show that the incorporation of PEG chains into 

the drug formulation does not introduce a stealth effect since NP adsorption to the model 

membrane is not completely prevented. It is true that the PEGylated NPs (NP 2 and NP 3) 

adsorb to a lesser extent, but perhaps more likely due to the fact that these NPs have 

lower positive charge rather than due to steric repulsion caused by the PEG chains.  

To take full advantage of the QCM-D data, both frequency and dissipation shifts need to 

be taken into account. The relationship between these two responses during NP 

adsorption to the model membrane is shown in Figure 5.3. The softest structure 

(corresponding to the highest dissipation shift) was generated by NP 2 which was based 

on the cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) polymer. This observation is rationalized by the presence of 

PEG-chains extending from the polymer backbone. This effect is not obvious for NP 3 

where the same polymer is present although in a smaller extent.  

As noted above the frequency shifts are generally lower than would have been expected 

for a layer of intact NPs, and similarly the relation between the dissipation and the 

frequency shifts (small |ΔD/Δf| ratio), suggest that the NPs collapse into a thin layer 

upon adsorption to the model membrane, as was also observed previously for other 

polycationic PECs with insulin [41]. It is also evident that the Δf-ΔD relationships for NP 

1-3 consist of two separate phases: one initial phase where the increase in ΔD was rapid, 

and a second phase in which an adsorbed unit of mass yield a smaller shift in dissipation. 

The first, more rapid phase, seems to correspond to NPs adsorbed to the bare 

POPC:POPS membrane and the second phase to NPs adsorbed to a surface partly of fully 

covered with NPs.  

The similar relationship between Δf and ΔD for NP 1 and NP 3 was seemingly determined 

by the p(CBA-ABOL) polymer (100% of NP 1 and 67% of NP 3), likely because of an 

enrichment of this polymer at the surface during the adsorption process. In a previous 

study, adsorption of PECs prepared from mixed polymer compositions was similarly 

dominated by one of the polymers [41]. Taken together, QCM-D frequency and dissipation 

data indicate that the main difference between NP 1 and NP 2 was the adsorption 

kinetics. Thus the desired stealth effect by preparing NPs from a mixture of two polymers, 

one of which was PEGylated, was only obtained in the sense that the adsorption process 

was slower. The structure of the adsorbed material remained similar. In contrast, the NPs 

prepared from the PEGylated polymer alone formed a softer layer on the membrane, 
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albeit still collapsed. In order for PEGylation to be an effective means to reduce 

interactions the PEG chains need to be closely packed and perhaps this requirement is 

not met for the present particles.  

 

 
Figure 5.3. Δf vs. ΔD for adsorption of NP 1-3 on POPC:POPS (3:1) model membranes. 
 
 
 
3.4 Response of the adsorbed nanoparticles to reducing agent and decrease in ambient 

pH  

As shown in Figure 5.4A, upon exposing adsorbed NPs based on SS-PAAs to 5 mM 

glutathione it was evident that material readily dissociated from the model membrane. 

These results were expected given the polymer structures; glutathione as a 

cysteine-containing tripeptide abundant in the in the intracellular environment reduced 

the disulfide bonds present in the backbone of the polymers present in NP 1-3.  

Furthermore, the pH-sensitivity of NP 1 was evaluated in a similar manner (Figure 5.4B). 

After adsorption of NPs to the model membrane and subsequent rinsing, a pH-gradient 

ranging from 7.3 to 5.1 was applied. The result showed that adsorbed NP 1 came off the 

surface when the pH was lowered. The rate of dissociation varied along the pH-gradient 

but the most rapid dissociation of the NPs from the membrane occurred at approximately 

pH 6.2. This can be explained by the increasing protonation of the tertiary amine moieties 

present in the polymer chains (pKa ∼ 6-6.5) and the increase in cationic charge in the 

insulin structure (pI ∼ 5.3), resulting in a strong decrease of charge interaction between 
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polymer and protein upon decreasing pH. Zeta potential measurements of POPC:POPS 

(3:1) liposomes performed at pH 7.3 and 5.0 showed that the liposomes remained 

negatively charged at pH 5.0 (data not shown). Hence, the anionic character of the 

supported membrane remains, despite the low pH used in the experiments. It is assumed 

that the surface charge of the supported lipid membrane is similar to the surface charge 

of the corresponding liposomes in bulk. 

 

 
Figure 5.4. Removal of adsorbed NPs when exposed to (A) glutathione (data corrected for small 
bulk shifts due to the addition of glutathione) and (B) a decrease in pH. 
 
 
 
To further investigate the fate of the NPs when adsorbed to the model membrane and 

exposed to glutathione, liquid-phase AFM imaging was performed. First, the bare 
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membrane was imaged and detected by force spectroscopy, yielding results in 

accordance with previous studies [42]. Second, the surface was imaged after adsorption 

of NP 1 and subsequent buffer rinse. Finally, the surface was imaged after exposure to 

glutathione and buffer rinse. The results are presented in Figure 5.5 together with a 

schematic model of the structure of the material on the surface. 
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Figure 5.5. AFM images, corresponding force spectra and schematic models (not to scale) of the 
bare lipid membrane (z-range 1.6 nm), after adsorption of NP 1 (z-range 3.0 nm) and after 
addition of glutathione (z-range 10 nm). The cross section, shown in the inset, corresponds to the 
white bar in the image. 
 
 
 
The appearance of the initial, lipid-membrane covered surface is homogeneous and flat. 

A characteristic kink in the force curves indicated the presence of a lipid membrane. After 

adsorption of NP 1, the AFM image revealed a heterogeneous surface as compared to the 

initial bare membrane. The force spectra on this rough surface, in both dark and bright 

regions, were clearly different from the bare membrane although it was still possible to 

detect the kink associated with the previously formed membrane. The main differences 

are the appearance of a comparably long-range force interaction and the absence of a 
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sharp jump-off event upon separating the tip from the surface. Furthermore, the force 

spectra reveal the presence of material several tenths of nanometers away from the lipid 

membrane, independently on where on the surface the force spectra are recorded. We 

interpret this as a fully covering layer of adsorbed NPs. In accordance with the QCM-D 

data, these results suggest that the NPs collapse on top of the underlying membrane, 

which is not disrupted by the adsorption process, and form a layer with a thickness much 

smaller than their hydrodynamic diameter upon adsorption. To further investigate the 

thickness of the formed adlayer, the QCM-D data was used to model its thickness. The 

thickness was calculated from the Sauerbrey equation, which is assumed to be valid due 

to the rigid structure on the surface (small |ΔD/Δf| ratio), and also determined by Voigt 

based modeling. In both cases a thickness of about 30 nm was obtained. The modeled 

thicknesses were thus in the same range as the range of the adhesive detected by force 

spectroscopy. In some AFM-experiments flattened circular discs of NPs with a height of 

about 10 nm were detected on the surface. After exposure to glutathione, the AFM 

images showed two distinct regions. Still, the lipid membrane was detected across the 

entire surface although at this stage no NPs were present in the dark regions. In the 

bright regions, force spectroscopy showed two separate layers, the underlying membrane 

and some remaining material from the adsorbed NPs. The continued absence of a 

well-defined jump-off perhaps indicates the presence of small NP remainders also on the 

tip. Now the layer corresponding to the NPs was much thinner, about 2-5 nm and only 

partly covering the surface. At this stage the QCM-D result show almost a complete 

removal of the adsorbed NP 1. The small amount of NP-material still present in the AFM 

experiment is likely due to the manual liquid exchange compared to the QCM-D 

experiments which were performed under a continuous flow. 

 

3.5 Relevance of surface interaction analysis in nanodrug design 

A limitation with the analytical platform applied in the present study is that the QCM-D 

and AFM analyses do not allow distinguishing between the two NP constituents, SS-PAA 

polymer and protein. However, since the NPs deform (indeed collapse into a film of a 

much thinner than the NP hydrodynamic diameter) upon adsorption to the membrane 

most of the protein drug load is likely released already during that process. Depending on 

the protein drug load this initial drug release could in some cases be advantageous. For 

example, when the protein drug targets extracellular receptors, e.g. in the case of insulin, 

a local drug release close to the cell surface could be beneficial, just as formulations for 
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slow release in general [43]. The quantification of possible drug release upon adsorption 

of the NPs needs further analyses and is not within the scope of this study.  

A second aspect to consider regarding the NP deformation is how it effects the 

internalization of the NPs into the cell. In this case, the NPs were designed to be relatively 

stable during transport outside the cell and to disintegrate in fragments of low molecular 

weight after uptake into the target cells. Based on the present results, it is not likely that 

the NPs studied here would remain intact long enough to be taken up as NPs by the cell. 

Also most of the drug load will likely have been released before NPs at the cell surface 

can be taken up. Therefore, to obtain intracellular delivery of the protein drug load the 

rigidity of the formulations may need to be increased e.g. by crosslinking the polymers 

with dithiol linkers after NP complexation. If more rigid NPs were produced, further 

development of the production protocol could be made to obtain NPs in a size range 

which is more suitable for cellular uptake through endocytosis and thereby further 

increase the efficiency of intracellular protein delivery. Moreover, the stealth effect of the 

NPs needs to be improved to prevent unspecific adsorption to the cell surface e.g. by 

increasing the density of PEG in the polymer backbone. Despite the fact that the obtained 

results give rise to additional questions, the designed responsiveness of the NPs has 

been proven successful and the usefulness of the surface-based platform for in vitro 

characterization has been shown. 

 

4. Conclusions 

Two bioreducible PAA polymers with repetitive disulfide linkages in their main chain were 

successfully synthesized and used to form three types of nano-sized complexes with 

human insulin. All NPs were positively charged and the two bioreducible polymers yielded 

NPs with narrow size distributions and mean sizes below 200 nm. By combining results 

from QCM-D and AFM it was possible to conclude that the NPs collapse upon adsorption 

to a negatively charged model lipid membrane and form a layer much thinner than the 

hydrodynamic diameter of the NPs. These structural rearrangements are a concern since 

common nanodrug design strategies are based on the idea that the nanoparticles need 

to stay intact at the interface to be taken up as intact objects by the cell. When the 

adsorbed NPs were exposed to a gradient in the ambient pH ranging from 7.3 to 5.1 they 

dissociated from the membrane. A similar response was obtained when the adsorbed 

NPs were exposed to glutathione, i.e. under conditions mimicking an intracellular 

reductive environment, due to the presence of disulfide linkages in the polymer backbone. 
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In all cases the NPs dissolve, and release of insulin from the carrier is expected. These 

results demonstrate the responsiveness of the SS-PAA based nanodrugs in situ to 

conditions mimicking different intracellular environments. 
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Abstract: An effective intracellular protein delivery system via intestinal uptake was 

developed based on linear poly(amidoamine)s (PAAs) that form self-assembled cationic 

nanocomplexes with oppositely charged proteins. Two differently functionalized PAAs were 

synthesized by Michael-type polyaddition of 4-amino-1-butanol (ABOL) to cystamine 

bisacrylamide (CBA) and to bisacryloylpiperazine (BAP), yielding to p(CBA-ABOL) and 

p(BAP-ABOL), respectively. These water-soluble PAAs efficiently condense human serum 

albumin by self-assembly into stable nanoscaled and positively-charged complexes. A 

particular property of the disulfide-containing p(CBA-ABOL) nanocomplexes is that these 

particles, while stable under neutral extracellular conditions, are rapidly destabilized in a 

reductive intracellular environment due to the cleavage of the repetitive disulfide linkages 

in the CBA units of the polymer. Moreover, the presence of the disulfide groups showed to 

increase the mucoadhesive properties of the nanoparticles. Human-intestinal epithelial 

Caco-2/TC7 cells were exposed to these nanoparticles and the extent of their uptake and 

the localization within endosomal compartments was examined. As the disulfide linkages 
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possess high affinity towards mucus, comparison was made between the uptake of 

nanoparticles made of reducible p(CBA-ABOL) and non-reducible p(BAP-ABOL) using 

variable amounts of mucus covering the cell membrane, produced by co-cultures of 

Caco-2/TC7 cells and HT-29 mucus secreting cells.  

The essentially non-toxic PAA-based nanocomplexes of human serum albumin were 

successfully internalized into the cytosol, with a much higher uptake of the p(CBA-ABOL) 

nanocomplexes than nanocomplexes from p(BAP-ABOL), the control polymer lacking the 

disulfide linkages. An event higher uptake of p(CBA-ABOL) nanocomplexes was observed 

in a co-culture of Caco-2/TC7 with HT-29 cells, indicating that the high mucoadhesive 

properties of the p(CBA-ABOL) polymer carrier is beneficially contributing to the uptake 

process. Enhanced uptake of the p(CBA-ABOL) nanoparticles was also observed in the 

presence of 10 μM of the non-specific Multi Drug Resistance (MDR) blocker Cyclosporin A 

(CsA) indicating the possible presence of efflux through MDR transporters. The results 

show that bioreducible SS-PAAs have excellent properties as potent and non-toxic 

intracellular protein carriers, which should create opportunities for novel applications in 

oral protein delivery. 

 

1. Introduction 

Peroral drug application is considered as the most convenient and preferred route for 

therapeutic protein administration, especially in long-term treatment. However, this route 

is associated with a great number of hurdles that have to be overcome before the drug 

can exert its therapeutic activity. The bioavailability of proteins and other drugs with 

anionic character via the oral administration route is very low due to (i) physical and 

chemical instability and fast enzymatic degradation in the gastrointestinal tract [1, 2], (ii) 

charge repulsion of proteins from negatively-charged cell membranes and mucosa cells, 

and (iii) slow and ineffective transport of large size and hydrophilic proteins through 

compartmental cellular barriers [3, 4]. The use of nanocarriers for intracellular transport 

of proteins presents a possible approach towards overcoming these hurdles. The strategy 

is based on the use of appropriate biocompatible synthetic polymers that form 

self-assembled nanocomplexes with peptide or protein drugs of interest that have 

improved stability and enhanced uptake compared to the free peptides and proteins.  

For efficient delivery via the intestine, the mucoadhesion of the colloidal carriers has 

been reported to be one of the most important properties to improve the bioavailability of 

poorly absorptive drugs [3-7]. Mucoadhesive carriers which adhere to the mucus layer of 
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intestinal mucosal membranes are expected to prolong the residence time at the local 

site of absorption, leading to increased drug absorption through the intestinal membrane. 

An interesting possibility to increase the mucoadhesive properties of a polymeric carrier is 

the introduction of disulfide bonds in the polymer backbone since the repetitive disulfide 

linkages in the polymer can react with thiol groups and disulfide groups in the mucus 

[8-12]. 

In this study we have evaluated two differently functionalized poly(amidoamine)s (PAAs), 

one PAA comprising repetitive disulfide linkages and one lacking disulfide linkages in their 

polymer backbone, for their capacity to form nanocomplexes with the model protein 

human serum albumin (HSA), and their efficacy to deliver this protein in cell lines relevant 

for uptake via the intestinal route, i.e. human intestinal epithelial Caco-2/TC7 cells, and 

co-cultures Caco-2/TC7 and HT-29 mucus secreting cells. These cells are widely used 

across the pharmaceutical industry as a model for the human small intestinal mucosa to 

predict the absorption of orally administered drugs. 

PAAs can be synthesized with a great variety in structure by polyaddition of primary and 

secondary amines to bisacrylamides. These cationic polymers are water-soluble, 

biodegradable and biocompatible, and have lower cytotoxicity than other usual 

polycationic vectors [13-16]. PAAs have been selected as polymeric carriers in this study 

since these polymers have shown to possess high potential in biomedical applications [17, 

18], particularly for use as intracytoplasmic and endosomolytic vectors for the delivery of 

anticancer drugs [19, 20], proteins [21-23] and nucleotides [24-28].  

The tertiary amines in the main chain of the PAAs give these polymers high buffer 

capacity in the pH range 5.1-7.4 and this property facilitates PAA nanocomplexes once 

taken up by cells to escape from the endosomes by increasing polymer-membrane 

interaction and the proton sponge effect [13, 29, 30]. Consequently, degradation of the 

therapeutic cargo by lysosomal enzymes is prevented [31]. 

To evaluate the effect of the presence of repetitive disulfide groups in the main chain of 

PAAs on the mucoadhesive criteria, we have synthesized the disulfide-containing polymer 

p(CBA-ABOL) and the reference polymer p(BAP-ABOL), lacking disulfide linkages, by 

Michael-type polyaddition of 4-amino-1-butanol (ABOL) to cystamine bisacrylamide (CBA) 

and to bisacryloylpiperazine (BAP), respectively. In addition of expecting to be 

mucoadhesive due to the presence of the repetitive disulfide linkages, the 

virtually-nontoxic p(CBA-ABOL) polymer has the advantage that it is relatively stable in the 

extracellular medium but is prone to fast degradation in the reductive intracellular 
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environment [8, 32, 33]. This property can be used in polymeric delivery systems which 

should be relatively stable during transport outside the cell but should disintegrate into 

fragments of low molecular weight after uptake into the cytosol of target cells.  

By simply mixing negatively-charged protein and positively-charged PAA at neutral pH, 

self-assembled polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs) with nanosized dimensions are formed 

as is schematically represented in Scheme 6.1. The PECs possess cationic surface 

charge, which makes them amenable to bind to and internalize with negatively-charged 

cell membranes [34].  

 

 
Scheme 6.1. Self-assembling formation of nanocomplexes at neutral pH by charge attraction 
between a negatively-charged protein (such as human serum albumin) and a positively-charged 
polymer (PAA). 
 
 
 
In this study, we have used fluorescently-labeled HSA to analyze protein loading and 

release from the nanocomplexes as well as cellular uptake of the protein. HSA has a 

molecular weight of 67 kDa and an isoelectric point (pI) of 5.3, which gives this protein a 

net negative charge at physiological pH. Consequently, mixing of appropriate solutions of 

the positively charged PAA with HSA resulted in the self-assembling formation of 

nanosized particles. The uptake and intracellular localization of particles were assessed 

in vitro with Caco-2/TC7 cells. The mucoadhesive properties of the polymers were also 

studied.  

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Materials 

Human albumin–fluorescein isothiocyanate conjugate (FITC-HSA, ~10 mol FITC per mol 

HSA) was obtained from Sigma. All monomers, 4-amino-1-butanol (ABOL, Aldrich), 

Mono-Boc-protected diaminobutane (MBDAB, Fluka), N,N’-cystaminebisacrylamide (CBA, 
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Polysciences, USA), 1,4-bis(acryloyl)piperazine (BAP, Sigma-Aldrich) were purchased in the 

highest purity and used without further purification. HEPES (Sigma), dithiothreitol (DTT, 

Sigma-Aldrich), trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, Aldrich), porcine gastric mucus (Sigma), 

anhydrous dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO, Acros Organics), and methanol (MeOH, Biosolve) 

were used as received. The amine-reactive Alexa Fluor® 633 carboxylic acid, succinimidyl 

ester (AF633) was purchased from Invitrogen. Deionized water (DI water) was obtained 

from a MilliQ water purification system (Millipore, France). 

 

2.2 Synthesis of poly(amidoamine)s (PAAs) 

The polymers p(CBA-ABOL) and p(BAP-ABOL) were synthesized via Michael polyaddition of 

the primary amine monomer, ABOL, to the bisacrylamide CBA and BAP, as described in 

Chapter 3. 

 

2.3 Synthesis of fluorescently labeled PAAs 

AF633-labeled PAAs were prepared from copolymers having 10 mol% of aminobutyl side 

groups in the main chain. To synthesize these polymers, copolymers of (CBA-ABOL) and 

p(BAP-ABOL) were prepared by Michael addition of bisacrylamide (CBA or BAP, 

respectively) to a 9/1 mixture of amines, ABOL and MBDAB, followed by Boc-deprotection 

of the MBDAB units. Typically, p(CBA-ABOL/MBDAB) copolymer was synthesized by adding 

CBA (2.63 g, 10.75 mmol), ABOL (0.88 g, 9.67 mmol) and MBDAB (0.21 g, 1.08 mmol) 

into a brown reaction flask with 5 ml of a 4/1 (v/v) MeOH/DI water mixture as a solvent. 

The reaction mixture was allowed to proceed for 10 days at 45ºC in the dark under 

nitrogen atmosphere, yielding to a viscous solution. Subsequently, 10 mol % excess of 

ABOL (0.09 g, 0.11 mmol) was added to consume any unreacted acrylamide groups and 

stirring was continued for two days at 45ºC. The p(CBA-ABOL/MBDAB) polymer, containing 

Boc-protected amine in the side chain, was obtained in ca. 45% yield after isolation by 

exhaustive ultrafiltration (3 kg/mol cut-off) with acidified DI water (pH ~5), followed by 

freeze-drying. Deprotection of Boc-protected amino groups of the side chain of the 

polymer was performed in a mixture of TFA/MeOH overnight, yielding to the copolymers 

p(CBA-ABOL/DAB) with a 9/1 ratio of hydroxyl and primary amino groups in the side 

chains. Next, the reaction solution was diluted with DI water and adjusted to pH ~5 using 

a 4M NaOH solution and the resulting polymer solution was purified by ultrafiltration (3 

kg/mol cut-off) with acidified DI water (pH ~5). The p(CBA-ABOL/DAB) polymer was 

recovered in its HCl-salt form as a white solid after lyophilization. The complete removal of 
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the Boc protective groups was confirmed by the disappearance of the tert-butyl signal at 

1.5 ppm in the 1H NMR spectra after addition of TFA to the copolymer, yielding to the 

polymer with the free primary amine groups in the side chains. The primary amines were 

reacted with the amine-reactive AF633 carboxylic acid, succinimidyl ester, for fluorescent 

labeling of the polymer. In a typical example, for the synthesis of fluorescently-labeled 

AF633-p(CBA-ABOL), AF633 (2.5 mg, 2.08 µmol) in anhydrous DMSO was mixed with the 

p(CBA-ABOL/DAB) copolymer (146 mg, 41.60 µmol free NH2) in 2 ml of sodium 

bicarbonate buffer (0.1 M, pH 8.3) and the solution was stirred overnight at room 

temperature. Then, the resultant solution was purified by ultrafiltration (1 kg/mol cut-off) 

with DI water. The labeled copolymer was isolated after freeze-drying. A similar 

experimental procedure was applied in the synthesis of AF633-p(BAP-ABOL). 

 

2.4 Polymer characterization 

Details about the 1H NMR and GPC data of p(CBA-ABOL) and p(BAP-ABOL) have been 

described in Chapter 3. 

 

2.5 Rheological studies 

Rheological measurements were performed with a cone-plate (C35/28) rheometer 

(RotoVisco RT20, Haake GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany). p(CBA-ABOL) and p(BAP-ABOL) were 

fully hydrated in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 6.8 to give a concentration of 6% (w/v). The 

polymer solutions were added to an equal volume of the 8% (w/v) solution of porcine 

gastric mucin. After an incubation period of 20 minutes at room temperature, the 

polymer–mucin incubates were transferred to the viscometer and allowed to equilibrate on 

the plate for 3 minutes at 25ºC. Dynamic oscillatory tests within the linear viscoelasticity 

region were performed at 1 Hz frequency. Frequency sweep measurements were also 

carried out with a frequency varying from 0.1 to 10 Hz. The storage modulus (G’) and the 

loss modulus (G”) of the disulfide-containing polymer p(CBA-ABOL) and the corresponding 

control polymer p(BAP-ABOL) lacking the disulfide linkages (3% w/v), as well as mixtures of 

the same polymers with mucin (4% w/v) were determined. Rheological studies were 

performed with commercially-available mucin instead of native mucus giving more 

reproducible and comparable results. As references, polymer solutions were prepared in 

the same way but without adding mucin. 
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2.6 Characterization of PAA/HSA nanoparticles 

2.6.1 Particle size and zeta-potential measurements 

PAA/HSA nanocomplexes at different polymer/protein weight ratios ranging from 6/1 to 

24/1 were prepared by adding a HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4) of PAA (800 µl) to 

a HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4) of HSA (200 µl, 600 µg/ml), followed by 

vortexing for 5 seconds and incubating at room temperature for 30 minutes. Particle size 

and surface charge measurements of the nanocomplexes were determined by dynamic 

light scattering (DLS) at 25°C with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, 

UK) using a wavelength of 532 nm. The value was recorded as the mean of three 

measurements. The size distribution was given by polydispersity index (PDI, a value 

between 0 and 1). A PDI of 1 indicates large variations in particle size; a PDI of 0 

indicates no variation in particle size (i.e. an ideal monodispersed formulation). 

 

2.6.2 Protein condensation and loading efficiency 

To estimate the loading efficiency of the nanoparticles at neutral pH, solutions of 

PAA/HSA nanoparticles were prepared at polymer/protein weight ratios ranging from 6/1 

to 24/1 according to the procedure described above. The nanoparticles were centrifuged 

at 14000 rpm for 30 minutes at 4ºC. Aliquots of supernatant were subsequently taken 

and their protein content determined by fluorescence spectroscopy (Safire2, Tecan, 

Canada) at an emission wavelength of 519 nm and an excitation wavelength of 495 nm. 

The actual loading efficiency was indirectly determined by measuring the difference 

between the total amount of HSA added to the solution and the amount of HSA in the free 

form in the supernatant. A calibration curve from solutions of various HSA concentrations 

was determined prior to this experiment. It was confirmed that free HSA were not 

precipitated from the solution by centrifugation. 

 

2.6.3 Protein release from nanoparticles by disulfide reduction of the SS-PAAs 

The release of protein from the nanoparticles at intracellular mimicking reductive 

conditions was measured using solutions of PAA/HSA nanoparticles prepared as 

described in section 2.6.1 at polymer/protein weight ratio 24/1. The reducing agent DTT 

was added to a final concentration of 2.5 mM and the solution was incubated for 30 

minutes. Subsequently, the solution was centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 30 minutes at 4ºC. 

Aliquots of supernatant were taken and their protein content was determined by 

measurement of the fluorescence intensity using a prior-determined calibration curve.  
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2.6.4 Protein release by acidification of the nanoparticles 

The effect of pH decrease from 7.4 to 5.1 (mimicking endosomal pH decrease) on the 

particle size and surface charge of the nanoparticles was investigated at 25°C by DLS 

measurements using a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK) at a 

wavelength of 532 nm. The nanoparticle solution was titrated from pH 7.4 to pH 5.1 by 

regularly adding small aliquots of 0.25M HCl solution using a MTP-2 multipurpose titrator 

(Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). Particle size and surface charge were determined 

every half-unit of pH. 

In another experiment, the release of protein from the nanoparticles upon acidification to 

pH 5, mimicking endosomal pH, was measured using solutions of PAA/HSA nanoparticles 

prepared at polymer/protein weight ratio 24/1 as previously. After acidification to pH 5 by 

addition of small amounts of 1M HCl solution and incubation for 30 minutes, the 

nanoparticles were centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 30 minutes at 4ºC. Aliquots of 

supernatant were subsequently taken and their protein content was determined by 

fluorescence spectroscopy (λem = 519 nm, λex = 495 nm) using a calibration curve. The 

percentage of released protein was calculated from the difference of the total amount of 

HSA originally present in the nanoparticle solution and the amount of HSA that is 

determined in the free form in the supernatant.  

 

2.7 In vitro cellular uptake and cytotoxicity of the nanoparticles 

The PAA polymers were labeled with the far-red fluorophore AF633 (λem = 647 nm) since 

the fluorescence emission of Rhodamine B (λem = 610 nm), a common fluorescent label 

for detection in the red channel, partly overlaps with the emission of FITC (λem = 525 nm) 

from HSA (green channel). 

 

2.7.1 Fluorescently labeled p(BAP-ABOL) and p(CBA-ABOL) nanoparticles with HSA  

Polymer/protein nanoparticles made of p(CBA-ABOL) and p(BAP-ABOL) polymers and HSA 

were freshly prepared before every experiment at polymer/protein weight ratio 24/1 by 

adding 4 volume equivalents of p(CBA-ABOL) or p(BAP-ABOL) (3.60 mg/ml) to one 

equivalent of HSA (0.60 mg/ml), in 10 mM HEPES buffer. Before cell exposure, these 

nanoparticle solutions were diluted 1:10 either in DMEM without fetal calf serum (FCS). 

Hence, the final polymer and protein concentrations for cell exposure experiments were 

288 and 12 μg/ml, respectively. 

Before the FACS uptake studies, the fluorescence emission intensities of FITC-HSA and 
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both nanoparticles made of the AF633-PAA polymers were measured at the excitation 

wavelengths of for FITC (excitation 490 nm, emission 525 nm) and AF633 (excitation 632 

nm, emission 647 nm). It was observed that the fluorescence intensities of HSA in the 

PAA nanoparticles were similar to those free in solution.  

 

2.7.2 Cells and toxicity assays 

All cells were used at passages 19-30, incubated at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 

95% air and 5% CO2, and passaged at 80% confluence in a split ratio of 1/5 with a 

trypsin-ethylenediamine tetra acetic acid (EDTA) solution. They were routinely grown in 75 

cm2 flasks in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium supplemented with 20% fetal bovine 

serum (FBS), 1% minimum essential medium (MEM) nonessential amino acids, 2mM 

L-glutamine, 10 units/ml of penicillin, 10 μg/ml of streptomycin and 1.25 units/ml 

nystatin.  

Human-intestinal epithelial Caco-2/TC7 cells were used as a model for the intestine 

epithelial barrier, and were obtained from Dr. Monique Rousset, INSERM U505, Paris, 

France. HT-29-MTX mucus secreting cells were obtained from Dr. Thécla Lesuffleur, 

Centre de Recherche Jean-Pierre Aubert- JPARC, INSERM U837, Lille, France. 

Toxicity level was determined using the AlamarBlue® test (AbD serotec) and the BCA 

protein assay (Pierce). 

 

2.7.3 Flow cytometry analysis 

Uptake studies were conducted two days after cell plating. Caco-2/TC7 cells were 

exposed to the PAA/HSA nanoparticles as well as to the PAA polymers alone and to free 

HSA in serum depleted culture medium for two hours, and then the culture medium was 

replaced by 10% FCS containing media with the same concentration of polymer/protein 

nanoparticles, and incubation was continued for an additional 22 hours.  

Non-specific blockers of permeability glycoprotein-multi drug resistance (P-gp-MDR) were 

also applied using exposure media containing 10 μM CsA.  

After exposure time, uptake was terminated by aspiration removal of the exposure 

medium and washing the cells twice with ice-cold PBS buffer. Trypsin-EDTA was used to 

suspend the adherent cells, followed by rinsing with DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS 

and suspending in final volume of 250 µl PBS buffer.  

For conducting a temperature-dependence study, cells were exposed to nanoparticles at 

37°C in presence or absence of 10% FCS DMEM (without phenol red), for various periods 
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of time. The extent of adsorption to the cell membrane surface was detected by exposure 

cells for one hour to nanoparticles at 4°C. The extent of the reported uptake levels 

reflects the net results of the uptaken nanoparticles minus the cold treatment results.  

The adsorption level in cells exposed at 4°C to HSA, p(CBA-ABOL) and p(BAP-ABOL), 

either in complex or alone was found to be very low (comparable to the auto-fluorescence 

of non-treated cells). 

 

2.7.4 Confocal microscopic imaging of nanoparticles uptake and localization 

We used fluorescence confocal microscopy to detect internalization and the intracellular 

fate of the protein from the polymer/protein nanoparticles. Caco-2/TC7 cells were seeded 

onto 35-mm diameter glass bottomed dishes or cover slips at a density of 105 cells/cm2 

for 2−3 days. Cells were exposed to nanoparticles as described above in 2.7.3. Then, cells 

were rinsed twice in 10% FCS DMEM and further incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C in 

10% FCS medium supplemented with nuclear probe Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen) and 

lysosomal staining probe LysoTracker Red DND-99 (Invitrogen) (excitation 577 nm, 

emission 590 nm), rinsed twice with PBS and subjected to confocal microscopy. 

Alternatively, cells were transiently transfected with Rab5 (early endosome) and 

Cathepsin D (lysosome) coupled on N-terminal with monomeric RFP (kindly gifted from Dr. 

Nancy J. Grant, Département de Neurotransmission et Sécrétion Neuroendocrine, Centre 

de Neurochimie, Strasbourg, France) and exposed to nanoparticles, then rinsed twice and 

scanned under a Zeiss 510 Meta inverted confocal microscope for estimation of uptake 

level and location of the nanoparticles. The photomultiplier tube (PMT) voltage was 

selected to produce images of approximately equal fluorescence intensity. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Synthesis and characterization of PAAs 

As described in Chapter 3, the SS-PAA polymer p(CBA-ABOL) with repetitive bioreducible 

disulfide linkages in its main chain was synthesized via Michael-type addition of the 

primary amine monomer ABOL to CBA. For comparison, p(BAP-ABOL), a PAA lacking 

disulfide linkages was prepared from polyaddition of ABOL to BAP. The polymers were 

coded in terms of the used monomers, as shown in Scheme 6.2.  
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Scheme 6.2. Synthesis scheme of PAAs. The polymers were coded in terms of the used 
bisacrylamide and primary amine monomer. 
 
 
 
The resulting polymers, obtained in ca. 45% yield in their HCl-salt form as white powders 

after ultrafiltration and freeze-drying, have a good solubility in water. Details about the 1H 

NMR and GPC data of p(CBA-ABOL) and p(BAP-ABOL) are available in Chapter 3. 

 

3.2 Mucoadhesive properties of the p(CBA-ABOL) polymer 

The mucoadhesion of colloidal carriers represents one of the most important properties 

to improve the bioavailability of poorly absorptive drugs such as proteins. Mucosal 

surfaces usually have distinct regions of mature mucins which are rich in cysteines, 

residues participating in establishing disulfide linkages within and among mucin 

monomers. 

We anticipated that the presence of disulfide linkages in p(CBA-ABOL) favorably 

contributes to the mucoadhesive properties of the polymer by disulfide exchange 

reactions with the thiol and disulfide groups in the mucus. To evaluate this concept, we 

have carried out rheology experiments of mucin mixed with solutions of the 

disulfide-containing p(CBA-ABOL) and p(BAP-ABOL), lacking disulfide bonds. Dynamic 

oscillatory measurements were performed within the linear viscoelasticity region by 

measuring the dynamic moduli (storage modulus G’ and the loss modulus G”) of the 

mixtures. This analysis provides information about the mechanical properties of the 

mixtures; increasing values of G’ and G” indicating an increase of stiffness. The results 

are summarized in Figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1. Storage modulus G’ (black bars) and the loss modulus G” (grey bars) of 3% (w/v) 
p(CBA-ABOL), p(BAP-ABOL) (control) and their mixtures with 4% (w/v) mucin in the presence or 
absence of DTT (free thiol). Oscillatory measurements were carried out at 1 Hz frequency at room 
temperature after an incubation period of 30 minutes. All indicated values are means of three 
experiments +/- SD. 
 
 
 
A 4% (w/v) solution of mucin showed moderate viscosity with measured storage and loss 

moduli of 0.24 Pa and 0.14 Pa, respectively, whereas 3% polymer solutions of 

p(CBA-ABOL) and p(BAP-ABOL) alone almost did not show any increased viscosity, with 

dynamic moduli close to zero. 

However, mixing mucin with p(CBA-ABOL) resulted in a 6.5–8 fold increase in storage and 

elastic moduli, with G’ and G” of 1.57 Pa and 1.04 Pa, respectively. In contrast, mixing 

mucin with p(BAP-ABOL), the polymer lacking the disulfide linkages, only slightly 

increased rheological properties of the polymer/mucin mixture were observed. 

The different results between p(CBA-ABOL) and p(BAP-ABOL) suggest that the presence of 

the disulfide bonds in p(CBA-ABOL) is responsible for the stiffer mixture obtained with this 

polymer. This increase in viscosity might be attributed to disulfide bond formation 

between the p(CBA-ABOL) polymer and mucin, due to exchange of disulfide linkages from 

the polymer with free thiol groups present in mucin.  

To obtain additional evidence for the formation of disulfide bonds between p(CBA-ABOL) 

and cysteine residues present in mucin, similar rheology measurements were performed 
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in the presence of the disulfide bond reducing agent DTT. As shown in Figure 6.1, addition 

of 2.5 mM DTT to the p(CBA-ABOL)/mucin mixture resulted in a dramatic decrease of the 

storage and loss moduli to values even lower than those determined for mucin only. For 

the p(BAP-ABOL)/mucin mixture, only a slight decrease of G’ and G” is observed, which 

may also be explained by cleavage of mucus disulfide linkages.  

 

3.3 Protein loading of the PAA nanoparticles: physical characterization and loading 

efficiency 

At physiological pH (pH 7.4), the PAAs are present as polycations due to partial 

protonation of the basic tertiary nitrogens in the polymer chain. Charge interaction with 

HSA can be expected since this protein, with an isoelectric point of 5.3, has a net 

negative charge under these conditions. DLS and zeta-potential measurements showed 

that both synthesized PAA polymers are capable to form nanosized polyelectrolyte 

complexes by self-assembly with HSA. The particles have sizes ≤ 200 nm with low 

polydispersity (PDI < 0.15) and positive surface charge (+15 to +25 mV), in 10 mM 

HEPES buffer solution pH 7.4 (Figure 6.2). Repetitive size measurements in time show 

that the particles formed with HSA were stable for at least one month at room 

temperature. 

 
 

Figure 6.2. Size distributions and zeta-potentials of nanoparticles of PAA/HSA measured by DLS 
at 25ºC at different PAA/HSA weight ratios, using p(CBA-ABOL) (black bars) and p(BAP-ABOL) (grey 
bars) as polymeric carrier.  
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Table 6.1 gives the loading efficiencies of the PAA/HSA nanoparticles at neutral pH in 

HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4), as determined by fluorescence spectroscopy 

measurements. It can be seen that the incorporation of the protein into the polymer 

nanoparticles is very high under the very dilute conditions applied (HSA concentration is 

120 µg/ml).  

This demonstrates that the PAA polymers are capable to bind this protein with slightly net 

negative charge with high affinity. The fact that the p(CBA-ABOL) nanoparticles show 

some higher protein loading efficiency compared to the p(BAP-ABOL) nanoparticles may 

be due to the higher flexibility of the polymer backbone of the former polymer. 

 

Table 6.1. HSA loading efficiencies of PAA/FITC-HSA nanoparticles prepared using different 
PAA/HSA weight ratios in HEPES buffer pH 7.4. 
 

Polymer Polymer/Protein 
weight ratio 

FITC-HSA loading 
efficiency (%)* 

p(CBA-ABOL) 
6/1 89 

12/1 94 
24/1 97 

p(BAP-ABOL) 
6/1 73 

12/1 85 
24/1 90 

 
* Percentage of HSA incorporated in the PAA nanoparticles (+/- 1) 
Initial HSA concentration is 120 µg/ml. 
 
 
 
3.4 Mimicking the intracellular dissassembly of the p(CBA-ABOL)/protein nanoparticles 

in reducing environment 

The rapid cleavage of the disulfide linkages in the p(CBA-ABOL) polymer in the 

intracellular environment due the presence of glutathione and reductase enzymes 

(containing up to 10 mM glutathione) can be favorably exploited to induce disassembly of 

the nanocomplexes resulting in efficient protein release.  

Table 6.2, column A, gives the percentages of HSA released from the p(CBA-ABOL) and 

p(BAP-ABOL) nanoparticles after incubation with 2.5 mM DTT for 30 minutes, as 

measured by fluorescence of the supernatant solution after centrifugation. The 

nanoparticles from the disulfide polymer p(CBA-ABOL) have released most of the 

encapsulated protein, due to the fast degradation of these polymers, whereas no release 
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of protein was measured for the particles containing p(BAP-ABOL), the polymer lacking 

the disulfide linkages.  

 
Table 6.2. The extent of HSA release from p(BAP-ABOL)/FITC-HSA nanoparticles in  
HEPES buffer pH 7.4 (weight ratio 24/1), after addition: DTT to a final concentration of 2.5 mM 
(column A) or 0.25M HCl to decrease pH down to pH 5.1 (column B). 
 

Polymer A (2.5 mM DTT) * B (pH 5.1) * 
p(CBA-ABOL) 93.9 14.0 

p(BAP-ABOL) 1.8 17.0 
 
* Percentage of HSA that is released from the polymeric nanoparticles (+/- 1). Initial HSA 
concentration in the nanoparticles is 120 µg/ml. 
 
 
 
The results from these experiments suggest that once the p(CBA-ABOL) nanoparticles 

have arrived in the reductive environment inside the cell, HSA is released from the 

nanoparticles, due to the rapid cleavage of the disulfide linkages in the polymer 

backbone. In contrast, the release from nanoparticles made of p(BAP-ABOL) will be a 

much slower process, most probably mainly governed by destabilization of the 

nanoparticles upon acidification (vide infra) and/or the hydrolysis of the polymeric carrier. 

The distinct difference in protein release between the two polymeric carriers offers 

opportunities to tune the bioresponsive release by variation of the amount of disulfide 

linkages in the polymer chain of PAAs [25]. 

 

3.5 Effect of environmental acidification on the nanoparticles 

Since electrostatic interactions between the positively-charged polymer and the 

negatively-charged protein are an important, if not determining, driving force for the self 

assembly into the nanoparticles, it can be expected that a decrease of the pH, as 

occurring during endosomal acidification, will also influence the stability of the 

nanoparticles. On one hand, a decrease of the pH will lead to a decrease of the amount 

of negative charges on the protein. On the other hand, the degree of protonation of the 

PAAs will be increased. Therefore there is a delicate balance between these effects, in 

which it is, however, expected that the decrease of overall negative charge on the protein 

will be the dominating factor, since an excess of positive charge is already present on the 

polymers in the nanoparticles at pH 7.4. Then, a decrease of the pH will lead to 

destabilization of the nanocomplexes and eventually release of the protein. DLS 
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measurements show that the PAA/HSA nanoparticles significantly increase in size from 

ca. 165 nm to more than 300 nm when the pH decreases from 7.4 (extracellular pH) to 

5.1 (intracellular pH) (Figure 6.3). For both systems, small peaks in size distribution were 

observed around 40-50 nm when the pH is decreased to values below pH 5.3, revealing 

the formation of small aggregates of free protein. 

 

 
Figure 6.3. Size distributions of nanoparticles of p(BAP-ABOL)/HSA (weight ratio 24:1) during pH 
titration of the particle solution from pH 7.4 to pH 5.1 (titration duration: 2 hours), representing 
the pH of the extracellular and intracellular environments respectively, using p(CBA-ABOL) (black 
bars), and p(BAP-ABOL) (grey bars) as polymeric vector. 
 
 
 
The amount of released protein from the PAA/HSA nanoparticles after incubation of the 

nanoparticle solution for 30 minutes at pH 5.1, and subsequent centrifugation of the 

nanoparticles is given in Table 6.2, column B. The HSA release is in the range of 14-17%, 

and obviously there is no clear difference between the two polymers whether it contains 

disulfide bonds or not. These results indicate that endosomal acidification alone may not 

be sufficient to release the protein content from the nanocomplexes and that 

bioreduction of the polymer backbone can give an essential contribution to the 

intracellular release process.  

 

3.6 Cytotoxicity  

BCA and Alamar assays were used to evaluate the viability of Caco-2/TC7 cells after 48 

hours of incubation with p(CBA-ABOL), p(BAP-ABOL), free HSA protein, as well as the 
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polymer/HSA nanocomplexes. 

Figure 6.4 shows that the free HSA and free p(CBA-ABOL) were found to be non cytotoxic, 

but the p(BAP-ABOL) polymer induced a toxicity of ca. 15% after 48 hours of exposure. 

This cytotoxicity was confirmed by the Alamar blue assay that showed ca. 20% decrease 

of cell viability after 4 hours of exposure to p(BAP-ABOL) and ca. 45% after 24−48 hours 

of exposure. The nanoparticles made of the p(CBA-ABOL) and p(BAP-ABOL) polymers 

exhibited similar toxicity values as the corresponding polymers. 

The Caco-2/TC7 cells were also exposed to nanoparticles in the presence of the 

non-specific multi drug resistance (MDR) blocker cyclosporin A (CsA) to analyze the 

involvement of the MDR machinery in the PAA/protein nanoparticles effluence (vide infra). 

The presence of CsA appeared to be not cytotoxic after 4 hours of incubation, but a 

slightly decreased cell viability of ca. 15 % was found for the nanoparticles, the free 

polymers and the free protein after 24−48 hours of exposure. 

 

 
Figure 6.4 Cell viability of Caco-2/TC7 cells after incubation with p(CBA-ABOL)/ HSA and 
p(BAP-ABOL)/HSA nanoparticles as well as the free polymers and free HSA, as determined by (A) 
BCA and (B) Alamar assays. Assays were carried out at 37°C in 10% serum supplemented media 
in presence or absence of 10 μM CsA. Results are given as mean +/- SD of three independent 
experiments.  
 
 
 
3.7 Uptake of the PAA nanoparticles as determined by flow cytometry  

The uptake of the PAA nanoparticles in Caco-2/TC7 cells was studied by FACS analysis of 

the cells exposed to the different PAA/HSA nanoparticles for two hours in serum-depleted 

media, followed by replacement of the medium by 10% FCS containing media with the 

same concentration of nanoparticles for an additional 22 hours.  

Figure 6.5 shows the relative fluorescent intensities obtained from Caco-2/TC7 cells 
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exposed to free HSA and to the two polymer/HSA nanoparticles after 4 and 24 hours of 

exposure, in the absence and presence of CsA. 

As shown in Figure 6.5, very low fluorescence intensities were detected when cells were 

incubated with solutions of free HSA, indicating a poor uptake of the free protein, as was 

shown in previous studies [35, 36].  

However, a significant increase of fluorescence intensity for HSA uptake was measured 

when cells were incubated with p(CBA-ABOL)/HSA nanoparticles. After 4 hours, these 

cells exhibited ca. 1.5 fold higher fluorescence signal than cells exposed to free HSA, and 

after 24 hours of exposure this signal was increased to ca. 4 fold. In comparison, the 

uptake of HSA from the p(BAP-ABOL)/FITC-HSA nanoparticles was similar to that of free 

HSA, indicating no improvement of uptake and almost no uptake of these particles.  

These results show that the nanoparticles made of the p(CBA-ABOL) polymer have much 

better capacity to deliver HSA inside the cells, than those of p(BAP-ABOL), the polymer 

lacking disulfide bonds. 

 

 
Figure 6.5. Uptake of PAA/HSA nanoparticles by Caco-2/TC7 cells as analyzed by flow cytometry 
(n=3). Exposure was carried out for 4 and 24 hours at 37ºC in serum depleted culture medium for 
two hours and then the culture medium was replaced to 10% FCS containing media with the 
same concentration of nanoparticles till the end of the exposure, in the absence or presence of 
10 μM CsA.  
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For analyzing the involvement of the MDR machinery in the PAA/protein nanoparticles 

efflux, the Caco-2/TC7 cells were exposed to nanoparticles in the presence of the 

non-specific MDR blocker CsA. 

Figure 6.5 shows that exposure to p(CBA-ABOL)/HSA nanoparticles in the presence of 10 

μM CsA yielded a significance increase of the uptake of HSA in comparison to that in the 

absence of CsA, both after 4 and 24 hours exposure (Figure 6.5). In contrast, the FITC 

emission intensities of cells that were exposed to p(BAP-ABOL)/HSA nanoparticles were 

not affected by the presence of CsA, both after 4 and 24 hours exposure. These FITC 

signals were as low as from cells incubated with free HSA in presence of CsA, indicating 

that the very low protein-delivery capability of the p(BAP-ABOL) nanoparticles is not 

caused by a high efflux mechanism of these particles from the cells, but rather due to a 

low uptake. 

 

3.8 Effect of mucus level on the uptake of PAA/protein nanoparticles  

For detection of the mucoadhesive characteristics of the PAA/protein nanoparticles, 

different ratios of Caco-2/TC7 and HT-29 mucus secreting cells were mixed and the 

extent of uptake of p(CBA-ABOL)/HSA nanoparticles as well as p(BAP-ABOL)/HSA 

nanoparticles was determined by flow cytometry analysis, after 4 and 24 hours exposure 

in culture medium similar as in 3.7.  

Figure 6.6 shows that the presence of mucus produced by the HT-29 cells did not change 

the behavior of HSA towards the cells. The very low FITC emission intensities indicate that 

the free protein remained mainly uninternalized.  

However, the uptake of the HSA-loaded p(CBA-ABOL) nanoparticles was significantly 

higher at all cell compositions, both after 4 hours of exposure (Figure 6.6A) and after 24 

hours of exposure (Figure 6.6B), and significantly increased upon increment of the 

percentage of HT-29 cells in the cell cultures. When HT-29 cells (Caco-2/TC7:HT-29 ratio 

0/100) were exposed to these nanoparticles, FITC emission intensities were > 5 times 

higher than those of cells exposed to free HSA. In contrast, the extent of uptake of the 

p(BAP-ABOL)/HSA nanoparticles was not affected by an increase of HT-29 in the 

Caco-2/TC7:HT-29 cell culture and remained constant even after 24 hours of exposure, 

with FITC emission intensities similar or even lower than those of cells exposed to free 

HSA in solution, illustrating its very poor intracellular delivery capacity. 

It may be concluded that both the presence of mucus produced by the HT-29 cells as well 

as the presence of the disulfide bonds of p(CBA-ABOL) interplay in the enhanced uptake 
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of these nanoparticles. These results are in good agreement with the rheological 

experiments showing that the p(CBA-ABOL) polymer interacts strongly with mucus, in 

contrast to p(BAP-ABOL) lacking disulfide linkages.  

 
Figure 6.6. FACS analysis of different ratios of Caco-2/TC7:HT-29 co-cultures exposed to 
p(CBA-ABOL) and p(BAP-ABOL) nanoparticles complexed with HSA for 4 hours (A) and 24 hours (B) 
at 37ºC (n=3). The results are normalized to free HSA), AU: arbitrary units. 
 
 
 
To verify that the enhanced fluorescence as measured in the FACS analysis is really due 

to increased uptake of FITC-HSA in the cells and is not caused by residual nanoparticles 

in (theoretically possible) adhering mucus after the thorough washing procedure, 

additional confocal microscopy experiments were performed, permitting to follow and 

localize more accurately the uptake of HSA inside the cells. 

 

3.9 Confocal microscopy of uptake and compartmental localization of polymer/protein 

nanoparticles  

The uptake of the PAA/HSA nanoparticles and their subsequent localization in 

Caco-2/TC7 cells were examined by confocal microscopy. HSA labeled with FITC was 

detectable in the green channel, and the lysosomal compartments stained using 

Lysotracker® were seen in the red channel. Cells were incubated with free HSA, the 

p(CBA-ABOL)/HSA and p(BAP-ABOL)/HSA nanoparticles, as well as the free p(CBA-ABOL) 

and p(BAP-ABOL) polymers, respectively.  

The confocal microscopy image of Caco-2/TC7 cells exposed to free FITC-HSA (Figure 

6.7B) showed no fluorescent signal, similar to non-treated cells (Figure 6.7A), indicating 

that free HSA was not taken up by cells. As expected, almost no green signal for FITC-HSA 

was observed when cells were exposed to the free polymers (Figures 6.7C and 6.7D), and 

the little fluorescence signal observed for FITC-HSA may result from the overlapping of the 
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emission of FITC with the red fluorescent probe Lysotracker®. 

Figure 6.7E shows the cellular uptake of HSA from the p(CBA-ABOL) nanoparticles. Using 

this carrier, it can be seen HSA was successfully internalized into the cell cytosol and 

lysosomal compartments following 24 hours of exposure. The p(CBA-ABOL)/HSA 

nanocomplexes are seen as green-red co-localized aggregates. In contrast, the 

p(BAP-ABOL)/HSA nanoparticles were mainly adsorbed on the cell membrane and were 

barely detectable, with similar fluorescent signal for FITC-HSA as that found in the cells 

exposed to the same amount of free FITC-HSA, proving that these nanoparticles were 

poorly internalized (Figure 6.7F).  

 
 

 
Figure 6.7. Confocal microscope images of Caco-2/TC7 cells exposed to nanoparticles for 24 
hours at 37°C, in serum depleted culture medium for two hours and then the culture medium was 
replaced to 10% FCS containing media with the same concentration of nanoparticles till the end 
of the exposure. 
A: non treated cells, B: free HSA, C: free p(CBA-ABOL), D: free p(BAP-ABOL), E: p(CBA-ABOL)/HSA 
nanoparticles, F: p(BAP-ABOL)/HSA nanoparticles. 
Red: LysoTracker probe; Blue: Hoechst nuclear staining; Green: FITC label from HSA. Each picture 
composed of 3 channels: green, red and blue and an orthogonal Z-section confocal overlay image. 
 
 
 
In order to localize the nanoparticles in the different endosomal compartments, early 

endosomes (Rab-5) and lysosomes (Cathepsin D) were expressed by tagging them with 
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red fluorescent protein was examined in Caco-2/TC7 cells. The polymers labeled with 

AF633 fluorophores were visible as pink in the red channel. 

Cells incubated with p(CBA-ABOL)/HSA nanoparticles showed white aggregates, revealing 

the localization of the red fluorescence protein from the endosomal and lysosomal 

compartments, the fluorescently-labeled polymer (seen in pink) and FITC-HSA (seen in 

green). These small aggregated were significantly present in the cytosol, and also in all 

the intracellular endosomal and lysosomal compartments (Figures 6.8 A−D). Moreover, 

when the cells are exposed to HSA-loaded nanoparticles made of the p(CBA-ABOL), their 

cytoplasm exhibits a much broader spread red pattern (Figures 6.8B and 6.8D) than cells 

exposed to HSA-loaded nanoparticles made of p(BAP-ABOL) (Figures 6.8F and 6.8H). This 

distributed red pattern is most likely due to the reduction of the disulfide bonds within 

p(CBA-ABOL) in the cell as a result of the reductive environment prevailing in the cytosol, 

involving degradation of the polymer. This observation is in good agreement with the 

results given in Table 6.2A depicting higher intracellular protein release from the 

nanoparticles made of the p(CBA-ABOL) polymers in the presence of the reducing agent 

DTT.  

In contrast, cells exposed to p(BAP-ABOL)/HSA nanoparticles did not contain any 

co-localized green-red markers, but only faint green cytoplasmic dots that are not 

co-localized with endosomal markers indicating that HSA was poorly absorbed into the 

cells (Figures 6.8 E−H). 

These results confirm the higher capacity from the p(CBA-ABOL) polymer as carrier for 

intracellular delivery of HSA, in comparison to the p(BAP-ABOL) polymer, lacking disulfide 

bonds. 
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Figure 6.8. Orthogonal confocal images of Caco-2/TC7 cells expressing Cathepsin-D-RFP (A, B; E, 
F) or Rab-5-RFP (C, D; G, H) exposed to p(CBA-ABOL)/HSA (A, B; C, D) or p(BAP-ABOL)/HSA (E, F; G, 
H) nanoparticles for 24 hours in presence of 10% FCS. 
Green: FITC-HSA, Red: Red fluorescence protein (RFP), Pink: AF633 label from the polymers, 
White: colocalization of red, green and pink fluorophores. 
 
 
 
4. Conclusions 

The two positively-charged PAAs, p(CBA-ABOL) and p(BAP-ABOL), synthesized for this 

study form stable nanosized complexes with the overall negatively-charged protein, 

human serum albumin (HSA), by a self-assembly process at physiological pH 7.4. Upon 

acidification of the solution (pH 5.1), as occurs after endosomal uptake, the 

nanocomplexes tend to destabilize as is evidenced form their observed increase in size 

and the appearance of small protein aggregates in DLS experiments. Moreover, 

p(CBA-ABOL), the polymer containing disulfide linkages in its backbone, shows high 

mucoadhesion to intestinal mucus compared to p(BAP-ABOL), the polymer lacking 

disulfide linkages, as demonstrated by dynamic rheological experiments. Nanocomplexes 

made from p(CBA-ABOL) show fast disintegration and release of the protein payload in 

reductive solution mimicking the intracellular environment. 

HSA, complexed with PAA polymers, was successfully internalized into Caco-2/TC7 cells. 

After cellular uptake, the protein-containing p(CBA-ABOL) nanocomplexes is disassembled 

and the protein is released inside the cell with excellent cell viability. 

The intracellular protein uptake using p(CBA-ABOL) nanoparticles was significantly higher 
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than that using p(BAP-ABOL) nanoparticles, as was shown by fluorescence cytometry and 

confocal microscopic analyses. Protein complexed in p(CBA-ABOL) nanoparticles was 

taken up in the cytosol, whereas the results with the p(BAP-ABOL) nanoparticles suggest 

adsorption of these complexes to the cell membrane rather than intracellular uptake.  

The internalization efficiency using p(CBA-ABOL) nanoparticles was enhanced with the 

presence of CsA, suggesting an existing MDR-dependent efflux pathway for these 

nanoparticles.  

A high correlation was observed between the extent of uptake of p(CBA-ABOL)-based 

nanoparticles and the mucus level of the cell culture, which was not detected for 

nanocomplexes made from p(BAP-ABOL) lacking the disulfide bonds, suggesting strong 

association of the disulfide linkages in the main chain of the polymer with the mucus 

layer and the cell membrane.  

In summary, these findings demonstrate the capability of the disulfide-containing 

poly(amidoamine)s, in this study p(CBA-ABOL) in particular, to be used as efficient 

intracellular protein delivery vehicles for intestinal cells, which is promising for 

applications in oral delivery systems. 
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Abstract: To improve the efficiency of insulin via oral administration, several formulations 

of polyelectrolyte complexes formed by charge-attraction between functionalized linear 

poly(amidoamine)s and human insulin were prepared. These insulin-loaded nanoparticles 

were characterized by dynamic light scattering, zeta potential, and their proteolytic and 

chemical stability. Further on, their hypoglycemic effect was evaluated in vivo in diabetic 

rats. The poly(amidoamine) nanoparticles were shown to efficiently protect insulin towards 

proteolytic enzymes and improve its uptake in vivo leading to enhanced oral bioavailability 

of insulin.  

 

1. Introduction 

About 285 million adults worldwide are currently affected by diabetes mellitus, and this 

number might increase up to 440 million adults in 2030, diabetes representing the fifth 

leading cause of death in the U.S.A. [1, 2]. Diabetes is related to the insufficient production 

of insulin in the pancreas, and the most common treatment is by administration of insulin 

by subcutaneous injections, despite the inconvenience for the patient. Research on 

non-invasive methods of insulin delivery such as oral, dermal, nasal and inhalative 

administration has been extensive for more than 30 years [3, 4]. The oral route is the most 

convenient and accepted route of drug administration since it avoids pain and discomfort, 

especially when repeated dosing is necessary [5-7] as well as being less invasive. However, 
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for insulin, oral delivery poses the problem that it is readily degraded under the influence of 

the low pH of the gastric medium and the various proteolytic enzymes in the gastric 

intestinal (GI) tract. Moreover, its large molecular weight and hydrophilicity causes low 

mucosal permeability and cellular transport, resulting in a low permeability across the 

intestinal epithelium [8-19]. All these effects lead to bioavailabilities lower than 10% for 

orally administered peptides and proteins, as low as 0.05% for orally delivered insulin 

[20-22]. Therefore, there is a need to protect insulin from the harsh environment when 

given orally [23]. To overcome these problems, delivery systems including nanoparticles, 

microcapsules, liposomes, and emulsions are used [24, 25].  

Some investigators have observed that nanoparticles pass more readily the intestinal 

epithelium than microspheres and that not only the M cells but also the normal 

enterocytes are involved in the transport [24, 26, 27]. Despite great progress of the 

knowledge in this field, oral delivery of protein therapeutics such as insulin still remains a 

challenging area for researchers. There are still quite a number of limitations in the use of 

nanoparticles as transmucosal protein delivery systems, including their instability in the GI 

fluids, limited interaction with intestinal membrane, and limited transport across the 

mucosal barrier, the use of organic solvent during preparation [28], and the poor 

absorption of proteins as a result of their high hydrophilicity. 

An attractive way to circumvent these problems is through the design of a formulation for 

the insulin molecules which protects the drug from degradation and releases it at the site 

of action. Recently, nanosized polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs) resulting from the 

self-assembly of proteins with natural and synthetic polymers have drawn increasing 

attention for application in therapeutic protein delivery [29-32]. In this non-covalent 

method, PECs are formed by simply mixing oppositely-charged drug and polymer that will 

interact by electrostatic-attraction. The PEC formation results in optically homogeneous 

and stable dispersions of nanoparticles possessing cationic charges able to bind to and 

internalize with the cell surface. They have the advantage of not using sonification or 

organic solvents which are both harmful for proteins and peptides and are regularly used 

for the preparation of nanoparticles notably by the double emulsion technique. 

As a requirement of efficient delivery, the mucoadhesion of colloidal carriers has been 

reported to represent one of the most important properties to improve the bioavailability of 

poorly absorptive drugs [33-37]. Mucoadhesive carriers adhere to the mucus layer present 

on intestinal mucosal membranes and are expected to prolong the residence time at the 

local site of absorption, leading to increased drug absorption through the intestinal 
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membrane. Presently, chitosan is widely used as mucoadhesive polymer [38-43], but this. 

polycation has an intrinsic pKa of 5.5, which implies that it will lose its charge and 

precipitate in neutral and basic environment. With carboxyl groups on the glucosamine 

units of the chitosan structure, carboxylated chitosan has successfully overcome the 

limited solubility at neutral and weakly alkaline pH values. 

In this study, polyelectrolyte complexes of cationic poly(amidoamine)s and human insulin, 

have been produced and evaluated in vitro and in vivo. Poly(amidoamine)s (PAAs) are 

synthetic tert-amino polymers, synthesized by polyaddition of primary amines to 

bisacrylamides. They are water-soluble, biodegradable and biocompatible, with less 

cytotoxicity than other usual polycationic vectors [44-48]. PAAs represent a family of 

functional polymers endowed with a combination of properties that makes them suitable 

for a variety of biomedical applications related to polymer therapeutics [44, 49].  

To answer the mucoadhesive criteria, we have developed in our group novel linear 

poly(amidoamine)s (PAAs) containing repetitive disulfide linkages in their backbone 

(SS-PAAs). Those polymeric carriers were previously reported as very efficient as vectors in 

intracellular gene delivery, resulting in high transfection efficiencies [50-55], and recently 

it was shown that they are also efficient vectors for intracellular protein delivery [56]. The 

SS-PAAs meet the requirements to possess mucoadhesive properties since the repetitive 

disulfide linkages in their backbone can react with thiol groups and disulfide groups in the 

mucus, useful properties for oral delivery of nanoparticles made of these polymers 

[57-61]. Moreover, this property can be used in systems that should be relatively stable 

during transport outside the cell but should disintegrate in fragments of low molecular 

weight after uptake into the target cells [57, 62-65].  

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Materials 

Human insulin (HI) was kindly supplied by Novo Nordisk. FITC-insulin was obtained from 

Sigma-Aldrich. All monomers, 4-amino-1-butanol (ABOL, Sigma-Aldrich), 

alpha-amino-omega-carboxy-poly(ethylene glycol) hydrochloride (PEG-Mw 3000 g/mol) 

(cPEG-NH2, Iris Biotech GmbH), N,N’-cystaminebisacrylamide (CBA, Polysciences), 

1,4-bis(acryloyl)piperazine (BAP, Sigma-Aldrich) were purchased in the highest purity and 

used without further purification. HEPES (Sigma-Aldrich), phosphate buffered saline (PBS, 

0.01 M, pH 7.4, B. Braun, USA), glutathione (Sigma-Aldrich), and methanol (MeOH, 

Biosolve) were used as received. Deionized water (DI water) was obtained from a 
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MilliQ-water purification system (Millipore, France).  

 

2.2 Synthesis of PAAs 

The polymers p(CBA-ABOL), p(BAP-ABOL), and the co-polymer cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL), with 

10% cPEG side chains relative to the hydroxybutyl groups, were synthesized via Michael 

polyaddition of the primary amine monomers, ABOL and cPEG-NH2, to the bisacrylamide 

CBA and BAP, as described in Chapters 3 and 5, respectively. 

 

2.3 Polymer characterization 

Details about the 1H NMR and GPC data of the p(CBA-ABOL) and p(BAP-ABOL) polymers, 

and the co-polymer cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL), have been described in Chapters 3 and 5. 

 

2.4 Preparation of PAA/insulin nanoparticles 

Prior to sample preparation, human insulin was expressed recombinantly and purified by 

chromatographic methods. The purified protein was dried, resulting in a zinc-free powder 

which can be dissolved to >50 mg/ml in water, yielding primarily monomeric active insulin. 

A series of SS-PAA/insulin and PAA/insulin nanocomplexes were prepared by adding a 

HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4) of PAA (800 μl, 30 mg/ml) to a HEPES buffer 

solution (10 mM, pH 7.4) of insulin (200 μl, 10 mg/ml), corresponding to a 

polymer/protein weight ratio 12/1, followed by vortexing for 5 seconds and incubation at 

room temperature for 30 minutes. 

 

2.5 Characterization of PAA/insulin nanoparticles 

2.5.1 Particle size and zeta-potential measurements 

Particle size and surface charge measurements of the nanocomplexes were determined by 

dynamic light scattering (DLS) at 25°C with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, 

Malvern) using a wavelength of 532 nm. The value was recorded as the mean of three 

measurements. The size distribution was given by the polydispersity index (PDI), where a 

value of 1 indicates large variations in particle size, and a value of 0 indicates no variation 

in particle size (as an ideal monodispersed formulation). As the size of the particles 

influences the eventual uptake and distribution of the particles inside the cell, their 

stability at 25°C and 37°C was investigated and followed by DLS. The results at 25°C 

represent the ability of the nanocomplex solution to be stored at room temperature, 

whereas the results at 37°C indicate the thermal stability in the human body. 
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2.5.2 Insulin condensation and loading efficiency 

To estimate the loading efficiency of the nanoparticles at neutral pH, solutions of 

PAA/insulin nanoparticles were prepared at polymer/protein weight ratio 12/1 using 

FITC-labeled insulin. The nanoparticles were centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 30 minutes at 

4ºC. Aliquots of supernatant were subsequently taken and their protein content 

determined by fluorescence spectroscopy (Safire2, Tecan, Canada) at an emission 

wavelength of 519 nm and an excitation wavelength of 495 nm. The actual loading 

efficiency was indirectly determined by measuring the difference between the total 

amount of insulin added to the solution and the amount of insulin in the free form in the 

supernatant. A calibration curve from solutions of various fluorescently-labeled insulin 

concentrations was determined prior to this experiment. It was confirmed that free insulin 

was not precipitated from the solution by centrifugation.  

 

2.5.3 Effect of intracellular conditions on PAA/insulin nanoparticles 

The effect of pH decrease from 7.4 to 5.1 (mimicking endosomal pH decrease) was 

investigated by DLS measurements. Particle size measurements of the nanocomplexes 

were performed at 25°C with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK) 

using a wavelength of 532 nm. Simultaneously, the nanoparticular solution was titrated 

from pH 7.4 to pH 5.1 by regularly adding small aliquots of 0.25 M HCl solution using a 

MTP-2 multipurpose titrator (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). Particle size was 

determined every half-unit of pH. 

Evidence for nanoparticle destabilization caused by the reductive cleavage of the disulfide 

bonds in the SS-PAA polymer was also obtained by following the particle size signal during 

DLS measurements of SS-PAA/insulin nanoparticular solutions to which a solution of DTT 

in HEPES buffer was added to give a final concentration of 2.5 mM DTT in the resultant 

solution. 

 

2.6 In vitro evaluation of the PAA/insulin nanoparticles 

2.6.1 Proteolytic stability 

The proteolytic stability was evaluated by mixing the PAA/insulin with a duodenum lumen 

preparation as a source of intestinal proteinases. The degradation of insulin was followed 

by quantifying the amount of intact insulin using MALDI-MS. The degradation was 

quantified as a percentage of insulin remaining compared to undigested insulin. 
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2.6.2 Chemical stability 

The prepared PAA/insulin nanoparticle formulations were aliquoted in multiple vials and 

left at different temperatures. A control PAA/insulin nanoparticle sample was immediately 

frozen. Insulin was analyzed by a RP-HPLC C18 column using a simple mobile phase 

consisting of A: 0.1% TFA in water and B: 0.085% TFA and 90% acetonitrile, with a gradient 

elution going from 10% B to 90% B over 45 minutes. Flow rate was 1 ml/min and detection 

at 215 nm. The degradation of human insulin was determined by comparing peak areas 

containing intact insulin after incubation with the peak area from an insulin control, and 

was quantified as a percentage of intact human insulin remaining in the sample.  

 

2.7 In vivo evaluation: hypoglycemic effect following intra-intestinal administration of 

insulin loaded PAA nanoparticles in diabetic rats 

To mimic the degradation of insulin (hydrolysis) by intestinal peptides in the stomach, the 

PAA/insulin nanoparticular solutions were incubated in a 5% TFA solution. A rapid and 

complete clearance of the solutions was observed, indicating a destabilization and 

dissociation of the nanoparticular formulations, leading to release and degradation of 

insulin. This observation can be explained by the hypothesis of particle formation. The 

formulations are based on charge interaction between the positively charged PAA and the 

net negative charged insulin at pH value above the isoelectric point of insulin. Hence, 

subjecting the formulations to very low pH values such as in the acidic environment of the 

stomach reverses the net charge of insulin to positive resulting in the dissociation of the 

polymer/insulin complexes and exposing of insulin to the harsh gastric environment.  

As the main goal of this study was to evaluate the uptake of insulin through the intestinal 

wall, the formulations were directly injected in the intestine of the rats, hereby bypassing 

the gastric environment. To this aim, the nanoformulated PAA/insulin particle solutions 

were administered to Sprague Dawley rats via a catheter in the mid-jejunum allowing direct 

interaction with the intestinal wall. The rats were administered 0.8 mg/kg of the 

polymer/insulin particle solutions, prepared either in HEPES buffer or in PBS. Blood 

glucose levels were followed for 6 hours by collecting blood samples at distinct times and 

the glucose concentration was determined. Blood glucose levels were followed for 6 hours 

by collecting blood samples at distinct times and after centrifugation the insulin levels in 

plasma were determined by HPLC analysis. 
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3. Results 

3.1 Synthesis and characterization of PAAs 

As described in Chapters 3 and 5, the two different bioreducible SS-PAA polymers with 

repetitive disulfide linkages in their main chain, p(CBA-ABOL) and cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL), were 

synthesized via Michael addition of the corresponding primary amine monomers, ABOL 

and cPEG-NH2, to CBA and were coded in terms of the used monomers, respectively 

p(CBA-ABOL) and cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL). Furthermore, a PAA lacking the disulfide linkages 

was prepared from polyaddition of ABOL to BAP. The general reaction scheme of Michael 

polyaddition is shown in Scheme 7.1. 

 

 
Scheme 7.1. General synthesis scheme of PAAs by Michael-type polyaddition of a bisacrylamide 
and a primary amine. 
 
 
 
The resulting polymers, which structures are depicted in Figure 7.1, collected in their 

HCl-salt form as white solid powder after freeze-drying, have a good solubility in water. For 

all three polymers, the yield was ca. 35-45% after ultrafiltration and lyophilization.  

Details about the 1H NMR and GPC data of p(CBA-ABOL), cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL), and 

p(BAP-ABOL) are available in Chapters 3 and 5. 
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Figure 7.1. Chemical structures of the three PAAs: (a) p(CBA-ABOL), (b) p(BAP-ABOL), and (c) 
cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) (m/n ≈ 10) that have been used to form nano-sized complexes with human 
insulin. The polymers were coded in terms of the used bisacrylamide and primary amine monomer. 
 
 
 
3.2 Protein condensation into nanoparticles: physical characterization and loading 

efficiency 

At physiological pH (pH 7.4), the PAAs are present as polycations due to partial protonation 

of the basic nitrogens in the polymer. Charge interaction with human insulin can be 

expected, as in Scheme 7.2, since this protein, with an isoelectric point of 5.3, has a net 

negative charge under these conditions.  

 

 
Scheme 7.2. Self-assembly scheme of nanocomplexes at neutral pH by charge attraction between 
positively-charged polymer, in the present case PAA polymer, and negatively-charged human 
insulin. 
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The nanoparticles that were formed at neutral pH in HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 

7.4) were characterized with respect to their size and surface charge. DLS and 

zeta-potential measurements showed that all the synthesized polymers are capable to 

form nanosized polyelectrolyte complexes with positive surface charge by self-assembly 

with human insulin, see Table 7.1. Similar results were obtained when the particles were 

prepared in PBS (data not shown). Repetitive size measurements in time show that the 

nanoparticles formed with human insulin were stable for more than one week at room 

temperature and at least 3 days at 37 °C. Table 7.1 also gives the loading efficiencies of 

the PAA/insulin nanoparticles at neutral pH in HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4), as 

determined by fluorescence spectroscopy measurements using FITC-insulin.  

 

Table 7.1. Particle size, surface charge, and loading efficiencies of PAA/insulin 
nanoparticles measured by DLS at 25ºC in HEPES buffer pH 7.4.  
 

Formulation Particle size 
(nm) 

Surface charge 
(mV) 

Insulin loading 
efficiency (%)* 

p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin 265 ± 4 33 ± 1 99 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin 266 ± 7 18 ± 1 95 

2/3(p(CBA-ABOL))+1/3(cPEG-p
(CBA-ABOL))/insulin 261 ± 1 25 ± 1 97 

p(BAP-ABOL)/insulin 283 ± 19 23 ± 2 96 

 
* Percentage of insulin that is incorporated in the polymeric nanoparticles. Initial insulin 
concentration is 2 mg/ml. 
 
 
 
3.3 Mimicking the intracellular fate of the PAA/insulin nanoparticles in intracellular 

conditions  

Since electrostatic interactions between the positively-charged polymer and the 

negatively-charged protein are the main driving force for the self assembly into the 

nanoparticles, it can be anticipated that a decrease in pH, as is occurring during 

endosomal acidification, will also influence the stability of the nanoparticles. On the one 

hand, a decrease of the pH will lead to a decrease of negative charge on the protein, but on 

the other hand, the degree of protonation of the PAAs will be increased. Therefore there is 
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a delicate balance between these effects, but it may be expected that the decrease of 

overall negative charge on the protein is the dominating factor, since there is already an 

excess of positive charge present in the nanoparticles at pH 7.4. Thus, a decrease of the 

pH will lead to destabilization of the nanoparticles and eventually the release of the protein 

from these nanoparticles. DLS measurements show that the SS-PAA/insulin nanoparticles 

significantly increase in size from ca. 250 nm to more than 600 nm when the pH 

decreases from 7.4 (extracellular pH) to 5.1 (intracellular pH) (see Figure 7.2). 

 

 
Figure 7.2: Size distributions of PAA/insulin nanoparticles (weight ratio 12/1) during pH titration of 
the particle solution from pH 7.4 to pH 5.1 (titration duration: 2 hours), representing the pH of the 
extracellular and intracellular environments respectively, using p(CBA-ABOL) (black bars), 
cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) (stripped bars), and p(BAP-ABOL) (grey bars) as polymeric vector. 
 
 
 
The disulfide linkages are rapidly cleaved by glutathione and reductase enzymes in the 

intracellular environment (containing up to 10 mM glutathione). This physiological process 

can be favorably exploited to induce efficient protein release by fast degradation of the 

SS-PAAs in the nanocomplexes. This concept was supported by DLS measurements of 

SS-PAA/insulin nanoparticle solutions in the presence of 2.5 mM DTT as the reductive 

agent in HEPES buffer pH 7.4. In this solution, mimicking the reducing intracellular 

environment, a rapid increase of the nanoparticle sizes to more than 1 µm occurs within a 

few minutes, accompanied by a large decrease of the count rates. In contrast, the size of 

polyplexes based on the reference polymer p(BAP-ABOL), lacking the disulfide linkages, 
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remains stable after addition of DTT (data not shown). 

 

3.4 Protection of insulin within the PAA nanoparticles 

3.4.1 Proteolytic stability 

Figure 7.3 shows the percentage of intact insulin after exposure of PAA/insulin 

nanoparticles and free insulin to intestinal proteolytic enzymes measured using 

MALDI-TOF. The three PAA/insulin nanoparticles provide protection, with similar effect for 

the three PAA/insulin formulations, against proteolysis from intestinal proteinases, with 

more than 80% of intact protein after 30 minutes of exposure, whereas free human insulin 

was almost completely degraded after the same exposure time. 

 

 
Figure 7.3. Percentage of intact human insulin in PAA/insulin nanoparticles (labeled PAA) 
compared to free human insulin (labeled HI), as determined by MALDI-MS, after exposure to a 
duodenum lumen preparation as a source of intestinal proteinases. 
 
 
 
3.4.2 Storage stability 

The PAA/insulin particles were incubated at 4ºC and 25ºC for two weeks and their insulin 

loading were compared to similar particles that were frozen immediately after preparation. 

These analyses were carried out using an HPLC based approach. The results from these 

experiments, depicted in Figure 7.4, show that the insulin encapsulated in the PAA/insulin 

nanoparticles slowly degraded. The PEGylated nanoparticles, with respectively ca. 80-95% 

intact insulin left after two weeks incubation at 25ºC, remarkably provide better protection 

and long-term stability than the nanoparticles not including PEG chains (ca. 60% insulin 
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left after two weeks incubation at 25ºC). 

 

 
Figure 7.4. Remaining insulin loading in PAA/insulin nanoparticles, after incubated at 4ºC and 25ºC 
for two weeks. The controls are similar particles that were frozen immediately after preparation. 
 
 
 
3.5 In vivo experiments 

In vivo experiments were run with PAA/insulin nanoparticles, formulated either in PBS pH 

7.4 or in 10 mM HEPES buffer pH 7.4. The nanoparticle formulations were directly 

administered in the intestine of diabetic rats, hereby bypassing the gastric environment 

and allowing direct interaction with the intestinal wall. Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show the blood 

glucose and plasma insulin levels determined after treatment of the rats.  
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Figure 7.5. Blood glucose (A) and plasma human insulin (B) concentrations after administration of 
human insulin (0.8 mg/kg) formulated in PAA nanoparticles, formulated in PBS pH 7.4, into 
mid-jejunum of fasted male SPRD rats (mean ± SEM, n=3). A solution of free insulin was injected 
as a control. 
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Figure 7.6. Blood glucose (A) and plasma human insulin (B) concentrations after injection of human 
insulin (0.8 mg/kg) formulated in PAA nanoparticles, formulated in 10 mM HEPES buffer pH 7.4, 
into mid-jejunum of fasted male SPRD rats (mean ± SEM, n=3).  
 
 
 

From the blood glucose measurements it is apparent that the administration of insulin via 

the p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles induce blood glucose levels below the control 

samples. Moreover, the plasma insulin concentration profile showed that only the 

p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles were able to give a significant rise in plasma insulin 

level over the control samples. The levels peak at 30 minutes, and drops to values close to 

zero over the next 90 minutes. 

The PAA/insulin nanoparticles were prepared both in PBS and HEPES buffer. The particles 
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are more stable in HEPES buffer than in PBS, due to the absence of NaCl salts in this 

buffer. High salt concentrations tend to destabilize the interactions between cationic 

polymer and negatively charged protein and provoke faster disintegration of the 

nanoparticles. This enhanced particle stability seems to have positive effects on the in vivo 

uptake of insulin uptake via the intestinal wall, especially for p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin 

nanoparticles, for which the cationic charges of the polymer carrier are not shielded by 

PEGylation resulting in stronger interactions between polymer and protein. Using 

p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles in HEPES buffer the plasma insulin concentration 

reaches ca. 1500 pM, value twice higher than when PBS is used to prepare the 

p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles. 

 

Table 7.2. Bioavailability of human insulin after administration of insulin (0.8 mg/kg) formulated in 
PAA nanoparticles, prepared in PBS pH 7.4, into mid-jejunum of fasted male SPRD rats (mean ± 
SEM, n=3), relative to intravenous injection of human insulin. 
 

Formulation Bioavailability (%) 

p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin 0.17 ± 0.04 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin 0.01 ± 0.02 

2/3(p(CBA-ABOL))+1/3(cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL))/insulin 0.16 ± 0.11 

Free human insulin 0.04 ± 0.02 

 
 
 
Table 7.2 gives the bioavailability of orally administered insulin for the four formulations, as 

compared to an intravenous injection of human insulin. The results show that from the 

PAA/insulin nanoparticles a significant higher percentage of insulin becomes bioavailable 

than from the orally administered free insulin. Notably the particle formulation using 

p(CBA-ABOL) as carrier for insulin provides the best bioavailability with values ca. 0.2 %. In 

contrast, the presence of the shielding PEG chains at the carrier seems to prevent insulin 

uptake and bioavailability. 

In conclusion, the results show that the PAA polymers, especially p(CBA-ABOL), is a 

promising carrier for insulin to form self-assembled nanoparticles that protect insulin 

against proteolytic and chemical degradation, and compare to free insulin improve the 

uptake of insulin uptake through the intestine, together with its hypoglycemic effect. The 
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better results obtained with the p(CBA/ABOL) nanoparticles may result from improved 

adhesion to the mucus layer due to the reaction with the disulfide bonds in the carrier, and 

therefore leading to increased insulin absorption through the intestinal membrane. The 

SS-PAA polymers are therefore likely to represent a good template with a great potential for 

oral insulin delivery, but more studies are required. 

Further improvement could be achieved by including targeting agents to the nanoparticles, 

as an efficient strategy to increase the intestinal adsorption of peptide/protein carriers is 

the conjugation with moieties that are recognized by the endogenous cellular-transport 

systems in the GI tract [24]. Targeting moieties can be linked to the surface of nanocarriers 

to improve endocytosis uptake. In most cases, antibodies and fragments or oligopeptides, 

carbohydrates, glycolipids, and folic acid were selected to target different organs and 

tissues, as the intestine [66]. Notably, it has been demonstrated for oral delivery of 

peptides and proteins that Vitamin B12, when attached to the surface of nanoparticles or 

conjugated to the protein, usually via spacing units, promotes the uptake by the 

receptor-mediated endocytosis pathway. Therefore its application as targeting moiety has 

significant potential for oral peptide/protein delivery [67-70]. For example, the use of 

Vitamin B12-coated dextran nanoparticles in oral insulin delivery has lead to successful 

drop in plasma glucose up to 75% [71-73]. 

 

4. Conclusions 

Poly(amidoamine) nanoparticles were able to protect insulin against proteolytic and 

chemical degradation, and to improve insulin uptake through the intestine and its 

hypoglycemic effect in diabetic rats, as is shown by in vitro and in vivo experiments. 

Therefore poly(amidoamine)s are potential carriers for oral protein delivery, but further 

studies have to be performed to improve bioavailability. 
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Abstract: To develop therapeutic protein formulations for improved efficiency of antigen 

administration via the intranasal route, poly(amidoamine) nanoparticles were prepared, 

and were loaded with the model proteins: p24 and ovalbumin, the first being a 

component of the HIV virus particle capsid. The oligodeoxynucleotide CpG with 

phosphorothioate bases was used as adjuvant. The vaccine-loaded nanoparticles were 

characterized in term of particle size, surface charge and loading efficiency. In addition, 

their capacity to pass through epithelial and endothelial cell layers was evaluated in vitro 

using a novel cellular model, simulating the respiratory mucosa. Formulations of 

polyelectrolyte complexes formed by charge-attraction between a functionalized linear 

poly(amidoamine) and the model proteins showed to be non toxic and to efficiently 
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improve their uptake in vitro in the respiratory epithelial NCI H441 cells and the 

endothelial cell line ISO-HAS-1, indicating that this delivery system is very promising to 

achieve enhanced bioavailability of antigens.  

 

1. Introduction 

Nasal immunization has emerged as a promising and attractive route because it is easy 

and cheap to administer to large populations [1]. It does not require needles which are a 

potential source of pain and infection [1, 2]. Moreover, the intranasal route can induce 

both mucosal and systemic immune responses, which is an advantage because it has 

been shown as highly efficient for the induction of antibody responses in the blood serum 

[1, 3-9].  

The nasal route of administration has intrigued researchers for several decades, 

especially in the context of delivering peptides to systemic circulation. The nose is readily 

accessible and has a large nasal mucosa area available for drug absorption due to the 

coverage of the epithelial surface by numerous microvilli. The subepithelial layer is highly 

vascularized with a high total blood flow per cm3 and the venous blood from the nose 

passes directly into the systemic circulation and therefore avoids the loss of drug by 

first-pass metabolism in the liver. The nasal cavities allow lower doses, and the more 

rapid attainment of therapeutic blood levels through the endothelial basement 

membrane gives a quicker onset of pharmacological activity and fewer side effects. These 

benefits combined with the better patient compliance compared to intramuscular or 

intravenous injection make nasal delivery being considered as a promising approach for 

protein drug delivery [10-12].  

Nonetheless, despite the high potential of nasal drug delivery, this route has also a 

number of limitations, and therefore important issues have to be taken into account for 

the preparation of nasal formulations. The tightly impermeable epithelial cell layers in the 

nasal cavity and nasal-associated lymphoid tissues are severe limitations for the delivery 

of macromolecules such as proteins used as vaccines via the upper respiratory tract 

[13-15]. Consequently, the nose functions as a protective system against foreign material 

[16]. Moreover, the bioavailability of nasally administered peptide and protein drugs can 

be limited because a broad range of metabolic enzymes are located in the nasal mucosal 

cavity and the epithelial cells lining the cavity, inducing rapid mucociliary clearance and 

limiting the ability of peptides and proteins to reach the general circulation in therapeutic 

quantities [2, 3, 12, 13].  
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Several promising drug candidates cannot be exploited via the nasal route if they are not 

absorbed well enough to produce therapeutic effects. Proper delivery systems are 

therefore needed to improve absorption/uptake from the epithelium and to prevent rapid 

elimination of the formulations from nasal cavities. In the development of polymeric 

carriers for nasal administration, mucoadhesion of the carrier system has been reported 

as one of the most important properties to improve the bioavailability of poorly absorptive 

drugs [17-20]. Such mucoadhesive carriers adhere to the mucus layer present on 

mucosal membranes and are expected to prolong the residence time at the local site of 

absorption, leading to increased drug absorption through the nasal membrane. 

Recently, nanosized polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs) formed by self-assembly of proteins 

with natural and synthetic polymers have drawn increasing attention for application in 

therapeutic protein delivery [21-27]. In this non-covalent method, upon electrostatic 

attraction, PECs are formed by mixing oppositely-charged drug and polymer. PEC 

formation can give a homogeneous and stable dispersion of nanoparticles with cationic 

surface charge capable to bind to the cell surface and to internalize into the cell [28]. PEC 

formation has the advantage of not using sonification or organic solvents which are both 

harmful for proteins and peptides, conditions that are frequently applied in the 

preparation of nanoparticles, e.g. in the double emulsion method. 

A mucoadhesive polymer that has been extensively investigated in drug delivery is 

chitosan [29, 30]. Due to protonation of the amino groups, chitosan behaves as a 

polycation with an intrinsic pKa of 5.5. However, in neutral and basic environment the 

cationic charges will be lost leading to a dramatical decrease in solubility and eventual 

precipitation. Chitosan derivatives with higher solubility than chitosan itself, like 

N-trimethyl chitosan (TMC) and mono-N-carboxymethyl chitosan (MCC) have been 

reported to be suitable for antigen delivery, and have been shown to exert mucoadhesive 

properties and excellent absorption enhancing effects even at neutral pH [31-36]. 

Nanoparticles prepared using TMC and MCC were shown to be promising for nasal 

immunization against tetanus toxoid [37, 38].  

As an attractive alternative to chitosan, poly(amidoamine)s (PAAs) represent a family of 

functional polymers endowed with a combination of properties that makes them suitable 

for a variety of biomedical applications related to polymer therapeutics [39, 40]. PAAs can 

be easily synthesized with a broad spectrum of structural and functional variation by 

polyaddition of primary amines and bis-secondary amines to bisacrylamides. Generally, 

they are water-soluble, biodegradable and biocompatible, and show less cytotoxicity than 
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other usual polycationic vectors [39, 41-44].  

Besides the charge interaction of the protonated tert-amino groups in the PAA backbone 

with the negative sites in the mucus, additional mucoadhesiveness can be obtained by 

using PAAs containing repetitive disulfide linkages in their backbone (SS-PAAs). Mucosal 

surfaces usually have distinct regions of mature mucins which are rich in cysteines, 

residues participating in establishing disulfide linkages within and among mucin 

monomers. The disulfide linkages in the SS-PAAs can react with these cysteine residues 

by disulfide exchange reactions with the thiol and disulfide groups, and therefore increase 

the residence time of polymer on the mucus [45-48]. In addition, cationic nanoparticles 

of PAAs have been shown to bind to the cell surface and to internalize into the cell by 

endocytosis [28]. In particular, polymeric SS-PAA carriers were previously found to be very 

efficient vectors in intracellular gene delivery, yielding high transfection efficiencies 

[49-54]. Recently, it has been demonstrated that these polymers were also efficient as 

vectors for intracellular protein delivery [55]. Due to the presence of the repetitive 

disulfide linkages, these virtually-nontoxic SS-PAAs are relatively stable in extracellular 

medium but they are prone to fast degradation in the reductive intracellular environment 

[45, 56-59]. This property can be used in carrier systems that should be relatively stable 

during transport outside the cell but have to disintegrate into fragments of low molecular 

weight after uptake into the target cells, in order to release their bioactive payload and 

minimize cytotoxicity effects. 

In this study, we describe the development and evaluation of the biomedical in vitro 

properties of antigen-loaded nanoparticles for nasal application based on the 

self-assembly and formation of polyelectrolyte complexes of the PEGylated SS-PAA 

polymer cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) with the antigen p24 or ovalbumin (OVA), and the adjuvant 

oligodeoxynucleotide CpG (Scheme 8.1).  
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Scheme 8.1. Self-assembling formation of nanocomplexes at neutral pH by charge attraction 
between negatively-charged antigen (p24 or OVA) and adjuvant CpG, and a positively-charged 
polymer (SS-PAA). 
 
 
 
We chose to use a PEGylated polymer as carrier since it has been reported that 

PEGylation serves to provide high stability and stealth properties to the nanocomplexes, 

and was shown to improve their delivery via the nasal pathway [60-63]. Since many 

cationic groups have been found to be toxic which has been attributed to the high 

interactions with the plasma membrane [64], we selected a PEG chain with a carboxylate 

end group. Based on the results obtained with MCC as carrier, this negatively charged 

end group should provide good cell viability. Once the nanoparticles reach a reductive 

environment, and the multiple disulfide linkages in the main chain of the polymer are 

cleaved, as is present in the intracellular milieu, the nanoparticles with their PEG corona 

become disassembled. 

The cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) polymer possess, in addition of the repetitive disulfide moieties in 

the main chain, originating from the cystaminebisacrylamide (CBA) monomer, also 

hydroxybutylene side chains, originating from the 4-aminobutanol (ABOL) monomer. It has 

been shown that these hydroxybutyl side groups favorably contribute to the efficiency in 

intracellular delivery, presumably by increasing the endosomolytic properties of the 

polymer [50, 55].  
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Regarding the choice of adjuvant, synthetic oligodeoxynucleotides containing 

immunostimulatory CpG motifs are effective adjuvants when delivered by mucosal or 

systemic immunization routes and have demonstrated significant stimulation of the 

immune system [65-67].  

The nanoparticles were characterized in terms of particle size, surface charge and 

loading efficiency, and evaluated in vitro for nasal applications. To this end, the capacity 

of the nanoparticles to pass through epithelial and endothelial cell layers was evaluated 

using a novel cellular model simulating the respiratory mucosa. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Materials 

The peptide p24 was kindly supplied by GlaxoSmithKline Vaccines (Rixensart, Belgium). 

Labeling of p24 with Alexa Fluor® 488 carboxylic acid TFP ester (AF488) was performed 

according to the procedure provided by the supplier (Invitrogen). Ovalbumin (OVA, Albumin 

from chicken egg white, Grade VII) and FITC-ovalbumin (FITC-OVA) were obtained from 

Sigma and Invitrogen, respectively. All monomers, 4-amino-1-butanol (ABOL, 

Sigma-Aldrich), alpha-amino-omega-carboxy-poly(ethylene glycol) hydrochloride 

(cPEG-NH2 Mw 3000 g/mol, Iris Biotech GmbH), and N,N’-cystaminebisacrylamide (CBA, 

Polysciences) were purchased in the highest purity and used without further purification. 

The oligodeoxynucleotide ODN 1826, tlrl-modn-5 (CpG, Invivogen), phosphate buffered 

saline (PBS, 0.01 M, pH 7.4, B. Braun, USA) and methanol (MeOH, Biosolve) were used as 

received. Deionized water (DI water) was obtained from a MilliQ-water purification system 

(Millipore, France).  

 

2.2 Synthesis of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) 

The co-polymer cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL), with 10% cPEG side chains relative to the hydroxybutyl 

groups, was synthesized via Michael polyaddition of the primary amine monomers, ABOL 

and cPEG-NH2, to the bisacrylamide CBA, as described in Chapter 5. 

 

2.3 Polymer characterization 

Details about the 1H NMR and GPC data of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) have been described in 

Chapter 5. 
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2.4 Characterization of polymer/antigen/CpG nanoparticles 

2.4.1 Particle size and zeta-potential measurements 

Nanoparticles using cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) as polymer carrier, p24 (0.20 mg/ml) or OVA (0.25 

mg/ml) as antigen, and CpG (0.08 mg/ml) as adjuvant, were prepared at 

polymer/(antigen+adjuvant) weight ratio 12/1. To this aim, for the p24 delivery system, 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/p24/CpG nanocomplexes were prepared by adding successively 100 

μl of a PBS buffer solution (pH 7.4) of CpG (0.8 mg/ml) and 697 μl of a PBS buffer solution 

(pH 7.4) of polymer (4.82 mg/ml) to 203 μl of a PBS buffer solution (pH 7.4) of p24 (0.985 

mg/ml), followed by vortexing for 5 seconds and incubating at room temperature for 30 

minutes. For the OVA delivery system, cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/OVA/CpG nanocomplexes were 

prepared by adding successively a PBS buffer solution (pH 7.4) of CpG (0.8 mg/ml) and a 

PBS buffer solution (pH 7.4) of polymer (4.95 mg/ml) to a PBS buffer solution (pH 7.4) of 

ovalbumin (2.5 mg/ml), followed by vortexing for 5 seconds and incubating at room 

temperature for 30 minutes.  

Particle size and surface charge measurements of the nanocomplexes were determined 

by dynamic light scattering (DLS) at 25°C with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, 

Malvern) using a wavelength of 532 nm. The value was recorded as the mean of three 

measurements. The size distribution was given by polydispersity index (PDI, a value 

between 0 and 1). A PDI of 1 indicates large variations in particle size; a PDI of 0 

indicates no variation in particle size (as an ideal monodispersed formulation).  

As the size of the particles influences the eventual uptake and distribution of the particles 

inside the body, their stability was investigated and followed by DLS, at 25°C and 37°C. 

The results at 25°C represent the ability of the nanocomplex solution to be stored at 

room temperature, whereas the results at 37°C indicate the thermal stability in the 

human body.  

 

2.4.2 Antigen condensation and loading efficiency 

To estimate the loading efficiency of the nanoparticles at neutral pH, particle solutions of 

SS-PAA/antigen/CpG nanoparticles were prepared at polymer/(antigen+adjuvant) weight 

ratio 12/1, similarly as previously described using respectively AF488-labeled p24 or 

FITC-OVA (see in 2.4.1). After incubation, the nanoparticles were centrifuged at 

14000 rpm for 30 minutes at 4ºC. Aliquots of supernatant were subsequently taken and 

their protein content determined by fluorescence spectroscopy (Safire2, Tecan, Canada) at 

an emission wavelength of 519 nm and an excitation wavelength of 495 nm. The actual 
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loading efficiency was indirectly determined by measuring the difference between the 

total amount of labeled antigen added to the solution and the amount of labeled antigen 

in the free form in the supernatant. A calibration curve from solutions of various 

fluorescently-labeled antigen concentrations was determined prior to this experiment. In 

all cases, it was confirmed that free antigen was not precipitated from the solution by 

centrifugation. 

The content of CpG in the formulation was determined by HPLC. 

 

2.5 Cytotoxicity and endotoxin measurements 

Cytotoxicity was determined on the different endothelial cell types in monoculture by 

detecting mitochondrial enzymatic perturbation (MTS-Assay, Promega). 10000 cells were 

seeded on a 96-well plate and cultivated for 40 hours at 37°C. The subconfluent 

monolayer was treated with different amounts of nanoparticle formulations (dilution 1:10; 

1:50 and 1:100) for 4, 24 and 48 hours. After the incubation viability was examined by 

MTS assay. Untreated cells were set to 100% and results are depicted as percentage of 

untreated control. For detection of E-selectin a cell based Enzyme Immuno Assay (EIA) 

was used on cells fixed after exposure to nanoparticles to quantify the E-selectin 

expression. Nanoparticles were added for 4 or 24 hours to human umbilical vein 

endothelial cells (HUVEC). The assay is based on the detection of a chromogen that is 

formed after primary (E-selectin) antibody has bound with the secondary enzyme-coupled 

antibody. As controls for E-selectin positive cells HUVEC were exposed to concentrations 

of 1 µg/ml, 200 ng/ml, 100 ng/ml Lipopolysaccaride from E. Coli (LPS) and 300 U/ml, 60 

U/ml, 30 U/ml tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α). The E-selectin expression is measured 

after addition of the chromogen OPD and 2N H2SO4 at 492 nm.  

 

2.6 In vitro transport studies 

For in vitro transport studies a co-culture model of respiratory epithelial cells and 

endothelial cells grown on both sides of a transwell filter membrane over 10 days was 

used. The assembly of that model was described previously [68]. Both, the respiratory 

epithelial NCI H441 cells and the endothelial cell line ISO-HAS-1 in co-culture establish 

contact inhibited monolayers. Maximum transbilayer electrical resistance (TER) values 

were found after 10 to 12 days of co-cultivation and averaged 500 Ohm·cm2. At that time 

point NCI H441 cells show a continuous, circumferential immunostaining of the tight 

junctional protein, ZO-1 and the adherent junction proteins, like E-Cadherin, alpha- and 
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ß-Catenin. In vitro transport studies (apical to basolateral) were performed by exposing 

the respiratory epithelial cells over 4 or 24 hours with carrier formulations. After different 

time points (30 minutes, 1, 2, 4, 6 and 24 hours) samples were taken from the lower well 

of the transwell unit to monitor release kinetics of the loaded antigen. Additionally, after 

exposure time the remaining amount of drug load was detected in the upper well. This 

proceeding allows detecting the amount of carrier formulation that was not attached to or 

uptaken by the respiratory epithelium within exposure time. An additional sample 

acquisition in the lower (basolateral) well was performed after 48 hours. Therewith a 

potential decelerated release/transport of the antigen load should be taken into account. 

Peptides/proteins released by the epithelial cells might interfere with the amount of 

antigen/adjuvant that could be transported. Regarding sensitivity and specificity a 

bioassay for p24 (Perkin Elmer) or OVA (Seramun Diagnostica GmbH) was chosen to 

measure a possible drug transport.  

 

 
Figure 8.1. Assembly of the in vitro co-culture model. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Synthesis and characterization of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) 

In this study, cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) (see structure in Figure 8.2), a bioreducible PAA polymer 

with repetitive disulfide linkages in their main chain (SS-PAA) was synthesized via Michael 

addition of the corresponding primary amine monomers, ABOL and cPEG-NH2, to CBA, as 

described in Chapter 5.  

 

 
Figure 8.2. Structure of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) synthesized by Michael-type polyaddition of a CBA, 
ABOL and cPEG-NH2.  
 
 
 
Details about the 1H NMR and GPC data of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) are given in Chapter 5. 

 

 

3.2. Antigen uptake into the PAA nanoparticles: physical characterization  

At physiological pH (pH 7.4), the PAAs are present as polycations due to partial protonation 

of the tertiary nitrogens in the main chain of the polymer. Charge interaction with the 

negatively-charged antigen (p24: pI = 5.9, OVA: pI = 4.6) and adjuvant (CpG with 

phosphorothioate bases) can be expected since these entities have a net negative charge 

under these conditions. DLS and zeta-potential measurements showed that the 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) polymer is capable to form nanosized polyelectrolyte complexes by 

self-assembly with both antigens, p24 and OVA, and adjuvant. The particles have sizes 

smaller than 200 nm with low polydispersity (PDI < 0.15) and slightly positive surface 

charge (ca. +2 mV) in PBS buffer solution pH 7.4.  
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Table 8.1. Size distributions and zeta-potentials of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/p24/CpG and 
cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/OVA/CpG nanoparticles measured by DLS at 25ºC. 
 

Nanoparticle Particle size 
(nm) 

Surface charge 
(mV) 

Antigen 
loading 

efficiency (%) 
* 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/p24/CpG 112 ± 1 2.4 ± 0.2 91 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/OVA/CpG 169 ± 1 2.0 ± 0.2 92 

 
* Percentage of fluorescently-labeled antigen that is incorporated in the polymeric nanoparticles 
(+/- 1). Initial antigen concentration is 0.25 mg/ml and 0.20 mg/ml for p24 and OVA, respectively. 
 
 
 
The content of CpG in the formulation was determined by HPLC, and it was shown that the 

loading efficiency of CpG in the formulations was ≥ 88% of an initial concentration of 0.08 

mg/ml, which corresponds to antigen/adjuvant ratios of 2.6/1 and 3.3/1 for p24/CpG 

and OVA/CpG, respectively. 

 

To evaluate the role of the adjuvant in the formulation, a comparable formulation was 

prepared with similar polymer and antigen concentrations, but without CpG. DLS 

measurements showed that, without CpG, particles with ununiform size with high PDI 

were formed (data not shown), whereas in the presence of CpG a well-defined size 

distribution with low PDI was obtained. Therefore, the presence of CpG as adjuvant 

revealed to be important for the formation and the stability of the 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/antigen/CpG nanocomplexes. 

 

Repetitive size measurements in time show that the nanoparticles formed with p24 and 

OVA were stable for more than one month at room temperature. Figure 8.3 represents the 

particle size of the cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/antigen/CpG nanocomplexes at 37ºC. The particle 

size of the cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/p24/CpG and of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/OVA/CpG 

nanoparticles slightly increased during the first 12 hours from ca. 115 and 155 nm to 

155 and 185 nm, respectively, and then stayed stable for at least 10 days. 
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Figure 8.3. Evolution in time of the particle size of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/p24/CpG and 
cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/OVA/CpG nanoparticles measured by DLS at 37ºC. 
 
 
 

3.3. In vitro cytotoxicity and cellular uptake  

3.3.1 Cytotoxicity and endoxotin-testing 

The effect of the nanoparticles on the cell viability of endothelial cells was determined by 

MTS assay, measuring the percentage of metabolic active cells, and the endotoxin 

contamination was determined by measuring E-selectin expression. The results are 

presented in Figure 8.4, and are expressed for single components and complete 

nanoparticle formulations containing p24 and OVA. 
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Figure 8.4. Cell viability measured by the MTS assay after 24 hour exposure to single components 
and nanoparticle formulations containing p24 (A) and OVA (B). E-selection expression after 4 hour 
exposure to single components and nanoparticle formulations containing p24 (C) and OVA (D). 
Positive controls for E-selectin induction LPS (1µg/ml, 200ng/ml, 100 ng/ml) and TNF-α (300 
U/ml, 60 U/ml, 30 U/ml). 
 
 
 
The results of the in vitro cytotoxicity testing by MTS show that the single components of 

the nanoparticle formulations, i.e. cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL), CpG, p24 and OVA, as well as the 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/antigen/CpG nanocomplexes are non-toxic (Figures 8.4A and 8.4B). 

Additionally, all tested components can be regarded as endotoxin-free, because they did 

not cause an induction of E-selectin after 4 hours of exposure to endothelial cells (Figures 

8.4C and 8.4D). In contrast, the positive controls for E-selectin induction, LPS and TNF-α, 

showed the expected concentration dependent increase in E-selectin expression after 4 

hours of exposure.  

 

3.3.2 Cellular transport 

To evaluate the capacity of the nanoparticles to pass through epithelial and endothelial 

cell layers, we developed and used a novel cellular model simulating the respiratory 

mucosa. To this aim, a co-culture model of respiratory epithelial cells and endothelial cells 
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grown on both sides of a transwell filter membrane, in which both, the respiratory 

epithelial NCI H441 cells and the endothelial cell line ISO-HAS-1 in co-culture establish 

contact inhibited monolayers, was used. The respiratory epithelial cells were exposed to 

the cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/antigen/CpG nanoparticle solutions for 24 hours, as well as the 

free antigen and CpG. The amount of antigen load was detected in the lower well after 

different time points during 48 hours, permitting to simulate and follow potential antigen 

release through the nasal membrane. 

 

Prior to transport studies, we insured that there was not any damage in the cellular 

barrier. Since the transport of macromolecules could be just achieved simply due to the 

breakdown of the barrier, an intact cellular barrier is a positive control for an intact 

transport system. For this reason, the Transepithelial Electrical Resistance (TER) was 

measured after different times during the 48 hours of exposure of the single components 

and the nanoparticle formulations containing p24 and OVA to the respiratory epithelial 

NCI H441 cells and the endothelial cell line ISO-HAS-1 in co-culture grown on both sides 

of a transwell filter membrane.  

As shown in Figure 8.5, the TER value of the respiratory tract model did not significantly 

vary during the full time of the experiments and was comprised between 100 and 150% 

compared to the untreated control sample. These results indicate that within an exposure 

time of 48 hours the TER value was not influenced by the different nanoparticle 

formulations or the single components used for nanoparticle assembly, either formulated 

with p24 (Figure 8.5.A) or OVA (Figure 8.5.B). This proves that the barrier of the 

respiratory cell co-culture model is kept intact, and means that the nanoparticle 

formulations did not cause any harm on the respiratory co-culture barrier.  
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Figure 8.5. Transepithelial Electrical Resistance (TER) measurement for nanoparticle formulations 
containing p24 (A) and OVA (B). 
 
 
 
The amount of antigen in the lower well during apical exposure to the nanoparticle 

formulations containing p24 and OVA was measured using ELISA techniques after 

different times of exposure. As a control, a solution containing adjuvant and antigen was 

also loaded, and the amount of antigen in the basolateral chamber was measured in 

time.  
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Calibration curves were generated with samples of known antigen concentrations, and for 

both antigens, p24 and OVA, a transport through the respiratory barrier model was 

detected, as shown in Figures 8.6A and 8.6B, respectively.  

 
 

Figure 8.6. Amount of antigen in the lower well during apical exposure to nanoparticle 
formulations containing p24 (A) and OVA (B). As a control, a solution containing adjuvant and 
antigen was also loaded.  
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Figure 8.6 shows that during the 24 first hours of exposure, for both p24 and OVA, a 

gradient increase of antigen concentration in the lower well was measured and reached a 

maximum after 24 hours of exposure. After removal of the nanoparticle formulations from 

the upper well after 24 hours of exposure, no further increase in antigen concentration 

was detected, and the measured p24 or OVA concentrations after 48 hours of exposure 

are approximately the same than after 24 hours. This means that no transport has taken 

place during the next 24 hours (with a total time of exposure of 48 hours), implying that 

no decelerated release/transport of the antigen load has occurred. After 24 hours of 

exposure, no antigen stays inside of the cells and is released with time delay into the 

lower well. 

The measured concentrations of p24 in the basolateral chamber were considerably 

higher (> 140%) for the p24-nanoparticle formulation than for free p24, indicating a 

significant improvement of uptake/transport when the antigen is loaded into the 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) nanoparticles, therefore enhancing the permeability of p24. 

In contrast, already after two hours of exposure a higher concentration of OVA was 

transported over the respiratory barrier model using the mixture OVA/CpG compared to 

OVA incorporated in the cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) nanoparticles (Figure 8.6A). Compared to 

OVA/CpG, only 60% of the OVA content of the nanoparticles was transported after 24 

hours. 

The absorption of free albumin across the alveolar epithelial cell monolayers via 

transcytosis, as described by Kim et al. [69], might explain these results. It was shown 

that the transport of albumin is highly dependent upon its size, and that net saturable 

absorption of albumin across tight rat alveolar epithelial cell monolayers appears to occur 

predominantly via transcytosis [69, 70], instead of via passive diffusion, translocation of 

albumin across the alveolar epithelial barrier via nonspecific adsorptive endocytosis [71], 

or endocytosis through adsorption of ligands [72]. Therefore, although the PAA 

nanocarrier inducing endocytosis inside the cells showed detectable transport through 

the respiratory barrier model, this delivery system might not be optimal to transport OVA 

through epithelial cell monolayers. 

Moreover, CpG associated to OVA was shown by Fujihashi et al. to promote significant 

increase of immunoresponse for OVA compared to free OVA [73].  

Even if a non-negligible concentration of OVA was transported while complexed in 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) nanoparticles, internalization of OVA did not provide as good results as 

the OVA/CpG mixture. One way to improve the transport of OVA is by the inclusion of a 
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targeting ligand such as the Flt3 ligand [73, 74].  

 

4. Conclusions 

A novel bioreducible poly(amidoamine) (SS-PAA) containing disulfide linkages was 

synthesized and evaluated as carrier for the delivery of antigens through a respiratory 

epithelial and endothelial cell bilayer model. The linear polymer efficiently condensed the 

antigens into nanoscaled complexes by electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions. The 

capacity of the nanoparticles to pass through epithelial and endothelial cell layers was 

evaluated using a novel cellular model simulating the respiratory mucosa, and the 

nanoparticles were shown to enhance the permeability of p24 compared to free antigen, 

with remaining excellent cell-viability and without endotoxin contamination. 

The results indicate that bioreducible poly(amidoamine)s have potential to serve as 

functional and nontoxic antigen carriers for nasal delivery.  
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Abstract: In this study, we investigated nanoparticles formulated by self-assembly of a 

biodegradable poly(amidoamine) (PAA) and a fluorescently-labeled peptide, in their 

capacity to internalize in endothelial cells and deliver the peptide, with possible 

applications for brain drug delivery. The nanoparticles were characterized in terms of size, 

surface charge, and loading efficiency, and were applied on human cerebral 

microvascular endothelial cells (hCMEC/D3) and human umbilical vein endothelial cells 
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(Huvec) cells. Cell-internalization and cytotoxicity experiments showed that the PAA-based 

nanocomplexes were essentially non-toxic, and the peptide was successfully internalized 

into cells. The results indicate that these PAAs have excellent properties as non-toxic 

carriers for intracellular protein delivery, and provide opportunities for novel applications 

in protein delivery through the blood-brain barrier. 

 

1. Introduction 

Diseases of the central nervous system (CNS) are presently one of the five most serious 

diseases in humans, concerning over 1.5 billion people worldwide suffering from CNS 

diseases or disorders, including Alzheimer’s disease, brain tumor, Parkinson’s disease, 

white matter dystrophy symptom, Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease, meningitis, and encephalitis. 

Progress in neurosciences and pharmacology has resulted in greater knowledge of CNS 

diseases and of potential therapies. In this context, peptides and proteins have become 

important targets in neuropharmaceutical drug design for the treatment of a wide variety 

of CNS disorders [1-6]. 

While finding ways to get therapeutics drugs to the CNS is becoming more important than 

ever, it is also a great challenge because the brain tissue benefits from a very efficient 

protective barrier. Material transport from the blood compartment to the brain is 

restricted by the unique structure of the cerebral blood vessels posing a blood-brain 

barrier (BBB) that acts as the major barrier for the passage and absorption of active 

molecules to the brain. The same mechanisms that protect the brain from foreign 

substances also restrict the entry of many potential therapeutic agents [7, 8].  

The BBB is located at the level of brain capillaries, where there is a convergence of 

different cell types: endothelial cells, pericytes, astrocytes and microglias (perivascular 

macrophages). The brain microvessel endothelial cells (BMEC), separating the brain from 

the rest of the body, display important morphological characteristics such as the 

presence of tight junctions between the cells, the absence of fenestrations and a 

diminished pinocytic activity [9, 10]. The tight junctions provide significant 

transendothelial electrical resistance to the BMEC and impede the penetration of a large 

number of drugs, such as antibiotics, antineoplastic agents, neuropeptides and other 

active drugs from the blood into the extracellular environment of the brain [11-13]. 

Furthermore, BMEC express a variety of enzymes, both cytosolic and on the extracellular 

membrane, which also contribute to the restrictive nature of the BBB [14].  

This has made evident the urgent need to develop new strategies to improve drug delivery 
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to this vital organ. The diffusion of drugs from the blood into the brain depends mainly 

upon the ability of the biologically active molecules to traverse lipid membranes. The BBB 

allows mostly only high lipid-soluble molecules under a threshold of 400−600 Da to 

penetrate [15, 16]. Therefore, numerous drugs do not have adequate physicochemical 

characteristics, which are necessary to succeed in crossing the BBB [17]. This is the 

reason why several strategies have been developed to overcome the BBB including 

invasive (e.g., direct injection) and noninvasive techniques (e.g., use of prodrugs, nasal 

route) [12]. Among noninvasive techniques, the use of colloidal carriers appears a 

promising strategy. In general, colloidal drug carriers include micelles, dendrimers, 

emulsions, liposomes and nanoparticles. It is noteworthy that only liposomes and 

nanoparticles have been largely exploited for brain drug delivery.  

Among the colloidal carriers, biodegradable polymeric nanoparticulate systems have been 

investigated as potential candidates for CNS-targeted drug delivery. For instance, using 

biodegradable polymeric poly(alkylcyanoacrylate) nanoparticles, significant drug delivery 

was achieved to the brain in in vivo experiments [18]. In particular, surface modification 

of this type of nanoparticles by polysorbate 80 increased the effective drug delivery to the 

brain [19-23]. Among the biodegradable polymers, poly(lactide) (PLA) and 

poly(D,L-lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), as being approved by the FDA for certain human 

clinical uses, were also considered as safe carriers for brain delivery [23, 24].  

Recently, another type of nanoparticles, polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs), resulting from 

the self-assembly by electrostatic attraction of natural or synthetic polymers with 

oppositely charged therapeutics, have attracted increasing attention for applications in 

drug delivery [25-28]. The formulation methodology has the advantage of not requiring 

sonication or organic solvents which are both harmful for proteins and peptides, and are 

regularly used for the preparation of nanoparticles notably by the double emulsion 

technique [25]. The essentially non toxic, polycationic class of poly(amidoamine)s (PAAs) 

is an attractive class of polymers to be explored for PEC-based drug formulation. These 

polymers, which can be easily synthesized by Michael-type polyaddition of primary or 

secondary amines to bisacrylamides [29, 30], are water-soluble, biodegradable and 

biocompatible, and have generally less cytotoxicity than other common polycationic 

vectors [31-34]. These favorable properties make that these polymers have high potential 

in biomedical applications [30, 35]. In our group, we previously developed a series of 

novel linear PAAs containing repetitive disulfide linkages in their backbone (SS-PAAs) that 

were very efficient as vectors in intracellular gene delivery with transfection efficiencies 
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much higher than obtained with the PAA counterparts lacking the disulfide linkages and 

the reference polymer, polyethylenimine (PEI) [36-40]. Similar functionalized SS-PAAs 

have also shown great potential to function as vectors for intracellular protein delivery 

[41]. These polymers are relatively stable in extracellular medium but are prone to fast 

degradation in the reductive intracellular environment due to the cleavage of the disulfide 

linkages in the polymer chain [42-45]. In general, this property can be favorably exploited 

in delivery systems that should be stable outside the cell but have to disintegrate into 

fragments of low molecular weight after uptake into target cells in order to release their 

therapeutic cargo and minimize cytotoxic effects. 

In this study, nanoparticles were prepared by self-assembly of a PEGylated PAA as 

polymer carrier and a fluorescently labeled peptide as a detectable loading. These 

nanoparticles were characterized in terms of size, surface charge, and loading efficiency, 

and were applied on human cerebral microvascular endothelial cells (hCMEC/D3) and 

were examined in vitro as a model drug delivery system with potential applications to 

delivery to the brain. As a control, the nanoparticles were also applied on human 

umbilical vein endothelial cells (Huvec), cell line closely mimicking the in vivo situation. 

AGBBB5A, a D-peptide, which structure is depicted in Figure 9.1, consisting of a sequence 

of 14 amino acids with a molecular weight of ca. 1.76 kDa, was used in this study as a 

model peptide. The sequence of AGBBB5A is based on the idea to have a stable peptide 

with identical sequence to that of NAP, a peptide with known neuroprotective properties, 

which sequence (napvsipq) derives from activity-dependent neuroprotective protein 

[46-49]. The AGBBB5A peptide is labeled with biotin and fluorescein, facilitating its 

detection by ELISA and fluorescence spectroscopy, respectively. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 9.1. Structure of the peptide AGBBB5A (Mw: 1 753.4 Da). 
 
 
 
2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Materials 

The fluorescently-labeled peptides, AGBBB5A and AGBBB5D (a stable isotope-labeled 
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peptide with identical sequence to that of AGBBB5A with both glycine labeled with 13C 

and 15N, used as internal standard for LC/MS analysis), were kindly gifted by AplaGen.  

All monomers, 4-amino-1-butanol (ABOL, Sigma-Aldrich), 

alpha-amino-omega-carboxy-poly(ethylene glycol) hydrochloride (cPEG-NH2 Mw 

3000 g/mol, Iris Biotech GmbH), and N,N’-cystaminebisacrylamide (CBA, Polysciences) 

were purchased in the highest purity and used without further purification. Phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS, 0.01 M, pH 7.4, B. Braun, USA), ethanol (EtOH, Emsure), methanol 

(MeOH, Biosolve), acetonitrile (ACN, Sigma-Aldrich), trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, 

Sigma-Aldrich), and ascorbic acid (AA, Sigma-Aldrich) were used as received. Deionized 

water (DI water) was obtained from a MilliQ-water purification system (Millipore, France).  

 

2.2 Synthesis of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) 

The co-polymer cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL), with 10% cPEG side chains relative to the hydroxybutyl 

ABOL groups, was synthesized via Michael-type polyaddition of the primary amine 

monomers, ABOL and cPEG-NH2, to the bisacrylamide CBA, as described in Chapter 5. 

 

2.3 Polymer characterization 

Details about the 1H NMR and GPC data of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) have been described in 

Chapter 5. 

 

2.4 Preparation of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles 

Since the peptide AGBBB5A is poorly soluble in aqueous solution, 40% of EtOH was added 

in order to increase its solubility. 

We investigated the feasibility of nanoparticle formation between the cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) 

polymer and the AGBBB5A peptide by varying the polymer/peptide weight ratios in order to 

obtain nanosystems with optimal properties in terms of particle size, surface charge, 

loading efficiency and stability. cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles were prepared 

at different polymer/peptide weight ratios ranging from 2/1 to 48/1 by adding a PBS 

solution (10 mM, pH 7.4) of polymer (800 μl) to a PBS/EtOH solution (3/2, v/v) of 

AGBBB5A (200 μl, 2 mg/ml). DLS measurements showed that by increasing the 

polymer/peptide weight ratio, the particle size decreases to reach a plateau value at 

weight ratios higher than 12/1 with particle sizes of ca. 200 nm (data not shown). These 

results show that at weight ratios higher than 12/1 there is enough polymer to efficiently 
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encapsulate the peptide. Higher polymer/peptide ratios would introduce an excess of 

cationic polymer in solution, which might induce cytotoxicity (data not shown). 

Based on these results and the experience of former SS-PAA/protein nanoparticles using 

for instance β-galactosidase as protein payload [41], we chose for this study to prepare all 

the cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles at polymer/peptide weight ratio 12/1.  

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticle solutions were prepared by adding a PBS 

solution (10 mM, pH 7.4) of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) (800 μl, 6 mg/ml) to a PBS/EtOH solution 

(3/2 v/v) of peptide AGBBB5A (200 μl, 2 mg/ml), corresponding to a polymer/peptide 

weight ratio 12/1, followed by vortexing for 5 seconds and incubating at room 

temperature for 30 minutes.  

 

2.5 Characterization of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles 

2.5.1 Particle size and zeta-potential measurements 

Particle size and zeta potential measurements of the nanocomplexes were determined by 

dynamic light scattering (DLS) at 25°C with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, 

Malvern, UK) using a wavelength of 532 nm. The values of both size and zeta potential 

were recorded as the mean of three measurements. 

 

2.5.2 Peptide condensation and loading efficiency 

A capillary LC/MS setup consisting of an Ultimate 3000 System (Dionex, LC Packings) 

coupled to a TSQ Quantum Ultra AM mass spectrometer (Thermo Finnigan) was used for 

specific detection of the AGBBB5A peptide in the nanoparticle formulation to identify the 

preservation of the peptide integrity and the loading efficiency. The chromatographic 

setup consisted of a C3 reversed phase precolumn (Zorbax SB-C3, 5 x 0.5 mm) in 

combination with a C4 reversed phase analytical column (ACE 4, 250 x 0.3 mm). Sample 

loading was performed at 100 µl/min; elution at 4 µl/min. Chromatographic separation 

was carried out at 50°C. Acetonitrile-water mobile phases with 1% acetic acid and 0.05% 

TFA were used for sample loading, for sample elution 0.1% formic acid was used as 

mobile phase additive. Detection was performed in positive ESI mode with a nanoESI 

source using SRM (891.6–341.1, 412.2 and 608.3 for AGBBB5A, 880.5–412.2, 341.1 

and 952.4 for the internal standard AGBBB5D). Prior to LC/MS analysis, the nanoparticle 

formulation was prepared freshly as previously described (see 2.5). Sample preparation 

included the dilution to 20000 ng/ml using 8% ethanol in PBS, followed by a dilution to 

800 ng/ml using 0.5 % human serum albumin in loading mobile phase (ACN:H2O:AA:TFA 
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5:95:1:0.05 (v:v)). Finally 10 µl of TCEP solution (100 mM) and 10 µl of internal standard 

(15 µg/ml AGBBB5D in 0.5% human serum albumin in loading mobile phase) was added 

to 180 µl of the diluted solution and incubated at 60°C for 20 min in order to ensure that 

the total amount of the peptide in the formulation is measured. A pure AGBBB5A peptide 

solution was treated analogously in order to serve as a reference standard. 

To estimate the loading efficiency of the nanoparticles at neutral pH, particle solutions of 

the nanoparticles were centrifuged at 16100 g for 20 minutes at room temperature. 

Aliquots of supernatant were subsequently taken and their protein content determined by 

the LC/MS technique previously described. The actual loading efficiency was indirectly 

determined by measuring the difference between the total amount of AGBBB5A added to 

the solution and the amount of AGBBB5A in the free form in the supernatant. 

 

2.6 Cell experiments 

For the cell experiments described in the following sections, human cerebral 

microvascular endothelial cells (hCMEC/D3) were used as a model cell line to evaluate 

the cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles as carrier for the delivery to the brain.  

Cell lines like hCMEC are cells that are immortalized, and some important cell specific 

properties of primary cells are not present anymore in this type of cells (as contact 

inhibition for instance). Therefore, we also used in this study human umbilical vein 

endothelial cells (Huvec), which are primary cells expressing the proteins pronounced 

before the isolation from human tissue. We used these primary cells for limited amount of 

time (the cells were grown only for three passages) to ensure that they more closely mimic 

the in vivo situation.  

 

2.6.1 Detection of cell viability and cytotoxicity after treatment with AGBBB5A 

nanoparticles 

15,000 Huvec or hCMEC/D3 cells were seeded onto fibronectin-coated 96-well plates 

and were cultured to confluence using endothelial growth medium-2 (EGM-2) with 

supplements from the EGM-2 Single Quots kit (both Lonza, Verviers, Belgium), 5% 

additional Fetal Bovine Serum (Sigma Aldrich, Germany) and 1% (v/v) 10,000 U/ml 

penicillin and 10,000 U/ml streptomycin (Invitrogen Corporation, Germany). Cells were 

treated for 4 and 24 hours with increasing concentrations of nanoparticle solutions (0 to 

500 µg/ml), which were diluted in the cell culture medium. The cell viability was 

measured by using the CellTiter 96 AQueous non-radioactive assay (Promega, Mannheim, 
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Germany) according to the instructions from the manufacturer. The supernatant from 

nanoparticle-treated and untreated cells was removed and the cells were incubated with 

100 µl cell medium/MTS-substrate solution at 37°C for 45 minutes. The amount of the 

formazan product was determined by measuring the absorbance in a microplate reader at 

492 nm (GeniosPlus, Tecan, Männedorf, Switzerland). 

LDH release of nanoparticle-treated untreated control cells into the supernatant was 

detected by CytoTox 96 non-radioactive cytotoxicity assay (Promega, Mannheim, Germany) 

and was used as recommended by the manufacturer. An increased amount of LDH in the 

supernatant is an indicator for cytotoxicity. The release of LDH of untreated cells was used 

as control (spontaneous release), the LDH activity of lysed cells were set to 100%. 

 

2.6.2 Uptake of nanoparticles into human endothelial cell types 

hCMEC/D3 and Huvec cells were seeded onto fibronectin-coated Ibidi µ-slide chambers 

(Ibidi, Martinsried, Germany) and were treated with 250 µg/ml nanoparticle suspension 

for 24 hours. After removing the supernatant, cells were washed extensively with 1 M 

HEPES including 0.2 % BSA and then fixed with 3.7% paraformaldehyde (Merck, 

Darmstadt, Germany) in CS-buffer (0.1 M PIPES, 1mM EGTA, 4% Polyethylenglycol-8000, 

0.1 M NaOH, pH 7.0) at room temperature for 20 minutes. After washing cells with PBS, 

cell membranes were stained with mouse anti-human CD31 antibody (DakoCytomation, 

Glostrup, Denmark) and the appropriate secondary antibody (goat anti-mouse Alexa546; 

Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, USA). Afterwards, cell nuclei were stained with Hoechst dye 

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Luis, USA). Stained cells were mounted with Ibidi mounting media 

(Ibidi, Martinsried, Germany) and images were collected using a fluorescent microscope 

(Olympus IX71 with Delta Vision, Olympus, Germany). In this way, the location of the 

peptide from the cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles (green) could be observed 

with respect to the cell membrane (red) and the cell nuclei (blue). 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Synthesis and characterization of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) 

In this study, cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) (see structure in Figure 9.2), a bioreducible SS-PAA 

polymer with repetitive disulfide linkages in their main chain was synthesized via 

Michael-type addition of the primary amine monomers, ABOL and cPEG-NH2, to CBA, as 

described in Chapter 5. 

As been described in Chapter 5, the hydroxybutyl side groups originating from the ABOL 
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units favorably contribute to the efficiency in DNA transfection, presumably by increasing 

the endosomolytic properties [39]. cPEG side chains are included to induce a stealth 

effect. This stealth effect is disabled when the drug carrier reaches a reductive 

environment, due to the cleavage of the multiple disulfide linkages in the main chain of 

the polymer, as is present in the intracellular milieu.  

 

 

 
Figure 9.2. Structure of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) synthesized by Michael-type polyaddition of a CBA, 
ABOL and cPEG-NH2.  
 
 
 
Details about the synthesis and the 1H NMR and GPC data of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) are 

available in Chapter 5. 

 

3.2 Peptide condensation in nanoparticles: physical characterization and loading 

efficiency 

At physiological pH (pH 7.4), interaction between the cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) polymer and the 

AGBBB5A peptide can be expected, as depicted in Scheme 9.1. 
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Scheme 9.1. Self-assembly formation of nanocomplexes at neutral pH between the AGBBB5A 
peptide, and the cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) polymer 
 
 
 
DLS and zeta-potential measurements showed that cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) is capable to form 

nanosized complexes by self-assembly with AGBBB5A. The particles have sizes of ca. 200 

nm with low polydispersity (PDI ~ 0.25) and slightly positive surface charge (ca. 5 mV), in 

10 mM PBS buffer solution pH 7.4 (Table 9.1). 

 
 
Table 9.1. Nanoparticle characterization in terms of particle size, surface charge (zeta-potential) 
and peptide loading efficiency of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles measured at 
polymer/peptide weight ratio 12/1. 
 

Particle size 
(nm) 

Zeta-potential 
(mV) 

AGBBB5A 
loading 

efficiency (%)* 
201 ± 1 6.6 ± 0.2 65 

 
* Percentage of AGBBB5A that is incorporated in the cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles 
(+/- 1). Initial AGBBB5A concentration is 0.4 mg/ml. 
 
 
 
LC/MS spectrometry experiments were run to identify the preservation of the AGBBB5A 
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peptide integrity in the nanoparticles. The results from these experiments, summed up in 

Table 9.2, show that the investigated nanoparticles correspond well with the reference 

AGBBB5A solution. Therefore, no significant loss or degradation of AGBBB5A was 

detected after preparation of the nanoparticles, indicating that the intact AGBBB5A 

peptide is present in the nanoparticle formulation. 

 
Table 9.2. Evaluation of AGBBB5A loading in the cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles by 
LC/MS analysis, in comparison to standard solutions of AGBBB5A.  
 

 Reference 
Free 

AGBBB5A 
solution 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) 
/AGBBB5A 

nanoparticles 
Relative 

area ratio* 100 ± 11 103 ± 11 101 ± 6 

 
* Relative peak area ratio: (sample value)/(mean of reference value) 
 
 
 
3.3 Cytotoxicity and in vitro cellular uptake  

3.3.1 Cytotoxicity 

The effect of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles on the cell viability of Huvec and 

hCMEC/D3 was determined by MTS assay after various incubation times. 

It was demonstrated that the cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles, even at higher 

concentrations (500 µg/ml) did not affect cell viability after treatment for 4 and 24 hours 

(see Figure 9.3). 
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Figure 9.3. Determination of cell viability of different endothelial cells after exposure to 
PAA/AGBBB5A nanoparticles after 4 and 24 hours. After the treatment of hCMEC/D3 (A) and 
Huvec (B) with different concentrations of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles. Cell 
viability was detected by MTS assay after 4 and 24 hours. The viability of the untreated control 
cells was set to 100% viability. The results represent the means of three different experiments 
each performed in triplicates (± standard deviation; n ≥ 6). 
 
 
 
Besides the cell viability measured by the formation of formazan, cytotoxicity was also not 

induced, as determined by measuring the LDH content in the supernatant (Figure 9.4). 

Due to the unchanged level of LDH level in the treated samples even after 24 hours, no 

cytotoxicity could be measured in hCMEC/D3 as well as in the primary cells (Huvec), 
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which cell line is the one mimicking the most the in vivo situation. 

 

 
Figure 9.4. Cytotoxicity of (A) hCMEC/D3 and (B) Huvec endothelial cells after 4 and 24 hours 
treatment with different concentrations of cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles. After the 
treatment of hCMEC/D3 (A) and Huvec (B) cells with different concentrations of 
cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles, cytotoxicity was determined by LDH assay after 4 
and 24 hours. The LDH content after cell lyses was set to 100%. The untreated control represents 
the spontaneous release of LDH into the supernatant. The results represent the means of three 
different experiments each performed triplicates (± standard deviation; n ≥ 6) 
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3.3.2 Uptake and compartmental localization of polymer/protein nanoparticles 

To determine if the AGBBB5A peptide incorporated in the cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) 

nanoparticles is internalized in the endothelial cells, confluent hCMEC/D3 and Huvec 

cells were treated for 24 hours with solutions of free AGBBB5A peptide and 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles. Representative fluorescent microscopy 

images of the internalized peptide (250 µg/ml) are depicted in Figure 9.5.  

In all cases, the AGBBB5A peptide could be mostly detected within the perinuclear region 

of the Huvec and hCMEC/D3 cells, but was not detected within the nuclei. 

From the Figures 9.5A and 9.5B, it can be seen that free AGBBB5A peptide in solution 

was uptaken into both types of endothelial cells in a low extent. It is noticeable that the 

peptide formed small clusters inside the cells with sizes ≤ 120 nm. This clusterization can 

be explained by the poor solubility of the AGBBB5A peptide in aqueous solution. 

When cells were exposed to the cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles, clusters of 

similar size were visualized into both types of endothelial cells, in a much higher amount 

than in the case of incubation with the free peptide, indicating an increased uptake of the 

nanoparticles (Figures 9.5C and 9.5D). The size of these clusters was ranging between 

50 and 150 nm, which is lower than the particle size of the cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A 

nanoparticles as was determined by DLS measurements (ca. 200 nm, see section 3.2). 

This indicates that these clusters can most probably also be assigned to aggregated free 

AGBBB5A peptide, released from the cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) nanoparticles, rather than from 

intact cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles. From the results of these microscopy 

experiments, we may conclude that, using cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles as 

the carrier, the AGBBB5A peptide could be successfully internalized and released in both 

types of macrovascular endothelial cells with a much higher efficiency than incubation of 

these cells with free peptide. 
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Figure 9.5. Internalization of AGBBB5A into human endothelial cells after 24 hours of treatment 
visualized by fluorescent microscopy. hCMEC/D3 (A, C) and Huvec (B, D) cells were treated with 
250µg/ml of AGBBB5A peptide (A, B) or cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles (C, D) for 24 
hours. Cell membranes were stained in red, nuclei in blue, while the green fluorescence 
represents the internalized AGBBB5A from cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles 
(Fluorescent microscopy, Delta Vision, 40x, scale bar 15 µm) 
 
 
 
4. Conclusions 

A novel bioreducible poly(amidoamine), cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL), was synthesized and 

evaluated as carrier for the delivery of peptides in endothelial cells. The linear polymer 

efficiently condensed AGBBB5A, a model peptide, into nanoscaled complexes.  

No cytotoxicity effect was caused by cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles to Huvec 
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and hCMEC/D3 endothelial cells as was assessed by the MTS and LDH assays. Using 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL)/AGBBB5A nanoparticles as the carrier, the AGBBB5A peptide could be 

successfully internalized in both macrovascular endothelial cells (Huvec) and in 

microvascular endothelial cells from the brain (hCMEC/D3). Therefore, the polymer 

cPEG-p(CBA-ABOL) shows significant promise as carrier and intracellular delivery agent 

for the delivery of peptides to endothelial cells of the brain. However; further 

investigations have to be done to verify if transport over the BBB might be possible. 
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Conclusions 
 

In this thesis study we designed and developed multifuctional poly(amidoamine)s (PAAs) 

that are capable to form self-assembled nanocomplexes with peptides and proteins and 

can function in this form as bioresponsive vectors for protein delivery to targeting cells in 

vitro and in vivo.  

We have shown that representative examples of this novel family of water-soluble PAAs 

have very promising properties to function as vectors for highly potent and non-toxic 

intracellular protein delivery. The synthesis procedure of these polymers is compatible 

with the use of a variety of functionalized amine monomers, allowing large variation in the 

structure of the polymers, and tuning of the chemical and biophysical properties that are 

of significance for efficient protein delivery.  

We have designed positively-charged PAAs that are able to form nanosized complexes at 

neutral pH by a self-assembly process with overall negatively-charged model proteins, 

such as β-galactosidase, human serum albumin, and human insulin. In another system, 

we have developed novel PAAs with negatively charged citraconic amide functionalities in 

the side chain as an attractive category of bioresponsive polymers capable to form stable 

self-assembling nanoparticles with cationic proteins such as lysozyme at neutral pH 

conditions. Both types of nanocomplexes are stable at physiological pH 7.4 for at least 

several days and efficiently protect protein integrity. The activity of enzymes incorporated 

in the nanoparticles is completely suppressed after encapsulation in the extracellular 

environment, and it is (almost) fully retained after release of the enzyme from the 

nanoparticles (i.e. no denaturation occurs). Upon acidification of the solution (pH ~5), as 

occurs after endosomal uptake, the pH decrease and consequently the increase of 

positive charge on the protein (charge shifting) or the charge-reversal in the side groups 

of the polymers turning from anionic (citraconic amide) to cationic (protonated amine) 

leads to decreased protein-polymer interaction and thus a tendency for the nanoparticles 

to destabilize, as evidenced by DLS from their observed increase in size. Moreover, for 

nanocomplexes made from PAAs containing disulfide linkages in their polymeric 
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backbone (SS-PAAs), fast disintegration of the complexes and release of the protein 

payload is observed in reductive solution (2.5 mM DTT), mimicking the intracellular 

environment. Profection experiments showed that proteins encapsulated in PAA 

nanoparticles were successfully internalized into cells. After cellular uptake, the 

protein-containing nanocomplexes are dissociated and the protein is released inside the 

cell with remaining activity and excellent cell-viability. In addition of providing intracellular 

bioreduction, the presence of the disulfide groups also showed to increase the 

mucoadhesive properties of the nanoparticles. In the presence of mucus secreting cells, 

we showed that the SS-PAA-based nanocomplexes were capable to successfully 

internalize protein into the cell cytosol with a much higher extent than nanoparticles 

based on PAAs lacking disulfide linkages, proving the high mucoadhesive potency of the 

SS-PAA carriers. These properties render these novel polymers very promising in the 

development of potent intracellular protein delivery systems. 

Applications of these intracellular protein carriers based on SS-PAAs were investigated for 

properties important for oral and nasal administration, as well as delivery to the brain. 

SS-PAA nanoparticles were able to protect insulin against proteolytic and chemical 

degradation, and to improve insulin uptake through the intestine and its hypoglycemic 

effect in diabetic rats, as shown by in vitro and in vivo experiments. Formulations of 

polyelectrolyte complexes formed by charge-attraction between functionalized linear 

SS-PAAs and model vaccine proteins (ovalbumin, p24) and a model peptide showed to be 

non-toxic and to efficiently improve their uptake in vitro in the respiratory epithelial NCI 

H441 cells and the brain endothelial hCMEC cells, respectively. Therefore, this delivery 

system is very promising to achieve enhanced bioavailability of proteins, for improved 

efficiency of antigen administration via the intranasal route and for peptide delivery to the 

brain.  

The results described in this thesis indicate that PAAs have excellent properties which 

should create opportunities for novel applications in protein delivery. Further in vivo 

studies have to be performed to improve their potency and bioavailability. This could be for 

instance achieved by the inclusion of targeting molecules or peptides.  
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Abstract: A series of novel thermo-responsive poly(amidoamine)s with repetitive disulfide 

linkages in their backbone for intracellular bioreduction (SS-PAAs) were synthesized by 

varying amounts of thermo-responsive groups such as NIPAAm in their architecture. The 

thermo-responsive and pH-responsive properties of these polymers could be tuned by 

variation of the structure of the SS-PAA backbone and the amount of NIPAAm in the side 

groups. These water-soluble polymers efficiently condense pDNA by self-assembly into 

nanoscaled and positively-charged polyplexes. These thermo-responsive and 

biodegradable SS-PAAs show promising properties for application as thermo- and 

pH-responsive systems for drug delivery. 

 

1. Introduction 

The structures and properties of stimuli-responsive polymers can change with 

environmental conditions such as temperature, pH, and ionic strengths, which make such 

smart polymers interesting for various biomedical applications [1-11]. 

Among those, thermo-reversible polymers have attracted strong attention in the 

pharmaceutical industry due to their potential to act as novel carriers of therapeutic 

macromolecules, such as proteins and nucleic acids. The thermo-reversible character (i.e. 

temperature-dependent solubility) of a thermo-reversible drug delivery system allows to 

carry out many desired manipulations in a solution state before administration, such as 
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mixing, injecting and macromolecule conjugation, but eventually enables to induce a 

phase separation simply by increasing the temperature above the solubility limit of the 

polymers.  

Polymers of N-isopropylacrylamide (PNIPAAm) have been the most commonly studied 

thermo-reversible polymers, and PNIPAAm-based smart micelles, hydrogels, and 

bioconjugates have been exploited for various biomedical applications, notably in drug 

delivery and tissue engineering [9-13].  

A PNIPAAm homopolymer exhibits a lower critical solution temperature (LCST: temperature 

for soluble   insoluble transition) of 30-32ºC in water [14]. The LCST is believed to 

represent the temperature at which hydrophobic forces (due to interaction of 

−N(H)−CH(CH3)2 groups), causing insolubility in an aqueous environment, are balanced by 

H-bonding between water and −HN− and −C=O groups that retain the polymer in solution. 

Above the LCST, the hydrated polymers collapse to a globular state forming micelles. The 

LCST of PNIPAAm can be efficiently controlled by incorporating charged units, such as 

methacrylic acid, as well as hydrophobic units, such as butyl methacrylates [15-17]. 

Therefore the LCST of PNIPAAm can be feasibly tuned to be around biological temperature 

[18].  

Nevertheless, the non-biodegradability of PNIPAAm renders unavoidable hurdles to their 

applications. As an alternative, instead of radical polymerization, NIPAAm units can be 

grafted to biodegradable polymers. For instance, Wu et al. showed that 

NIPAAm-g-poly(aminoester)s have thermo-responsive behavior similar to PNIPAAm, even 

with their relatively lower density of NIPAAm units along the hydrophilic backbones. 

Moreover, the poly(aminoester) backbone is degradable, pH-responsive, and feasible for 

further applications [19]. In another example, Recillas et al. synthesized a series of 

chitosan-g-NIPAAm, resulting in water-soluble polymers showing thermo-reversibility with a 

sharp LCST [20].  

Based on these results, we hypothesized that grafting of NIPAAm moieties to 

poly(amidoamine)s (PAAs) could introduce thermo-responsible properties to these 

polymers that can be exploited for biomedical applications, e.g. in temperature controlled 

drug delivery. 

PAAs can be easily synthesized by Michael-type polyaddition of primary or secondary 

amines to bis(acrylamide)s [21, 22]. These polymers are water-soluble, biodegradable and 

biocompatible, with lower cytotoxicity profiles than other usual polycationic vectors 

[23-26]. PAAs have high potential in biomedical applications [22, 27] and have found to be 
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particularly suitable for use as intracytoplasmic and endosomolytic vectors for the delivery 

of anticancer drugs [28, 29], proteins [30, 31] and nucleic acids [32, 33]. PAAs have the 

advantage to degrade into oligomeric products in aqueous media within days or weeks, 

depending on their structure [34, 35]. These polymers are hydrolytically much more stable 

than poly(aminoester)s and important improvement of the extracellular stability is 

obtained with these polymers. The degradation of PAAs under physiological conditions is, 

however, very slow and it can be expected that amide hydrolysis does not contribute to the 

intracellular release of macromolecules from nanoparticles made of this polymer.  

In our group, we have recently developed a series of novel linear PAAs containing repetitive 

disulfide linkages in their backbone (SS-PAAs) that have shown to be very efficient as 

vectors in intracellular gene delivery. Appropriately functionalized SS-PAAs (e.g. with 

4-hydroxybutyl or 4-imidazolylethyl side groups) self-assemble with DNA into nanoscaled 

polyplexes that show transfection efficiencies much higher than obtained with the PAA 

counterparts lacking the disulfide linkages, or the reference polymer, polyethylenimine 

(PEI) [36-40]. These polymers are relatively stable in extracellular medium but are prone to 

fast degradation in the reductive intracellular environment due to the cleavage of the 

disulfide linkages in the polymer chain [41-44]. This property can be favorably exploited in 

delivery systems that should be stable outside the cell but have to disintegrate into 

fragments of low molecular weight quickly after uptake into target cells in order to release 

therapeutic cargo and minimize cytotoxic effects.  

The objective of this study was to include structures similar to NIPAAm in the SS-PAA 

structure in order to obtain SS-PAA nanoparticles with thermo-responsive behavior. The 

objective was to obtain materials with LCST between 20 and 37ºC, making them suitable 

for biomedical applications, notably for drug and gene delivery. 

A series of novel SS-PAAs were synthesized with varying amounts of thermo-responsive 

monomer, and the thermo-responsibility of these polymers was studied. Furthermore, the 

capacity of these SS-PAAs to encapsulate plasmid DNA into nanoparticles was 

investigated.  

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Materials 

All monomers used for the polymer synthesis, 4-amino-1-butanol (ABOL, Aldrich), 

3-amino-N-isopropylpropanamide hydrochloride (3ANIPAAm, Akos), 1-(2-aminoethyl) 

piperazine (AEP, Aldrich), and N,N’-cystaminebisacrylamide (CBA, Polysciences) were 
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purchased in the highest purity available and used without further purification. 

N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm) was ordered from Sigma-Aldrich, and was purified three 

times by recristallization in n-hexane (Biosolve).  

MES (Sigma-Aldrich), dithiothreitol (DTT, Sigma-Aldrich), triethylamine (TEA, Sigma-Aldrich), 

SYBR safe (Invitrogen), agarose (Eurogentec), and methanol (MeOH, Biosolve) were used 

as received. The plasmid pDNA (pCMV-LacZ, containing a bacterial LacZ gene preceded by 

a nuclear localization signal under control of a CMV promoter) was purchased from 

Plasmid Factory (Bielefeld, Germany). Deionized water (DI water) was obtained from a 

MilliQ-water purification system (Millipore, France). 

 

2.2 Synthesis of thermo-responsive SS-PAA poly(amidoamine)s 

A series of bioreducible PAA co-polymers, p(CBA-ABOLm/3ANIPPAmn), indicated as SS-PAA, 

possess repetitive disulfide linkages in its main chain and various amounts of ABOL and 

3ANIPPAm, was synthesized by Michael-type polyaddition of the primary amine monomers 

ABOL and 3ANIPPAm to CBA. Since the addition polymerization is a stepwise process, 

equal monomer ratios monomeric amine/bisacrylamide were used in the synthesis in 

order to obtain PAAs of highest theoretical molecular weight. The amine monomeric ratio 

m/n of ABOL and 3ANIPPAm used were m/n = 100/0, 50/50, and 25/75. For each 

polymerization, 10·m mmol of ABOL and 10·n mmol of 3ANIPPAm were added into a brown 

reaction flask and dissolved in MeOH/DI water mixture (5 ml, 4/1 v/v). Since 3ANIPPAm 

was supplied in the protonated ammonium state, an equimolar amount of the base TEA 

was added to the polymerization mixture to ensure the presence of unprotonated 

3ANIPPAm as reactive primary amine.  

All polymerizations were carried out under magnetic stirring in the dark at 45°C under 

nitrogen atmosphere. The reaction mixture became homogeneous in less than two hours. 

The reaction was allowed to proceed for 10−14 days yielding to a viscous solution. During 

the polymerization a gradual increase in viscosity was observed. In all cases gelation did 

not occur. In a final stage, 10 mol% excess ABOL (0.09 g, 1 mmol) was added to the 

reaction mixture and stirring was continued for two days at 45°C in order to ensure that all 

potentially toxic acrylamide end groups are consumed and the polymers contain only 

amino end groups. Subsequently, the resulting solution was diluted with 30 ml DI water, 

acidified with 4M HCl aqueous solution to pH ~5, and then purified and isolated by 

ultrafiltration operation (3 kg/mol cut-off) with filtrated acidic DI water (pH ~5), followed by 

freeze-drying.  
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Another SS-PAA polymer, NIPAAm-g-p(CBA-AEP), was synthesized via the synthesis of 

p(CBA-AEP) followed by grafting with NIPAAm. To this end, p(CBA-AEP) was synthesized by 

Michael-type polyaddition of the secondary amine monomer AEP to CBA in equimolar 

AEP/CBA ratio. Therefore, CBA (0.64 g, 2.46 mmol) and AEP (0.32 g, 2.46 mmol) were 

added into a brown reaction flask with MeOH as a solvent (2.5 ml). Polymerization was 

carried out in the dark at 45 °C under nitrogen atmosphere. The reaction mixture became 

homogeneous in less than one hour and the reaction was allowed to proceed for 6 days 

yielding a viscous solution. Subsequently, 10 mol% excess AEP (0.03 g, 0.2 mmol) was 

added to consume any unreacted acrylamide groups and stirring was continued for 2 days 

at 45 °C. The resulting solution was diluted with water to about 30 ml, acidified with 4M 

HCl to pH ~5, and then dialyzed through a dialysis membrane (1 kg/mol cut-off) with acidic 

DI water (pH ~5). After freeze-drying, the p(CBA-AEP) polymer was collected as the HCl-salt. 

This polymer possesses secondary amine groups that are able to react with NIPAAm by 

Michael addition to the acrylamide double bond. Grafting of NIPAAm was performed by 

dissolving p(CBA-AEP) (0.50 g, 1.3 mmol) in MeOH (5 ml) in the presence of 0.36 ml of TEA 

(2 eq.), to deprotonate the secondary amines in the polymer, and the addition of 0.29 mg 

of NIPAAm (2.6 mmol). The reaction mixture was stirred at 45ºC in the dark under nitrogen 

atmosphere for two days. Afterwards, the product was purified by ultrafiltration (1 kg/mol 

cut-off) with DI water, and the resultant polymer was collected after freeze-drying. 

 

2.3 Polymer characterization 

The 1H NMR spectra of the synthesized PAAs in D2O were recorded on Varian Inova 

spectrometer operating at 300 MHz. The molecular weight and polydispersity (Mw/Mn) of 

the synthesized PAAs were determined by GPC relative to PEO standards (Polymer Labs) 

using a Viscotek GPCMax pump and autoinjector and two thermostated (30ºC) PL 

aquagel-OH 30 columns (8μm, 300×7.5mm, Polymer Labs, with a low-molar-mass 

separation range (200~40,000)). Data was collected using a TDA302 Tripledetector with 

RI, Visc and LS (7 and 90°). 0.3M NaAc aqueous solution (pH 4.4) with 30% methanol was 

used as eluent at a flow rate of 0.7 ml/min). 

 

2.4 SS-PAA/pDNA polyplex formation and characterization: particle size and surface 

charge of the SS-PAA/pDNA polyplexes 

SS-PAA/pDNA polyplexes at different polymer/pDNA weight ratios were prepared by adding 

a MES buffer solution (15 mM, pH 6.7, 5 wt% glucose) of SS-PAA (800 µl) to a MES buffer 
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solution (15 mM, pH 6.7, 5 wt% glucose) of pDNA (200 µl, 75 µg/ml), followed by vortexing 

for 5 seconds and incubating at room temperature for 30 minutes. Particle size and 

surface charge measurements of the nanocomplexes were determined by dynamic light 

scattering (DLS) at 20°C with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Malvern) using a 

wavelength of 532 nm. The value was recorded as the mean of three measurements. The 

size distribution was given by the PDI (polydispersity index), a value between 0 and 1, a PDI 

of 1 indicating large variations in particle size and a PDI of 0 indicating no variation in 

particle size as an ideal monodispersed formulation. 

 

2.5 Agarose gel retardation 

Polyplexes at different polymer/nucleotide weight ratios were prepared by adding a MES 

buffer solution (15 mM, pH 6.7, 5 wt% glucose) of polymer (32 µl) to a MES buffer solution 

(15 mM, pH 6.7, 5 wt% glucose) of pDNA (8 µl, 100 µg/ml), followed by vortexing for 5 

seconds and incubating at room temperature for 30 minutes. DTT was used to mimic 

glutathione intracellular reduction and was added after 30 minutes of incubation obtaining 

a final concentration of 2.5 mM. After another 30 minutes (with or without DTT incubation), 

polyplexes were loaded on a 0.8 wt% agarose gel containing 1.25 µM SYBR safe. 

Electrophoresis was performed for 60 minutes at 90V in a TAE running buffer (40 mM 

tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane, 20 mM acetic acid, 10 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) 

supplemented with 1.25 µM SYBR safe. After electrophoresis, pictures were taken on a 

Biorad Gel Doc 2000 under UV illumination and analyzed using Biorad Multi Analyst 

software version 1.1. 

 

2.6 Responsivity of the SS-PAA polymers and SS-PAA/pDNA nanoparticles to temperature 

increase 

2 6.1 LCST measurements 

Aqueous solutions of SS-PAAs at different concentrations of 2.5−5 wt% in MES buffer 

solution (15 mM, 5 wt% glucose) and SS-PAA/pDNA nanoparticles at different 

polymer/DNA weight ratios were prepared in MES buffer solution (15 mM, pH 6.7, 5 wt% 

glucose). The transmittance of visible light (λ = 500 nm) was recorded as a function of 

temperature from 15 to 60 ºC using a Varian Cary 300 Bio UV-visible spectrophotometer. 

Before each measurement, the spectrophotometer was calibrated with pure MES buffer 

solution (15 mM, 5 wt% glucose), respectively. 
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2 6.2 Temperature trend response 

Changes in the morphology of the SS-PAA/pDNA nanoparticles upon increase of 

temperature and crossing the LCST of the nanosystems were followed by 

temperature-dependant DLS experiments. SS-PAA/pDNA nanoparticles were prepared at 

polymer/DNA weight ratio 12/1 in MES buffer solution (15 mM, pH 6.7, 5 wt% glucose. 

Particle size measurements of the nanocomplexes were performed with a Zetasizer Nano 

ZS (Malvern Instruments, Malvern) using a wavelength of 532 nm. Simultaneously, the 

temperature was increased from 15 to 60ºC, particle size was determined every Celsius 

degree.  

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Synthesis and characterization of SS-PAAs 

A series of bioreducible SS-PAAs polymers, p(CBA-ABOLm/3ANIPPAmn), with repetitive 

disulfide linkages in their main chain and various amounts of NIPAAm moieties were 

synthesized via Michael addition of the corresponding primary amine monomers, ABOL 

and 3ANIPAAm, to CBA and were coded in terms of the used monomers, and molar amino 

monomer (m/n) ratio used. Furthermore, another SS-PAA, NIPAAm-g-p(CBA-AEP), was 

prepared via the synthesis of p(CBA-AEP), synthesized by polyaddition of AEP to CBA, 

followed by grafting with NIPAAm.  

All the polymers were collected in ca. 35−45% yield as their HCl-salt after ultrafiltration and 

freeze-drying and were well soluble in water. The polymer structures of these polymers are 

summarized in Figure A.1.  
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Figure A.1. Structure of the poly(amidoamine)s used in this study. The polymers were coded in 
terms of the used bisacrylamide and primary amine monomer. As for p(CBA-ABOLm/3ANIPAAmn), 
m/n = 100/0, 50/50, 25/75. 
 
 
 
The 1H NMR spectra of the synthesized PAAs in D2O were recorded on Varian Inova 

spectrometer operating at 300 MHz, and were in full accordance with the expected 

structures. The absence of any proton signals between 5 and 7 ppm shows that the 

polymer did not contain any residual acrylamide end groups. Typical examples of the 1H 

NMR spectra are shown in Figure A.2. 
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Figure A.2. 1H NMR spectra (D2O, 300 MHz) of p(CBA-AEP), NIPAAm-g-p(CBA-AEP) and 
p(CBA-ABOL50/3ANIPAAm50) 
 
 
 
Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) measurements showed that the weight-average 

molecular weight (Mw) of p(CBA-ABOL) and NIPAAm-g-p(CBA-AEP) were 5.9 and 8.9 
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kg/mol, respectively, with polydispersity index PDI = 1.2. 

Due to solubility reasons under the conditions used for the GPC experiments, the 

molecular weight of p(CBA-ABOL50/3ANIPAA50) and p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAA75) could not 

be determined. However, based on our experience in the synthesis of functionalized PAAs 

and their characterization in terms of yield and molecular weight, we may expect 

molecular weights with values approaching those of the homopolymer p(CBA-ABOL). 

 

Table A.1. Characterization of SS-PAAs (homopolymers and copolymers), in terms of composition, 
molecular weight (Mw, PDI). 
 

Polymer 
Composition 

ABOL/3ANIPAAm * 
Mw ** 

PDI 

(Mw/Mn) ** 

p(CBA-ABOL) 100/0 5.9 1.2 

p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75) 75/25 n.d. n.d. 

p(CBA-ABOL50/3ANIPAAm50) 50/50 n.d. n.d. 

NIPAAm-g-p(CBA-AEP) n.a. 8.9 1.2 

 
n.d. : not determined, * : determined by integrated peak area from 1H NMR (D2O, 300 MHz) 
** : average-weight molecular weight (Mw) determined by GPC measurement 
 
 
 

3.2. pDNA uptake into the SS-PAA nanoparticles: physical characterization 

A requirement for cationic polymers to function as gene delivery vectors is that they are 

able to condense pDNA into nanosized polyplexes. In previous work, the polymers 

p(CBA-ABOL) and p(CBA-AEP) were shown to efficiently condense pDNA into nanosized 

polyplexes of 110-120 nm [37, 39]. In this study we have investigated the capacity of 

these novel SS-PAAs, for which the polymer architecture has been modified to include 

NIPAAm-like groups, on their behavior to condense pDNA as a function of temperature 

and pH. 

DLS measurements show that four of the SS-PAAs already condense pDNA at 

polymer/pDNA weight ratio 12/1 into polyplexes with small particle size (< 130 nm) and 

positive surface charge (> 20 mV) (Figure A.3). Remarkably small polyplexes with sizes < 

40 nm were observed for polyplexes of p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75) and 

p(CBA-ABOL50/3ANIPAAm50) containing both thermo-responsive 3ANIPAAm and 
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hydroxybutanol groups as side chains.  

 

 
Figure A.3. Size distributions and zeta-potentials of SS-PAA/pDNA polyplexes measured by DLS at 
20ºC according to the SS-PAA/pDNA weight ratio, using p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75) (black bars), 
p(CBA-ABOL50/3ANIPAAm50) (grey bars), NIPAAm-g-p(CBA-AEP) (white bars), and p(CBA-ABOL) 
(striped bars) as polymeric vector. 
 
 
 
Agarose gel electrophoresis experiments demonstrate the complexation between SS-PAA 

and pDNA and allow estimating the minimal amount of polymer necessary to completely 

condense pDNA. This can be observed by the absence of free pDNA bands on the gel. 

Agarose gels were run using SS-PAA/pDNA polyplexes prepared at polymer/pDNA weight 

ratios ranging from 12/1 to 48/1. Naked DNA was included in the experiments and was 

loaded as a control. As is shown in Figure A.4, naked DNA substantially migrates towards 

the positive electrode, as expected due to its overall negative charge. However, the 

presence of positively-charged SS-PAA results in a dramatic decrease of the mobility of 

pDNA, which can initially be attributed to a shielding of the negative surface charges on 

binding of the cationic polymer and at higher ratios to the formation of polyplexes. 

Complete migration is already retarded for the p(CBA-ABOL) and 

p(CBA-ABOL50/3ANIPAAm50) at polymer/DNA weight ratios 12/1, whereas for 

p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75) and NIPAAm-g-p(CBA-AEP), migration is only retarded for 
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polymer/DNA weight ratios above 24/1. These results show that the inclusion of NIPAAm 

structure in the architecture of the SS-PAA may decrease the polymer capacity to 

efficiently condense pDNA, and therefore more polymer is needed to enhance 

condensation. 

 

 
Figure A.4. Agarose gel electrophoresis of SS-PAA/pDNA polyplexes prepared at different 
SS-PAA/pDNA weight ratios ranging from 12/1 to 48/1, in 15mM MES buffer pH 6.7 containing 
5% glucose. 1: naked pDNA as a control, 2−12: SS-PAA/pDNA polyplexes using 
p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75) (2−4), p(CBA-ABOL50/3ANIPAAm50) (5−7), NIPAAm-g-p(CBA-AEP) 
(8−10), and p(CBA-ABOL) (11−12) as polymeric vector. 
 
 
 
3.3. Thermo-responsivity of the SS-PAA polymers and SS-PAA/pDNA nanoparticles 

The inclusion of 3ANIPAAm in the architecture of the SS-PAAs induces thermo-responsivity, 

as is clearly shown when the temperature is increased from room temperature to 50ºC. 

Polymer solutions of 2.5 wt% p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75), in MES buffer solution pH 6.7, 

changed for clear to milky, which indicates a transition to a less soluble state of the 

polymer (Figure A.5). Similar behavior was observed using p(CBA-ABOL50/3ANIPAAm50) 

and NIPAAm-g-p(CBA-AEP). 
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Figure A.5. Photograph of (A) 2.5 wt% aqueous solution of p(CBA-ABOL) in MES buffer solution pH 
6.7 at 50ºC, (B, C) 2.5 wt% aqueous solution of p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75) in MES buffer 
solution pH 6.7, at 15ºC (B) and at 50ºC (C).  
 
 
 
3.3.1 Dependency on pH and polymer concentration 

Figure A.6 shows the temperature dependence of transmittance of 2.5−5 wt% solutions 

of p(CBA-ABOL50/3ANIPAAm50), p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75), and NIPAAm-g-p(CBA-AEP) 

at 500 nm, at different pH values. All these three polymers exhibit thermo-response with 

complete reduction of the transmittance when temperature is increased.  

This thermo-responsive behavior is pH dependent. The transmittance of 2.5 wt% and 5 

wt% aqueous solution of p(CBA-ABOL50/3ANIPAAm50), showed in Figures A.6A and A.6B, 

respectively, sharply decreases when temperature is raised at pH values from 6.6, 

demonstrating a thermo-responsive behavior as these pH values. In contrast, the 

transmittance is reduced by only 5% up to 60ºC at pH 5.8 and 6.3. 

The 5 wt% aqueous solutions of p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75) and NIPAAm-g-p(CBA-AEP), 

which transmittance trend through temperature increase is depicted in showed in Figures 

A.6C and A.6D, respectively, show thermo-responsive behavior at all pH values evaluated 

ranging from 6.3 and 7.4, with a sharp decrease of transmittance when temperature is 

raised. 

As seen on Figures A.6B and A.6C, it is remarkable that the LCST values decreases with 

increasing pH, with a decrease from 36ºC to 18ºC for the 5 wt% aqueous solution of 

p(CBA-ABOL50/3ANIPAAm50) when pH is increased from 6.6 to 6.9. Similarly, the LCST of 

the 5 wt% aqueous solution of p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75) drops from 30ºC to 19ºC 

when pH is increased from 6.4 to 6.7. However, only a very subtle decrease of LCST was 

observed while increasing pH from 6.7 to 6.9.  
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This pH-dependency is mainly due to the increased hydrophilic nature of the backbone 

induced by the higher degrees of protonation of the amino groups, therefore decreasing 

the thermo-responsive hydrophobic forces causing insolubility. 

 

 
Figure A.6. Temperature and pH dependencies of the transmittance of aqueous solutions of 
p(CBA-ABOL50/3ANIPAAm50) (A: 5 wt%, B: 2.5 wt%), and 2.5 wt% aqueous solution of 
p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75), and NIPAAm-g-p(CBA-AEP), in MES buffer solution. 
 
 
 
The thermo-responsivity of the SS-PAAs containing NIPAAm moieties does not seem 

dependent on the polymer concentration at the concentrations tested. As compared the 

thermo-responsivity of p(CBA-ABOL50/3ANIPAAm50) in aqueous solution, both 2.5 wt% 
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and 5 wt% solution of this polymer show thermo-responsivity at pH 6.6 show similar LCST 

and transmittance decrease. 

 

3.3.2 Dependency on particle loading 

We investigated the temperature dependence of solubility of solutions of 

p(CBA-ABOL50/3ANIPAAm50) and p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75), free in solution or present 

as polymer carrier in pDNA polyplexes, by the measure of their transmittance. Polyplexes 

were prepared at different SS-PAA/pDNA weight ratios in 15 mM MES buffer (pH 6.7, 5 

wt% glucose). The concentrations of polymers free in solution were similar to those used 

for the preparation of the polyplexes. The results are summarized in Figure A.7. 

Both polymers, p(CBA-ABOL50/3ANIPAAm50) and p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75), free in 

solution or used as polymer carrier of SS-PAA/pDNA polyplexes, showed 

thermo-responsivity with decrease of solubility when the temperature is increased from 

20 to 50ºC, whereas the p(CBA-ABOL) polymer lacking the NIPAAm moieties does not 

show any decrease in transmittance (data not shown in Figure A.7). 

Figures A.7.A and A.7.C show that the LCST of the (CBA-ABOL50/3ANIPAAm50) and 

p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75) is not changed upon increasing the concentration of the 

polymers used (LCST ca. 40–42°C). These results confirm the outcome described in 

3.3.1, showing that at the concentrations tested the thermo-responsivity of the SS-PAAs 

containing NIPAAm moieties does not depend on the polymer concentration. However, at 

lower polymer concentrations (polymer/pDNA weight ratio 12/1), the decrease of 

transmittance is less sharp with a broader transition.  
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Figure A.7. Temperature and pH dependencies of the transmittance of aqueous solutions of 
p(CBA-ABOL50/3ANIPAAm50) (A, B) and p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75) (C, D) in 15 mM MES buffer 
(pH 6.7, 5 wt% glucose), free in solution (A, C) or condensed with pDNA into polyplexes at different 
polymer/pDNA weight ratios (B, D). 
 
 
 
Remarkably, the formation of polyplexes of these polymers with DNA shows a 

considerable impact on the thermo-responsibility of the SS-PAAs, resulting in a drastic 

decrease of the LCST values. At similar polymer concentrations, with DNA loading, the 

LCST passes from 40−42ºC to 23−25ºC and from 30−32ºC to 22−23ºC for the polymers 

p(CBA-ABOL50/3ANIPAAm50) and p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75), respectively, with however 
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a much slower gradient of decrease of solubility. 

The decrease of solubility is due to the increased hydrophobic nature of the 

thermo-responsive moieties in the polymer structure. Since pDNA is a hydrophilic 

macromolecule, the inclusion of pDNA in polyplexes increases the hydrophilic nature of 

the SS-PAAs. That is the reason why the decrease of transmittance is slower, with a 

broader transition, in presence of pDNA. 

 
3.3.3 Effects of temperature on the particle size 

We investigated the temperature dependency of the particle size of pDNA polyplexes 

made of p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75), NIPAAm-g-p(CBA-AEP) and p(CBA-ABOL). Polyplexes 

were prepared at SS-PAA/pDNA weight ratio 12/1 in 15 mM MES buffer (pH 6.7, 5 wt% 

glucose), and their particle size was followed by DLS while temperature was raised from 

15 to 60ºC. The results are summarized in Figure A.8. 

 

 
Figure A.8. Temperature dependency of particle size of aqueous solutions of 
p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75)/pDNA, NIPAAm-g-p(CBA-AEP)/pDNA and p(CBA-ABOL)/pDNA 
polyplexes prepared at SS-PAA/pDNA weight ratio 12/1 in 15 mM MES buffer (pH 6.7, 5 wt% 
glucose). 
 
 
 
As shown on Figure A.8, while increasing temperature from 15 to 60ºC, the particle size 

of p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75)/pDNA and NIPAAm-g-p(CBA-AEP)/pDNA polyplexes 
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decreased of ca. 20−30%, with a remarkable more pronounced decrease of particle size 

until temperature reaches values ca. 25−30ºC, temperatures corresponding to the LCST 

of the polyplexes. This is caused by the increased hydrophobic nature of the 

thermo-responsive moieties present in the polymer architecture, responsible for the 

shrinkage of the particles in aqueous solution. In contrast, the particle size of 

p(CBA-ABOL)/pDNA polyplexes formed with the polymer lacking thermo-responsive groups 

only decreased ca. 1%. 

These results confirm the thermo-responsivity of SS-PAAs including NIPAAm moieties in 

their side chains. When temperature is increased, smaller nanocomplexes are formed. If 

no loss of particle loading occurs, the payload might consequently be internalized in more 

compact nanoparticles, resulting eventually in better protection of the particle loading. 

 

3.4 pDNA release from the SS-PAA nanoparticles 

For efficient gene transfer, pDNA should eventually be released from the polymeric vector. 

It has been reported that insufficient unpacking of polyplexes can form a major barrier in 

the transfection process [45, 46]. Consequently, the rapid cleavage of the disulfide 

linkages in the intracellular reductive environment (containing 0.1~10 mM glutathione) is 

biologically relevant to induce fast dissociation of SS-PAAs based polyplexes and efficient 

DNA release, leading to increased levels of gene expression. In order to proof the concept 

of efficient release of DNA from the polyplexes upon disulfide reduction, the 

complexation-decomplexation behavior of polyplexes based on the four SS-PAAs was 

investigated by agarose gel retardation.  

As expected, for all the SS-PAA/pDNA polyplexes, incubation of the polyplexes for 30 

minutes to dithiothreitol (DTT, 2.5 mM), mimicking the reducing intracellular environment, 

resulted in total DNA release (Figure A.9).  
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Figure A.9. Agarose gel electrophoresis of SS-PAA/pDNA polyplexes prepared at different 
SS-PAA/pDNA weight ratios ranging from 12/1 to 48/1, in 15mM MES buffer pH 6.7 containing 
5% glucose. 1: naked pDNA as a control, 2−9: SS-PAA/pDNA polyplexes using 
p(CBA-ABOL25/3ANIPAAm75) (2−3), p(CBA-ABOL50/3ANIPAAm50) (4−5), NIPAAm-g-p(CBA-AEP) 
(6−7), and p(CBA-ABOL) (8−9) as polymeric vector, after addition of DTT to final concentration 2.5 
mM. 
 
 
 
4. Conclusions 

Introduction of NIPAAm moieties into SS-PAA polymers adds thermo-responsive properties 

to these polymers, in addition to their intrinsic pH-responsive and bioreduction properties. 

The PAA backbone and the degree of NIPAAm functionalization can be adjusted to tune the 

thermo- and pH responsive properties. Hence thermo-responsive SS-PAAs are promising 

platform materials for the fabrication of biodegradable thermo- and pH-responsive 

systems for drug delivery. However, more experiments have to be performed, as for 

instance in vitro drug release and cytotoxicity experiments, in order to better characterize 

these novel polymers and better estimate their potency for further use for biomedical 

applications.  
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Abstract: Nanoparticular delivery systems based on biodegradable polymers have 

emerged as a promising approach for protein delivery. p(CBA-ABOL), a poly(amidoamine) 

(PAA) was synthesized by Michael-type polyaddition of 4-amino-1-butanol (ABOL) to 

cystamine bisacrylamide (CBA). This water-soluble PAA efficiently condenses insulin by 

self-assembly into nanoscaled and positively-charged complexes. Stable under neutral 

extracellular conditions, the disulfide-containing nanocomplexes rapidly destabilized in a 

reductive intracellular environment. Modified nanosized polyelectrolyte complexes were 

prepared by ionic gelation after addition of molecules such as tripolyphosphate or DNA to 

the previous nanoparticles, and their properties were evaluated in terms of size, surface 

charge, loading efficiency, stability in some biologically relevant environments, compared 

to the non-modified particles.  

 

1. Introduction 

Modern biotechnology nowadays enables the production of numerous proteins and 

peptides that are, or have the potential to be, used as highly specific and effective 

therapeutics agents, as vaccines, hormones, growth factors and enzymes, to notably treat 

chronic diseases, cancers, autoimmune diseases and metabolic disorders [1-6]. However, 

negatively-charged cell membranes prevent proteins, peptides, and other therapeutics 

with anionic character from entering cells due to charge repulsion. Furthermore, peptides 
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and proteins can be subject to degradation; for instance in oral administration for which it 

is well known that their bioavailability is very low due to their instability in the 

gastrointestinal tract and their low permeability through the intestinal mucosa [7]. Several 

strategies to overcome these difficulties have been investigated, and the utilization of 

polymer-based nanocarriers, particularly mucoadhesive nanoparticles has emerged as a 

promising and versatile approach because of their facile transformation and possibilities 

to tune properties including subcellular size, biodegradability and biocompatibility [8-11]. 

Moreover, mucoadhesive properties also play an important role by prolonging the 

residence time of drug carriers and also increasing the intimacy of contact between drug 

and membrane at the absorption sites, thus enhancing the permeability as well as 

reducing degradation of drugs. 

Recently, nanosized polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs) resulting from the self-assembly of 

proteins with natural and synthetic polymers have drawn increasing attention for 

application in therapeutic protein delivery [12-15]. In this non-covalent method, PECs are 

formed by simply mixing oppositely charged drug and polymer that will interact by 

electrostatic-attraction. The PEC formation results in an optically homogeneous and stable 

dispersions of nanoparticles possessing cationic charges able to bind to and internalize 

with cell surface [13]. They have the advantage of not using sonification or organic 

solvents which are both harmful for proteins and peptides and are regularly used for the 

preparation of nanoparticles notably by the double emulsion technique.  

Moreover, several protein-loaded nanoparticles, in particular insulin-loading nanoparticles, 

have been prepared by ionotropic gelation with tripolyphosphate (TPP) counterions 

[16-20]. This type of particles has emerged as a promising approach for insulin delivery, 

especially for oral administration.  

In this study, the influence of process parameters on the properties of the polyelectrolyte 

complexes of cationic poly(amidoamine)s (PAAs) and human insulin was investigated, 

especially how TPP in the nanoparticular formulations affects the properties of the 

particles compared to the non-modified polyelectrolyte complexes. 

PAAs are synthetic tert-amino polymers, synthesized by polyaddition of primary amines to 

bisacrylamides. They are water-soluble, biodegradable and biocompatible, with less 

cytotoxicity than other usual polycationic vectors [21-25]. PAAs represent a family of 

functional polymers endowed with a combination of properties that makes them very 

suitable for a variety of biomedical applications related to polymer therapeutics [22, 26]. 
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To answer the mucoadhesive criteria for cell or mucosa adhesion improvement, we have 

developed in our group novel linear PAAs containing repetitive disulfide linkages in their 

backbone (SS-PAAs). Those polymeric carriers have been previously reported to be very 

efficient as vectors in intracellular gene delivery [27-31], but also vectors for protein 

delivery [32, 33]. Moreover, due to the presence of the repetitive disulfide linkages, those 

virtually-nontoxic SS-PAAs are relatively stable in extracellular medium but they are prone 

to fast degradation in the reductive intracellular environment [34-39]. This property can be 

used in systems that should be relatively stable during transport outside the cell but 

should disintegrate in fragments of low molecular weight after uptake into the target cells 

to release their therapeutic cargo.  

In this study, we have selected p(CBA-ABOL) as a model SS-PAA. The p(CBA-ABOL) polymer 

possesses, besides repetitive disulfide moieties in the main chain originating from the CBA 

monomer, hydroxybutyl groups in the side chains originating from the ABOL units. It has 

been shown that this hydroxybutyl side group favorably contributes to the efficiency in DNA 

transfection, presumably by increasing the endosomolytic properties [30]. At physiological 

pH (pH 7.4), p(CBA-ABOL) is present as a polycation due to partial protonation of part of the 

tertiary nitrogens in the main chain of the polymer. Charge interaction with insulin can be 

expected since this protein, with an isoelectric point of 5.3, has a net negative charge 

under these conditions, and polyelectrolyte complexes are spontaneously formed as 

represented in Figure B.1. 

 

 
Figure B.1. Self-assembling formation of polyelectrolyte complexes at neutral pH by charge 
attraction between a negatively-charged protein (insulin) and a positively-charged polymer 
(p(CBA-ABOL)). 
 
 
 
We have also investigated the effects of ionic gelation on the stabilization of the 

p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles. The formation of nanoparticles is dictated by two 
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major steps: first the spontaneous self-assembly of oppositely charged polymer and 

protein into nanosized complexes governed by charge attraction, followed by the ionic 

crosslinking of the positively-charged polymer in the nanoparticles with the 

negatively-charged polyions TPP and DNA to form compact nanoparticles, as represented 

in Figure B.2. 

 
Figure B.2. Schematic representation of insulin nanoparticle formation by self-assembling 
formation of TPP-crosslinked nanoparticles at neutral pH by charge attraction between a 
negatively-charged protein (insulin) and a positively-charged polymer (p(CBA-ABOL)). 
 
 
 
Ionic crosslinks were performed using the polyions TPP and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). 

The significant differences between these two entities are their molecular size and their 

amount of available crosslinking phosphate groups.  

TPP is a small molecule, with five hydroxyl groups, which in principle could be 

deprotonated (see structure in Figure B.3.).  

 

 
Figure B.3. Structure of sodium triphosphate pentabasic (TPP) 
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DNA is a large polyphosphate, which notorious helix structure is composed of bases 

linked together on the inside and sugar phosphate backbone on the outside.  

As a comparison to these two ionic gelation systems, chemically crosslinked 

nanoparticles were prepared by addition of trimethylolpropane tris 3-mercaptopropionate 

(3SH). 3SH contains three thiol groups reactive to form covalent bonds with the disulfide 

linkages present in the main chain of SS-PAAs. In this way, a compact network structure of 

nanoparticles can be obtained.  

 

 
Figure B.4. Structure of trimethylolpropane tris 3-mercaptopropionate (3SH) 
 
 
 
2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Materials 

Human insulin was kindly supplied by Novo Nordisk. FITC-insulin was obtained from 

Sigma-Aldrich. All monomers used for the polymer synthesis, 4-amino-1-butanol (ABOL, 

Aldrich) and N,N’-cystaminebisacrylamide (CBA, Polysciences) were purchased in the 

highest purity available and used without further purification.  

4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES, Sigma), dithiothreitol (DTT, 

Sigma-Aldrich), sodium triphosphate pentabasic (TPP, Sigma-Aldrich), deoxyribonucleic 

acid sodium salt type 1 from calf thymus (DNA, Sigma-Aldrich), trimethylolpropane tris 

3-mercaptopropionate (3SH, Sigma-Aldrich) and methanol (MeOH, Biosolve) were used as 

received. Deionized water (DI water) was obtained from a MilliQ-water purification system 

(Millipore, France). 

 

2.2 Synthesis of p(CBA-ABOL) 

The bioreducible polymer p(CBA-ABOL) was synthesized via Michael polyaddition of the 

primary amine monomer, ABOL, to the bisacrylamide CBA, as described in Chapter 3. 
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2.3 Polymer characterization 

Details about the 1H NMR and GPC data of p(CBA-ABOL) have been described in Chapter 3. 

 

2.4 p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin polyelectrolyte complex formation 

p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanocomplexes at different polymer/protein weight ratios were 

prepared by adding a HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4) of p(CBA-ABOL) (800 µl, 

ranging from 18.75 to 150 µg/ml) to a HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4) of insulin 

(200 µl, 75 µg/ml), followed by vortexing for 5 seconds and incubating at room 

temperature for 30 minutes.  

 

2.5 Modification of p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles by ionic gelation or chemical 

crosslink 

Solutions of TPP, DNA and 3SH were prepared at different concentrations in 10mM HEPES 

buffer pH 7.4. The concentration of agent added depends on the polymer concentration in 

the solution; therefore it varies for every polymer/insulin ratio used. To investigate the 

optimal final composition, for polymer/insulin solution prepared as previously described in 

2.4, different crosslinking agent/polymer weight ratios ranging from 0.1/1 to 3/1 were 

used. The crosslinked nanoparticles were prepared by adding 10% crosslinking agent 

solution to the previously prepared polymer/insulin particle solutions, and the final mixture 

was incubated at room temperature for additional 30 minutes. 

 

2.6 Characterization of post-modified p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles 

2.6.1 Particle size and zeta-potential measurements 

Particle size and surface charge measurements of the nanocomplexes were determined by 

dynamic light scattering (DLS) at 25°C and at 37ºC with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern 

Instruments, Malvern, UK) using a wavelength of 532 nm. The value was recorded as the 

mean of three measurements. The size distribution was given by polydispersity index (PDI, 

a value between 0 and 1). A PDI of 1 indicates large variations in particle size; a PDI of 0 

indicates no variation in particle size (as an ideal monodispersed formulation). 

As the size of the particles influences the eventual uptake and distribution of the particles 

inside cells, their stability was investigated and followed by DLS, measured at 25°C and 

37°C. The results at 25°C represent the ability of the nanocomplex solution to be stored 

at room temperature, whereas the results at 37°C give an indication about the thermal 

stability of the particles in the human body. 
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2.6.2 Insulin condensation and loading efficiency 

To estimate the loading efficiency of the nanoparticles at neutral pH, particle solutions of 

p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles were prepared at polymer/protein weight ratio ranging 

from 1/1 to 24/1 using FITC-labeled insulin. The nanoparticles were centrifuged at 14000 

rpm for 30 minutes at 4ºC. Aliquots of supernatant were subsequently taken and their 

protein content determined by fluorescence spectroscopy (Safire2, Tecan, Canada) at an 

emission wavelength of 519 nm and an excitation wavelength of 495 nm. The actual 

loading efficiency was indirectly determined by measuring the difference between the total 

amount of insulin added to the solution and the amount of insulin in the free form in the 

supernatant. A calibration curve from solutions of various fluorescently-labeled insulin 

concentrations was determined prior to this experiment. It was confirmed that free insulin 

was not precipitated from the solution by centrifugation. 

 

2.6.3 Stability of p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin after addition of ionic or chemical crosslinking 

agent 

Particle stability was evaluated for two polymer/insulin weight ratios: 1/1 and 2/1. For 

each polymer/insulin ratio, the TPP/polymer ratios of 0/1, 0.1/1, 0.2/1 and 0.4/1 were 

used. Moreover, particle stability after addition of DNA and TPP was tested for the 

polymer/insulin weight ratio of 2/1 and DNA/polymer weight ratios of 0.75/1, 1/1, 1.5/1, 

2/1 and 3/1, and 3SH/polymer weight ratios of 0.1/1, 0.2/1, 0.4/1 and 0.8/1. Samples 

were incubated at 25°C and 37°C and particle size was followed. Between the 

measurements, the samples were stored at room temperature for the samples measured 

at 25˚C, or stored in an incubator at 37˚C. 

 

2.6.4 Release of insulin from nanoparticles by disulfide reduction of p(CBA-ABOL) 

The release of protein from the nanoparticles at intracellular mimicking reductive 

conditions was measured using solutions of p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles at 

polymer/protein weight ratio 2/1 using FITC-labeled insulin. The reducing agent DTT was 

added to a final concentration of 2.5 mM and the solution was incubated for 30 minutes at 

room temperature. Subsequently, the solution was centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 30 

minutes at 4ºC. Aliquots of supernatant were taken and their protein content was 

determined by the measurement of the fluorescence intensity using a prior-determined 

calibration curve.  
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2.6.5 Release of insulin by acidification of the nanoparticles 

The effect of pH decrease from 7.4 to 5.1 (mimicking endosomal pH decrease) was 

investigated by DLS measurements. Particle size and surface charge measurements of the 

nanocomplexes were performed at 25°C with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, 

Malvern) using a wavelength of 532 nm. Simultaneously, the nanoparticular solution was 

titrated from pH 7.4 to pH 5.1 by regularly adding small aliquots of 0.25M HCl solution 

using a MTP-2 multipurpose titrator (Malvern Instruments, Malvern). Particle size and 

surface charge were determined every half-unit of pH. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Synthesis and characterization of p(CBA-ABOL) 

As described in Chapter 3, the bioreducible SS-PAA polymer, p(CBA-ABOL), with repetitive 

disulfide linkages in their main chain was synthesized via Michael addition of the 

corresponding primary amine monomer, ABOL, to CBA. The resulting polymer, collected in 

its HCl-salt form as white solid powder after freeze-drying, has a good solubility in water. 

The yield was ca. 45% after ultrafiltration and lyophilization. Details about the 1H NMR and 

GPC data of p(CBA-ABOL) are available in Chapter 3. 
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Figure B.5. Chemical structure of the SS-PAA p(CBA-ABOL). 
 
 
 

3.2 Protein uptake into the p(CBA-ABOL) nanoparticles: physical characterization, loading 

efficiency and optimal polymer/insulin ratio 

At physiological pH (pH 7.4), p(CBA-ABOL) is present as a polycation due to the partial 

protonation of the tertiary nitrogens in the main chain of the polymer. Charge interaction 

with insulin can be expected since this enzyme, with an isoelectric point of 5.3, has a net 

negative charge under these conditions. DLS and zeta-potential measurements showed 

that p(CBA-ABOL) is capable to form nanosized polyelectrolyte complexes by self-assembly 
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with insulin. The particles have sizes smaller than 180 nm with low polydispersity (PDI < 

0.15) and positive surface charge (Figure B.6).  

 
Figure B.6. Size distributions and zeta-potentials of p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles in 10mM 
HEPES buffer pH 7.4, measured by DLS at 25ºC according to the polymer/protein weight ratio. 
 
 
 
Table B.1 gives the loading efficiencies of the p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles at 

neutral pH in HEPES buffer solution (10 mM, pH 7.4), as determined by fluorescence 

spectroscopy measurements using FITC-labeled insulin. It can be seen that the 

incorporation of insulin in the disulfide polymer nanoparticles of p(CBA-ABOL) is complete 

even under the dilute conditions applied (insulin concentration: 15 µg/ml) for each 

polymer/insulin weight ratio measured.  

 

Table B.1. Insulin loading efficiencies of p(CBA-ABOL)/FITC-insulin nanoparticles prepared 
using different p(CBA-ABOL)/FITC-insulin weight ratios in HEPES buffer pH 7.4. The reported 
values were corrected from the protein content determined in the supernatant using free 
FITC-insulin. 

 
Polymer/insulin weight 

ratio 
Insulin loading efficiency 

(%)* 
1/1 100 

2/1 100 

4/1 100 

8/1 100 
 
* Percentage of insulin that is incorporated in the polymeric nanoparticles +/- 0.5. Initial 
insulin concentration is 15 µg/ml. 
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3.3 Modification of p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles by addition of ionic or chemical 

crosslinker: physical characterization and loading efficiency 

3.3.1 Post-modification of p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles using TPP 

Particles of p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin modified by the succeeding addition of TPP were 

prepared at different polymer/protein weight ratios using various TPP/polymer weight 

ratios, in 10 mM HEPES buffer solution pH 7.4. DLS and zeta-potential measurements 

showed an increase in particle size, notably at high TPP/polymer weight ratios, and a 

decrease of surface charge from 20-40 mV to values close to 2-3 mV after addition of 

TPP to p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles (Figure B.7).  

 

 
Figure B.7. Size distributions and zeta-potentials of p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles in 10mM 
HEPES buffer pH 7.4 after addition of TPP at different polymer /protein ratios, measured by DLS 
at 25ºC according to the TPP/polymer weight ratio. 
 
 
 
The particles prepared at p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin weight ratio 2/1 and TPP/polymer weight 

ratios 0.2-0.4/1 gave interesting results in term of size and surface charge with particle 

size similar to the unmodified particles and considerably lower surface charge, but still 

with residual cationic charge. These results would be valuable for instance for 

intravenous administration where serum proteins are notoriously known to aggregate on 

positively charged particles. A decrease in surface charge would then prevent this 

undesirable phenomenon. Moreover, for those particles, it can be seen that the 
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incorporation of insulin in the disulfide polymer nanoparticles is very high even under the 

dilute conditions applied (insulin concentration: 15 µg/ml) and similar to the unmodified 

particles (Table B.2). 

 
 
Table B.2. Insulin loading efficiencies of p(CBA-ABOL)/FITC-insulin nanoparticles prepared using 
polymer/insulin weight ratio 2/1 in HEPES buffer pH 7.4, modified with TPP at various 
TPP/polymer weight ratios and compared to the unmodified particles. The reported values were 
corrected from the protein content determined in the supernatant using free insulin. 

 
Nanoparticle 
crosslinker TPP/polymer weight ratio Loading efficiency (%) * 

no crosslinker 0/1 100 

TPP 

0.1/1 93 

0.2/1 91 

0.4/1 91 

0.8/1 90 

1/1 89 
 

* Percentage of insulin that is incorporated in the polymeric nanoparticles (+/- 1). Initial insulin 
concentration is 15 µg/ml. 
 
 
 
3.3.2 Post-modification of p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles using DNA 

Particles of p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin with subsequent addition of DNA in the particle 

formulation were prepared at polymer/protein weight ratio 2/1 using various 

DNA/polymer weight ratios. DLS and zeta-potential measurements showed that these 

modified particles have similar particle size, but have a reversed charge (ca. −30/−55 mV) 

compared to unmodified p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles (Figure B.8).  
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Figure B.8. Size distributions and zeta-potentials of p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles in 10mM 
HEPES buffer pH 7.4 after addition of DNA at polymer /protein ratio 2/1, measured by DLS at 
25ºC according to the DNA/polymer weight ratio. 
 
 
 
The highly negative surface charges indicate a distinctly different architecture of these 

particles compared to the unmodified particles. The cationic charge of the unmodified 

p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles prove that the polymer is exposed on the outside of 

the particle and may form a shell around the condensed insulin molecules. The presence 

of highly negative charges in the modified particles demonstrates that either the insulin 

or the DNA used for the modification of the p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin is now present at the 

exterior of the particle, therefore minimizing the protection of the insulin loading if insulin 

is at the outside.  
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Table B.3. Insulin loading efficiencies of p(CBA-ABOL)/FITC-insulin nanoparticles prepared using 
polymer/insulin weight ratio 2/1 in HEPES buffer pH 7.4, modified with DNA at various 
DNA/polymer weight ratios and compared to the unmodified particles The reported values were 
corrected from the protein content determined in the supernatant using free insulin. 

 
Nanoparticle 
crosslinker DNA/polymer weight ratio Loading efficiency (%) * 

no crosslinker 0/1 100 

DNA 

0.8/1 99 

1/1 90 

1.5/1 88 

2/1 86 

2.5/1 79 

3/1 79 
 

* Percentage of insulin that is incorporated in the polymeric nanoparticles (+/- 1). Initial insulin 
concentration is 15 µg/ml. 
 
 
 
It can be seen that the incorporation of the protein in the disulfide polymer nanoparticles 

of p(CBA-ABOL) is also in this case very high under the dilute conditions applied (insulin 

concentration: 15 µg/ml) but somewhat lower than in unmodified p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin 

nanoparticles. 

 

3.3.3 Post-modification of p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles using 3SH 

Particles of p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin with posterior addition of 3SH were prepared at 

polymer/insulin weight ratio 2/1 using various 3SH/polymer weight ratios in 10 mM 

HEPES buffer solution pH 7.4. DLS and zeta-potential measurements showed that these 

modified particles have slightly increased particle size, and lower surface charges 

compared to unmodified p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles (Figure B.9).  

Similar to DNA addition to the p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles, the negative surface 

charges of the nanoparticles obtained at higher 3SH/polymer ratios shows that in these 

particles the insulin might be present at the surface of the particle. 
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Figure B.9. Size distributions and zeta-potentials of p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles in 10mM 
HEPES buffer pH 7.4 after addition of 3SH at polymer /protein ratio 2/1, measured by DLS at 
25ºC according to the 3SH/polymer weight ratio. 
 
 
 
The incorporation of insulin in the disulfide polymer nanoparticles of p(CBA-ABOL) is high 

but lower than compared to unmodified p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles, with a 20% 

decrease of loading efficiency at highest 3SH/polymer weight ratios (Table B.4). 

 

Table B.4. Loading efficiency (LE) of nanoparticles crosslinked with DNA, 3SH and without 
crosslinker (PEC). 

 
Nanoparticle 
crosslinker 

Crosslinker/polymer 
weight ratio Loading efficiency (%) * 

no crosslinker 0/1 100 

3SH 

0.1/1 92 

0.2/1 92 

0.4/1 83 

0.8/1 80 
 

* Percentage of insulin that is incorporated in the polymeric nanoparticles (+/- 1). Initial insulin 
concentration is 15 µg/ml. 
 
 
 
3.4 Stability of the post-modified p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles 

Samples were incubated at 25°C and 37°C and particle size was followed to access the 
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stability of the particles respectively at room and body temperature. The results are 

shown in Figures B.10 and B.11. The self-assembly of only p(CBA-ABOL) and insulin result 

in unstable nanoparticles, for which particle size rapidly increases reaching and passing 

over the micron size after two days of incubation. The addition of TPP seems to fasten the 

destabilization of the particles with a faster increase of particle size (Figures B.10 and 

B.11, A and B).  

 

 
Figure B.10. Evolution of particle size of p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles in 10mM HEPES 
buffer pH 7.4, respectively after addition of TPP at polymer /protein ratio 1/1 (A) and polymer 
/protein ratio 2/1 (B), after addition of DNA (C) and 3SH (D) at polymer/protein ratio 2/1, 
measured by DLS at 25ºC according to the DNA/polymer weight ratio. 
 
 
 
However, while adding DNA and 3SH to the p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticle formulation 

results in stable nanoparticles with stable particle size more than one week after 

preparation of the particles both at room and body temperature (Figures B.10 and B.11, C 

and D). 
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Figure B.11. Evolution of particle size of p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles in 10mM HEPES 
buffer pH 7.4, respectively after addition of TPP at polymer /protein ratio 1/1 (A) and polymer 
/protein ratio 2/1 (B), after addition of DNA (C) and 3SH (D) at polymer/protein ratio 2/1, 
measured by DLS at 37ºC according to the DNA/polymer weight ratio. 
 
 
 
3.5 Mimicking intracellular degradation by bioreduction of the p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin 

nanoparticles 

Table B.5 gives the percentages of insulin that is released from the different unmodified 

and modified p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles after addition of 2.5 mM DTT, as 

determined by fluorescence measurements of the supernatant after centrifugation using 

FITC labeled insulin. The nanoparticles directed formed from the disulfide polymer 

p(CBA-ABOL) and insulin have released most of the encapsulated protein, due to the fast 

degradation of the polymers. Same results were observed once TPP was added to the 

nanoparticle formulation.  
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Table B.5. Insulin release from p(CBA-ABOL)/FITC-insulin nanoparticles in HEPES buffer pH 7.4 
(weight ratio 2/1), post-modified with TPP, DNA or DNA, or unmodified, after addition of DTT to a 
final concentration of 2.5 mM. 

 
Nanoparticle 
crosslinker 

Crosslinker/polymer 
weight ratio Insulin release (%) 

no crosslinker 0/1 95 

TPP 

0.1/1 93 

0.2/1 91 

0.4/1 89 

0.8/1 89 

1/1 88 

DNA 

0.8/1 34 

1/1 35 

1.5/1 48 

2/1 35 

2.5/1 34 

3/1 40 

3SH 

0.1/1 7 

0.2/1 3 

0.4/1 14 

0.8/1 19 
 
 
 
Nevertheless, a drastic decrease of release was observed when DNA and 3SH were added 

to the p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticle formulation. This might be explained by the 

difference in particle self-assembly. Since for these two types of particles, surface charge 

was highly negatively charged, the protein and protein may self-assemble with the polymer 

shielded in the core of the particles and the protein on the shell, therefore exposing its 

negative charges on the surface. Consequently, in this conformation, the polymer is 

shielded and protected from degradation and reduction by DTT, preventing insulin release  
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3.6 Mimicking intracellular acidification of the p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles 

Since electrostatic interactions between the positively-charged polymer and the 

negatively-charged protein are the main driving force for the self assembly into 

nanoparticles at neutral pH, it can be anticipated that a decrease in pH as is occurring 

while entering in more acidic environments, such as during endosomal acidification (pH 

~5) or encountered when entering the stomach (pH ~1-2), will also influence the stability 

of the nanoparticles. On one hand, a decrease of the pH will lead to a decrease of negative 

charge on the protein, but on the other hand, the degree of protonation of the p(CBA-ABOL) 

polymer will be increased. Therefore there is a delicate balance between these effects, but 

it may be expected that the decrease of overall negative charge on the protein is the 

dominating factor, since there is already an excess of positive charge present in the 

nanoparticles at pH 7.4. Thus, a decrease of the pH will lead to destabilization and 

eventually release of the protein from the nanocomplexes. DLS measurements show that 

the p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin nanoparticles significantly increase in size from ca. 150 nm to 

more than 1000 nm and surface charge from ca. 25 mV to 40 mV when the pH decreases 

from 7.4 (extracellular pH) to 2 (stomach pH) (Figure B.12), with an higher increase of 

particle size after reaching pH 5, therefore titrating the particles to pH values lower than 

the isoelectric point of insulin. 
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Figure B.12. Size distributions (left y-axis) and surface charges (right y-axis) of p(CBA-ABOL)/insulin 
nanoparticles (weight ratio 2/1) during pH titration of the particle solution from pH 7.4 to pH 2 
(titration duration: 3.5 hours), representing the pH of the extracellular and intracellular 
environments respectively, without modification (black bars, black squares) after modification with 
addition of TPP (grey bars, grey triangles), DNA (white bars, white circles) or 3SH (stripped bars, 
white diamonds). 
 
 
 
The addition of TPP, DNA and 3SH in the formulation has almost no influence in the 

stability of the particles while decreasing pH, a large increase of particle size and surface 

charge were observed notably while decreasing pH values lower than 5-6 (see Figure 

B.12), even if less drastic increase in size and charge was initially observed while adding 

DNA. 

 

4. Conclusions and perspectives. 

Self-assembled insulin polyelectrolyte complexes and nanoparticles were formed using 

p(CBA-ABOL) a bioreducible poly(amidoamine) polymer. Nanoparticles were formed by 

addition of a third agent to the formulation: TPP, DNA and 3SH, to either induce ionic 

gelation or crosslink. The addition of this third component did not significantly change the 

particle sizes, however decreased the surface charge, the loading efficiency and the 

capacity of the nanoparticles to release insulin under reductive conditions. Moreover, no 

significant influence in particle size was observed while titrating the nanoparticles from 

neutral pH to endosomolytic pH or typical pH as in the stomach. 
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Additional experiments could be performed in future studies to assess the influence of the 

addition of the third component of the formulation towards stability of insulin inside the 

nanoparticles, particularly in various simulated physiological conditions, or in the presence 

of trypsin for instance. The mucoadhesive properties of those particles could also be 

further studied. 
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This thesis describes the design and development of bioreducible poly(amidoamine)s as 

bioresponsive vectors for protein delivery in vitro and in vivo. The structural influences of 

these polymers on their physico-chemical properties and protein delivery, intracellular 

profection capability, and cytotoxicity in vitro are discussed in detail.  

A general introduction to the thesis and the relevant scientific background information 

regarding this study is given in the first two chapters. In Chapter 1, a general background 

with regard to the work in this thesis is presented. Chapter 2 reviews the current literature 

on the strategies used in the design of polymeric nanoparticles for therapeutic protein 

and peptide delivery. In this chapter fundamental knowledge about polymer-mediated 

protein delivery, notably via oral and nasal routes of administration, is given. After a 

description of the extra- and intracellular barriers to the delivery pathway, the strategies 

to overcome these barriers by the design of cationic polymers with low cytotoxicity, in 

particular poly(amidoamine)s (PAAs) for protein delivery, are outlined. Special attention 

has been given to poly(amidoamine)s with repetitive disulfide linkages in their backbone 

(SS-PAAs) that can undergo intracellular bioreduction. 

Chapter 3 describes the development of an effective intracellular protein delivery system 

was developed based on functionalized linear PAAs that form self-assembled cationic 

nanocomplexes with oppositely charged proteins. These water-soluble PAAs efficiently 

condense β-galactosidase by self-assembly into nanoscaled and positively-charged 

complexes. Cell-internalization and cytotoxicity experiments showed that the PAA-based 

nanocomplexes were essentially non-toxic. β-Galactosidase was successfully internalized 

into COS-7 cells, with almost complete β-galactosidase activity, whereas the enzyme 

alone was not taken up by the cells.  

The development of effective intracellular vectors for the delivery of proteins that have a 

net positive charge at neutral pH is described in Chapter 4. Therefore, SS-PAAs were 

designed with negatively-charged citraconic side groups that give charge-reversal upon 

pH decrease. At neutral pH, these water-soluble and linear polymers efficiently 

self-assemble with cationic proteins into nanocomplexes by charge attraction. In this 

study, lysozyme was used as a positively charged model protein. Intracellular-mimicking 

Summary 
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lysozyme release from the nanoparticles is triggered by reduction of polymer disulfide 

linkages as well as by the inversion of protein-polymer charge interaction at pH 5 

(endosomal pH) caused by hydrolysis of the citraconic side group leading to the 

charge-reversal of the polymer side group from negative to positive. Cell-internalization 

and cytotoxicity experiments showed that the SS-PAA-based nanocomplexes successfully 

internalized lysozyme into Huvec cells and were essentially non-toxic.  

Chapter 5 describes the use of surface-sensitive analytical techniques to evaluate the 

responsiveness of nanosized protein-loaded polyelectrolyte complexes when adsorbed to 

model lipid membranes. Two SS-PAAs were synthesized and used to form different 

nanocomplexes by self-assembly with human insulin that is used as a negatively charged 

model protein at neutral pH. The resulting nanoparticles collapsed on top of negatively 

charged model membranes upon adsorption, without disrupting the membrane integrity. 

These structural rearrangements may occur at a cell surface which may have implications 

for the uptake of nanoparticles.  

In Chapter 6, an effective intracellular protein delivery system for oral administration is 

described based on a linear water-soluble SS-PAA that efficiently condenses human 

serum albumin by self-assembly into stable nanoscaled and positively-charged complexes. 

In addition of providing intracellular bioreduction, the presence of the disulfide groups 

was shown to increase the mucoadhesive properties of the nanoparticles. It was shown 

that the SS-PAA-based nanocomplexes were capable to successfully internalize human 

serum albumin into the cell cytosol of co-cultures of Caco-2/TC7 and HT-29 mucus 

secreting cells, with a much higher extent than nanoparticles based on the control PAA 

lacking disulfide linkages, with enhanced uptake with higher amount of HT-29 cells, 

proving the high mucoadhesive potency of the SS-PAA carriers.  

In Chapter 7, the preparation of several formulations of polyelectrolyte complexes formed 

by charge-attraction between functionalized linear PAAs and human insulin is described 

to improve the efficiency of insulin via oral administration. These insulin-loaded 

nanoparticles were characterized by dynamic light scattering, zeta potential, and their 

proteolytic and chemical stability. Further on, their hypoglycemic effect was evaluated in 

vivo in diabetic rats. The PAA nanoparticles were shown to efficiently protect insulin 

towards proteolytic enzymes and improve its uptake in vivo leading to enhanced oral 

bioavailability of insulin.  

The PAA nanoparticles described in Chapter 8 were prepared to develop therapeutic 

protein formulations for improved efficiency of antigen administration via the intranasal 
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route. These nanoparticles were loaded with the model proteins, ovalbumin and p24, and 

the oligodeoxynucleotide CpG, having phosphorothioate bases, was used as adjuvant. The 

vaccine-loaded nanoparticles were characterized in term of particle size, surface charge 

and loading efficiency. In addition, their capacity to pass through epithelial and 

endothelial cell layers was evaluated in vitro using a novel cellular model, simulating the 

respiratory mucosa. Polyelectrolyte complexes formed by charge-attraction between a 

functionalized linear PAA and the model proteins showed to be non toxic and to efficiently 

improve their uptake in vitro in the respiratory epithelial NCI H441 cells and the 

endothelial cell line ISO-HAS-1, indicating that this delivery system is very promising to 

achieve enhanced bioavailability of antigens.  

Chapter 9 describes a preliminary investigation of nanoparticles, formulated by 

self-assembly of a PAA with a fluorescently-labeled reporter peptide, for targeting central 

nervous system diseases. The nanoparticles were characterized in terms of size, surface 

charge, and loading efficiency. Cytotoxicity and cell-internalization experiments using 

hCMEC and Huvec cells showed that the essentially non-toxic PAA-based nanocomplexes 

were capable to successfully internalize the reporter peptide into these cells.  

In Chapter 10, we give a general review of the results obtained in this work and we 

conclude that bioreducible poly(amidoamine)s are very versatile polymers in the 

development of highly potent and non-toxic intracellular protein carriers, due to their 

many favorable properties important for protein delivery, i.e. good water solubility, easy 

synthesis and modification, good protein condensation ability, facilitated vector unpacking 

for protein release, low cytotoxicity, and high profection capability. The results indicate 

that these PAAs create great opportunities for novel applications in protein delivery. 

Appendix A describes a preliminary study of the design and synthesis of a series of novel 

thermo-responsive SS-PAAs with the inclusion of varying amounts of thermo-responsive 

groups such as NIPAAm in their architecture. The chemistry of the polymer backbone and 

the thermo-responsive groups inclusion degree could be adjusted to tune the thermo- and 

pH responsive properties. These water-soluble polymers efficiently condense pDNA by 

self-assembly into nanoscaled and positively-charged polyplexes.  

In Appendix B, preliminary studies to further increase the storage and processing stability 

of SS-PAA nanoparticles are described. Modified nanosized polyelectrolyte complexes 

were prepared by ionic gelation after addition of molecules such as tripolyphosphate or 

DNA to the previous nanoparticles, and their properties were evaluated in terms of size, 

surface charge, loading efficiency, stability in some biologically relevant environments, 
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compared to the non-modified particles.  
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Deze scriptie beschrijft het ontwerp en de ontwikkeling van bioreduceerbare 

poly(amidoamine)s als bioresponsieve vectoren voor de in-vitro en in-vivo afgifte van 

therapeutische eiwitten. De invloed van de structuur van deze polymeren op hun 

fysico-chemische eigenschappen, het vermogen om eiwitten nanodeeltjes te vormen, de 

bio-gestimuleerde afgifte van eiwitten uit deze nanodeeltjes, de intracellulaire 

profectiecapaciteit, en de cytotoxiciteit in vitro worden in detail behandeld. 

Een algemene introductie op deze scriptie en de relevante wetenschappelijke 

achtergrondinformatie betreffende dit onderzoek staan beschreven in de eerste twee 

hoofdstukken. In Hoofdstuk 1 wordt de algemene achtergrond met betrekking tot deze 

scriptie geschetst. Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een overzicht van de strategiën in het ontwerp van 

polymere nanodeeltjes voor therapeutische eiwit- en peptidenafgifte zoals beschreven in 

de huidige literatuur. In dit hoofdstuk behandelt fundamentele kennis over 

polymeer-gecontroleerde eiwitafgifte, en dan met name via orale- en nasale toediening. 

Na een beschrijving van de extra- en intracellulaire barrières die optreden bij deze afgifte 

routes worden methoden beschreven om deze barrières te omzeilen met behulp van 

cationische polymeren met lage cytotoxiciteit, en dan met name poly(amidoamine)s 

(PAAs). De aandacht gaat hierbij in het bijzonder uit naar poly(amidoamine)s die de 

repetitieve disulfide bindingen in hun hoofdketen (SS-PAAs) bevatten, welke worden 

gereduceerd in intracellulaire milieu. 

In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt een effectief intracellulair eiwit afgiftesysteem beschreven dat werd 

ontwikkeld op basis van gefunctionaliseerde liniaire PAAs die zelf-assemblerende 

cationische nanocomplexen vormen met tegengesteld geladen eiwitten. Deze 

wateroplosbare PAAs zijn in staat om het negatief geladen enzym β-galactosidase 

efficiënt te condenseren onder vorming van positief geladen nanocomplexen. Celopname 

experimenten en cytotoxiciteitstesten toonden aan dat deze op PAA gebaseerde 

nanocomplexen in essentie niet toxisch zijn. Met gebruik van deze nanocomplexen werd 

β-galactosidase succesvol opgenomen in COS-7 cellen, waarbij de β-galactosidase 

activiteit bijna volledig werd behouden. Dit in tegenstelling tot het vrije enzym, dat in het 

geheel niet werd opgenomen door de cellen. 
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De ontwikkeling van effectieve intracellulaire vectoren voor de afgifte van positief geladen 

eiwitten bij neutrale pH staat beschreven in Hoofdstuk 4. Hier werd gebruik gemaakt van 

SS-PAAs waarvan de zijgroepen via een amidebinding negatief geladen 

citraconzuurzijgroepen bevatten. De citraconzuurgroepen splitsen af wanneer de pH 

omlaag gaat (zoals in de endosomen van de cel), waarbij dan positief geladen 

amino-groepen ontstaan. Bij neutrale pH vindt bij deze wateroplosbare lineaire polymeren 

efficiente zelfassemblage plaats met cationische eiwitten, waardoor er nanocomplexen 

worden gevormd doordat de tegengestelde ladingen elkaar aantrekken. In deze 

experimenten werd Lysozym gebruikt als positief geladen cationisch eiwit. Naast de 

reductie van de disulfide bindingen in de polymeer hoofdketen, werd de intracellulaire 

lysozyme afgifte nagebootst door het bewerkstelligen van een omkering van de 

elektrostatische eiwit-polymeer interactie bij pH 5 (pH in een endosoom) door de 

afsplitsing van een citraconzuurgroep, hetgeen leidt tot omkering van de lading op de 

polymeerzijketens. Cytotoxiciteit en celopname experimenten toonden aan dat die SS-PAA 

gebaseerde nanocomplexen niet toxisch worden en dat Lysozym succesvol werd 

opgenomen in HUVEC cellen. 

Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft het gebruik van oppervlakte-gevoelige kwarts microbalans 

technieken voor analyse van effecten van eiwitgeladen polyelectrolytcomplexen als deze 

adsorberen aan model lipide membranen. Twee verschillende SS-PAAs werden 

gesynthetiseerd en hiermee werden verschillende nanocomplexen gevormd door middel 

van zelfassemblage met humaan insuline, dat werd gebruikt als een negatief geladen 

modeleiwit bij neutrale pH. Uit de metingen bleek dat de gevormde nanopartikels tijdens 

absorptie aan de negatief geladen modelmembranen, zonder dat de membraanintegriteit 

werd verstoord. Deze structurele herschikkingen zouden tevens op een celoppervlak 

plaats kunnen vinden, waardoor de opname van intacte nanopartikels wordt belemmerd.  

In hoofdstuk 6, staat de ontwikkeling beschreven van een effectief intracellulair 

eiwitafgiftesysteem voor orale toediening op basis van lineaire wateroplosbare SS-PAAs, 

die in staat zijn om humaan serum albumine efficiënt te condenseren in stabiele positief 

geladen nanocomplexen. Naast het verschaffen van intracellulaire bioreductie, zorgt de 

aanwezigheid van disulfide groepen voor een toename in de mucoadhesiviteit van de 

nanopartikels. Er werd aangetoond dat op SS-PAA gebaseerde nanocomplexen in staat 

waren om humaan serum albumine succesvol op te laten nemen in het cytosol van 

co-culturen van Caco-2/TC7 en HT-29 mucus-secreterende cellen. De opname vond 

plaats in veel grotere mate dan bij de controlegroep, PAAs zonder disulfide binding in de 
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keten. Een verhoogde opname werd waargenomen bij een hogere verhouding aan HT-29 

cellen, waaruit het belang van de goede mucoadhesiviteit van SS-PAA dragers blijkt. 

In hoofdstuk 7 wordt het vervaardigen van verschillende polyelectrolytcomplexen door 

middel van ladingsaantrekking tussen de gefunctionaliseerde lineaire PAAs en humaan 

insuline beschreven. Deze polyplexen werden vervaardigd om de doelmatigheid van oraal 

toegediende insuline te vergroten. Deze insuline-geladen nanopartikels werden 

gekarakteriseerd met behulp van dynamische lichtverstrooiing, zeta-potentiaal, en hun 

proteolytische en chemische stabiliteit. Verder werd hun hypoglykemische effect in vivo 

bestudeerd in diabetische ratten. Aangetoond werd dat PAA nanopartikels insuline 

effectief beschermen tegen proteolytische enzymen en de opname in vivo bevorderen 

zodat de orale biobeschikbaarheid verhoogd werd.  

Op PAA gebaseerde nanopartikels voor de ontwikkeling van therapeutische eiwit formules 

om de antigen afgifte efficiëntie via de nasale route te bevorderen zijn beschreven in 

Hoofdstuk 8. Deze nanopartikels werden respectievelijk met de volgende modeleiwitten 

beladen: ovalbumine en p24, en de oligodesoxynucleotide CpG met phosphorothioaat 

basen werd gebruikt als adjuvant. De met vaccin beladen nanopartikels werden 

gekarakteriseerd op basis van hun deeltjesgrootte, oppervlaktelading en hun 

laad-efficiëntie. Tevens werd een nieuw celmodel gebruikt om het vermogen van de 

nanopartikels om de epitheel- en endotheelcel lagen te passeren te onderzoeken. Dit 

celmodel is een simulatie van het slijmvlies dat het ademhalingsstelsel bedekt. De 

gevormde polyelectrolytcomplexen van de gefunctionaliseerde lineaire PAAs met de 

modeleiwitten bleken niet toxisch te zijn. Verder bleken deze complexen de in vitro 

opname te bevorderen in respiratoire epitheel NCI-H441 cellen en in de endotheel cellijn 

ISO-HAS-1, wat aangeeft dat dit een veelbelovend afgiftesysteem is om de 

biobeschikbaarheid van antigenen te vergroten.  

In Hoofdstuk 9 worden nanopartikels, gevormd door zelfassemblage van PAAs en 

fluorescent gelabelede reporterpeptiden, beschreven die dienen voor het targeten van 

aandoeningen die het centraal zenuwstelsel aantasten. De nanopartikels werden 

gekarakteriseerd op basis van grootte, oppervlaktelading en hun beladingsefficiëntie. 

Celopname experimenten en cytotoxiciteitstesten, waarbij gebruikt werd gemaakt van 

hCMEC en HUVEC cellen toonden aan dat ook deze PAA-gebaseerde nanocomplexen niet 

toxisch zijn. Verder werd aangetoond dat het in de PAA nanogecomplexeerde 

reporterpeptide succesvol werd opgenomen in de cellen.  

Ten slotte wordt er in Hoofdstuk 10 geconcludeerd dat bioreduceerbare 
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poly(amidoamine)s veelbelovend zijn voor de ontwikkeling van potente en niet-toxische 

nano-systemen voor intracellulaire afgifte van therapeutische eiwitten, omdat ze 

beschikken over zeer gunstige eigenschappen zoals een goed water oplosbaarheid, 

eenvoudige synthese en mogelijkheden voor modificatie, goede eiwitcondensatie, 

bio-gestimuleerde uitpakking van de vector ten behoeve van de eiwitafgifte, lage 

cytotoxiciteit en hoge profectiecapaciteit.  

Appendix A beschrijft het ontwerp en de synthese van een serie nieuwe 

thermo-responsieve SS-PAAs met variërende hoeveelheden thermo-responsieve groepen, 

zoals NIPAAm, in de architectuur. De structuur van de polymere hoofdketen en de 

hoeveelheid van thermo-responsieve groepen kan worden gevarieerd om de 

eigenschappen te tunen. De voorlopige resultaten laten zien dat deze wateroplosbare 

polymeren pDNA condenseren door middel van zelfassemblage in positief geladen 

polyplexen met afmetingen op de nanoschaal. 

In Appendix B worden voorlopige studies ten behoeve van het verder vergroten van de 

opslag- en verwerkingsstabiliteit van nanocomplexen van SS-PAAs met DNA beschreven. 

Gemodificeerde polyelectrolytcomplexen op nanoschaal werden bereid door middel van 

ionische gelatie na toevoeging van tripolyphosphaat of DNA aan de SS-PAA nanopartikels. 

Vervolgens werden de eigenschappen van de nanopartikels bekeken op deeltjesgrootte, 

oppervlaktelading, beladingsefficiëntie, en stabiliteit in relevant biologische omgevingen 

en vergeleken met de ongemodificeerde nanopartikels. 
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